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Abstract

The focus of this thesis js an examination of publìc sector at-

tempts to ìmprove the physicaì lìving environment of l4innìpeg's ìnner

city neighbourhoods, It is contended that the public secton has shown

little responsìbì1ity to date for the deterioratìng conditions in the

inner city, so that efforts addressing the problem have been directed

at alleviating the symptoms of decline without addressìng the under-

lying causes of the probìem.

The study begins wìth a review of the literature on Canadian inner

cities in Chapter II, ìncludìng a brief exploration of the concept of

'Ínner cìty'. The various expl anations of inner cjty decline that emerge

from the literature are identified and discussed in order to shed some

'I ight on the problem of inner city decline in l-,,linnìpeg. Chapter iII Ís

essentially an overview of the conditjons, problems, and issues that are

confronting l,Jinnipeg's inner cìty specifically. The chapter begìns with

a brief historical account of jnner city development and then turns to a

discussion of the housing market processes operatìng in the area. Fìnalìy,

the specific causes of neighbourhood decline in l,linnipeg's inner city are

identifìed. This is followed in Chapter IV with a review of past and pre-

sent public sector area inprovement interventions. This review concen-

trates on those aspects of neighbourhood decline that are identified in

Chapters II and III. The chapter concludes wìth a cursory comparison of

area ìmprovement efforts in rel ation to the underlyìng causes of decline.

In Chapter V, there is a discussion of the level of po1ìticaì support

that these efforts have received, and a few basic suggestions for



'improving present efforts are made.

The l.iterature review of canadian inner cities found that there are

at least eight underlying causes of neìghbourhood decline, A further re-

view, of the hj storica] deve.l opment and present-day condìtìons of eleven

of l^l.innipeg's inner city neithbourhoods, revealed that aìI eight of the

causes of decline have been operatìng upon l¡linnìpeg's inner city' Fìnal ly'

the examination of public sector efforts to improve these neìghbourhoods

were examined and the conclusjon was reached that the under'lying causes

of ìnner c.ity decline have remained largely unaddressed in l¡linnìpeg.

Theoverwhe'lmingconc.lusionofthethesis.isthattherehasbeena

general ì ack of political commitment toward revital Ízing |]llinnipeg's inner

c.ity. l]llhìle th.is lack of commitment has been apparent at all three levels

of government, the biggest shortcomìng has been at the munìcipal level '

!,linnìpeg City CounciI has adopted a very passìve role in rel ation to

housing and neighbourhood improvement. Associated with the ìack of polit-

ical will has bee¡ a lack of overall plannìng direction which in turn has

prevented public sector ìmprovement efforts from addressing the under-

lying causes of inner cìty neighbourhood decline' lnstead' Council's

p iecemea'l approach of i nì t iatì ng nei ghbourhood and housi ng programs has

resulted.inaverynarrowfocusthathasdirected.improvementefforts

merely at al levì atì ng the symptoms of dec li ne '

The thesis concludes with a set of recommendations for future area

improvement intervention and also with a discussion of the prospects for

change.
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PROBLEM STATEÀ1ENT

This thes¡s cor'ìcerns the older resìdential neighbourhoods located

adjacent to Winnipegrs downtown core. Fundamental changes in their

nature have been occurring since the enrJ of the second r¡/orld !var.

While newer suburban areas continue to show s¡gns of strength and

vitality, many inner city neighbourhoods are caught up in a cycle of

physical decline resulting from the aging of the built env¡ronment

coupled with a concentration of social and economic problems. Acting

together, these factors have led to a highly polarized population

structure between inner city and more outlying neighbourhoods, leading

to even further decline irr the living environment of the inner city.

By sustaining and enhancing the physical environment of various

inner city neighbclurhoods, a local sense of community, and hence

commitment, could hopefully be fostered among inner city residents,

This, in turn, would produce a stab¡l¡zirìg effect on the inner c¡ty that

would slow down the out-migration of residents arìd help attract new

residents to the area. These are all essential requirenients of

overcoming neighbourhood cleterioration and making Winrripeg's central

c¡ty a more viable aes¡dential community

The focus of this thes¡s is an examinatic¡n of public sector

attempts to improvc the physical tiving environmerìt of lVinnipegrs irrner

c¡ty ne¡ghboûrhoods. lt ¡s the contention of this thesis that the pukrlic

sector has shown little responsibility to date for the cleteriorating

conditions in the inner city, so that efforts aclclressing the problenl

have been ad hoc and reactive ¡n nature, as opposed to ¡nterventionist
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and comprehensive. As such, they have been directed at ôllev¡ating

the symptoms of decline without addressing the underly¡ng causes of

the problem. lt is also contended that there has been a failure to get

the pr¡vate and public sectors working effectively together to solve

¡nner city problems.

SCOPE OF STUDY

While the physical quality of the neighbourhood environment and

housing stock greatly influence the quality of life experienced by city

dwellers, physical improvement of the residential environment alone is a

rather narrow objective to hold. The social and economic well-being of

inner c¡ty residents are important aspects to consider as well.

Therefore, overcoming the decline of inner city neighbourhoods must be

seen as a complex process involving three overlapping strands, namely:

revitalization of the physical environment, expansion of employment

opportun¡ties, and social support programs. lmprovements to the

neighbourhood environment and housing stock wi!l help alleviate social

and economic problems, just as neighbourhood revitalization will follow

from improvements in social and economic conditions'

While the need to consider all three aspects of neighbourhood

decline is recognized in this thesis, it should be pointed out that the

intent is to exam¡ne only public sector attempts at revitalizing the

physical environment of residential areas in the inner city. Thus

ernployment programs and the delivery of social services are not

considered to be wìthin the scope of this particular research effort.
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Admittedly, such a focus avoids addressing the much larger quest¡on of

total inner cìty revitalization. On the other hand, by placing emphasis

on only one component of central city decline, it is hoped that a more

complete and thorough understanding can be gained of this particular

subject area. Furthermore, the following examination of efforts to

imp rove the physical environment of Winnipegrs inner c ity

neighbou rhoods is strongly influenced by social and econ o m ic

considerations

ihe examination of public sector ¡mprovement efforts begins with

a review of the literature on Canadian inner cíties in Chapter ll. This

review contains a brief exploration of the concept of inner cityt.

Then, the various explanations of inner city decline that emerge from

the literature are identified and discussed in order to shed some light

on the problem of inner city decline in Winnipeg. Chapter lll is

essentially an overview of the conditions, problems, and issues that are

confronting Winnipegts inner city specifically. ln order to gain a

greater depth of understanding, the chapter begins with a brief

historical account of ¡nner city development' As well, the housing

market processes that are leading to the undesirable demographic and

socio-econon¡ic polarìzation occurring in Winnipeg are discussed and

finally, the specific causes of neighbourhood decline in WinnipeErs inner

city are identified. This is followed in Chapter lV with a review of

past and present public sector interventions aimed at overcoming the

decline th at has, and is, occurring in Winnipegts inner city

neighbourhoods, This review concentrates on those aspects of

neiçlhbourhoocl decline that are identified in Chapters ll and lll. The
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chapter concludes with a cursory comparison of area improvement

efforts in relation to the underlying causes of clecline. ln Chapter V,

the concluding chapter, there is a discussion of the level of political

support that these efforts have received, and a few basic suggest¡ons

for improving present efforts are made.

ln order to quantify the various trends that are occurring in

Winnipegts inner city, a study area has been defined consisting of

eleven centrally¡ located Winnipeg neighbourhoods. ltrs areal extent

and boundaries are shown in Figure l. on the next page, while Figure

2, on page 6 shows its location in retation to downtown and the rest of

the built-up areâ of Winnipeg. Appendix I co¡rtains a cliscussion of how

the Study Area was defined, as well as a comparison of its boundaries

w¡th those of the area that has been most frequently referred to as

Winnipeg's inner city,

One final comment is necessary before proceeding further' lt

must be recognized that when one considers the present distribution of

income and nature of private property in Canada, attempts to improve

inner city areas cannot be expected to bring about a significant degree

of long-term improvement. While problems such as poverty, critr¡e,

social and ethnic segregation, and unemployment are nation-wide in

scope, and among the most severe that confront Canadian society, they

are also concentrated in the Ìnner cities of the. country. So until

governrnents in Canada make an earnest commitment to overcomÍng these

problems, there can be no widescale improvements in the living

conditions of our inner city areas' Furthermore, the revitalization of

depressed inner c¡ty regions is sirnpty not, at present. a priority of the
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publ¡c sector. This fact is borne out by a cursory ex¿¡mination of

government expenditures. For example in 1979, out of a total of i52.4

billion. only .25% of the Federal governmentrs gross national expenditure

was spent directly on inner city revitalization, and the Province spent

an even smaller proport¡on. (t) W¡th this major caveat in mínd, it can

be seen tl¡at the challenge of current neighbourhood improvement

efforts lies ¡n how to maximize the relatively mild degree of improvement

that can be expected to occur when consÍder¡ng the minimal inputs

being provided, Despite the rather l¡mÌted prospects, efforts could be

more effective than they are at present Lry re-evaluating and

subsequently revamping the existing range of government policies and

programs to procluce a more co-ordinatecl attack on the underlying

causes of inner city decline.

WHY REVITALIZE INNER CITY NEICHBOURHOODS?

There are a number of reasons that are cited in planning reports

and the brôader literature on Canadian inner c¡t¡es to justify the

allocation of scarce public sector resources to aid ¡n the revitalization of

¡nner c¡ty areas. To begin w¡th, one must consider the role that these

older residential areas fulfill in terms of the city as a whole. lnner

city neighbourhoods, some of which date back to the 1800ts in

Wirrnipegrs case, are the product of many years of both public and

pr¡vate efforts and investment. Thinking in these terms, our inner

city neighbourhoods represent a vitäl historical resource. addinq both

diversity and interest to the c¡ty. Many of these neighbourhoods have



an underlying beauty and character not possessed by newer residential
areas, exhibiting a wide var¡ety of housing styles and attract¡ve
tree-lined streets. They also províde us with examples of what our

new neighbourhoods might be like. More of our ¡nner city
neighbourhoods could fulfill such a role if appropriate act¡ons are taken

soon to prevent further decline.

Winnipegrs central city neighbourhoods are a valuable resource to

the city in that they provide a significant portion of the cityts hous¡ng

stock, encompassìng a diverse range of types and costs. Today, these

neighbdurhoods possess desirable rocational advarìtages as they are near

the downtown and have ready access to most areas of the city.
substantial amounts of housing accommodation are in close proxim¡ty to
major centers of enrployment; ie. downtown; the Health Sciences

Centeri and the St. James, Inl(ster, and St. Boniface inclustrial areas.

lnner city residential locations may also become increasingly desirable

now that the era of relatively cheap energy appears to be com¡ng to a

close.

. lf existing inner city populations coulcl be encouraged to remáin,

and possibly a portion of residential and employment growth encouraged

into selected inner city neighbourhoods. then the home-to-work

transportation problem might be eased and the use of public transit
encouraged. Furthernìore, the revitalization of the inner city
neighbourhoods surrounding the downtown core could provide a great

impetus to the rev¡talization of winnipegis central business district.
The revitalization of established neighbourhoods, coupled with the

rehabilitation of older housing, would provide an alter'ative to
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suburban areas as a place to live, thereby increasing the living choìces

open to city dwellers. ln Winnipeg, this might also remove some of the

pressure for peripheral development, thereby reducing the cityrs
escalating servicing requirements, and hence costs, for new growth.

(2)

. The question must also be addressed as to vrhether a municipal

government has a redistributive role to play in terms of housing and

neighbourhood environment. Winnipeg's inner city contains one.fifth of

the cityrs total population ;-- quite a sizable proportion. The urban

environment and its quality will largely determine the quality of life for

these Winnipeggers. Past and present trends will

t'... have a depressing effect on the general environment,

which would reinforce the migration of people and

emp loy ment out of the core a rea, and the down ward

spiralling condition of the environment and the quality of

life would continue.'r [3)

There is also the clanger that less stable social and economic conditions

will spread to inner c¡ty ne¡ghbourlìoods which are stable at present.

The City has adopted the following as its primary criterion. for guiding

urban growth decisions ... trTo preserve and improve the quality of life
for all urban dwellers." (4) This criterion alone dictates that action

should be undertaken by the City in order to revitalize its older

neighbourhoods. Furthermore, from a purely moral standpoint, if inner

city decline is directly attr¡butable to public sector pol¡cy'making, as is

suggestecl later in this thesis, then it is the responsibility of the public

sector to take whatever act¡ons are required to rectify the problems it
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has caused by its own act¡ons.

The inner city neighbourhoods of Winnipeg also warrant
revitalizat¡on êfforts simply from the point of view that in these times of

increasing resource scarcities and declining energy reserves, it makes a

lot of sense to maintain the exist¡ng built-up area of a city and thereby

maximize the usage that we get out of our existing neighbourhoods and

housing stock. This is opposed to expanding to new res¡dent¡at areas

which are farther and farther out from the city center white leaving the

established areas behind to decline. ln Winnipeg, this will become

particularly apjarent since a large portion of thé city as it will exist at

the end of the century is already built, and ín the next two decades a

growing number of existing structures and service systems will need

major repair or replacement. (5)

Thus even during a period of financial restraìnt, there are many

sound reasons why Winnipegrs municipal government should do something

about ne¡ghbourhood and housing problems being faced by its people.

As will be po¡nted out in the following chapters, there are numerous

measures of low or moderate cost that could be implemented to aid in

the revitalization of Winnipeg's inner city.
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C.I FOOTNOTES

]. According to the public Accounts of Canada,
governmentr s I gross national expendituresr
$52.4 billion in 1979-

The C}4HC rAnnual Reportr of t9B0 indicated that some
$133.3 mill-ion lvas directly expended by the corporation
on com¡nunity revitalizatíon. These expenditures were
broken down as follows:

Èhe Federal
total led

neighbourhood improvement. grants
residential rehabilitation grants
urban renewal grants
community services

$31,100,000
$97,100,000
$4,900,000

$200,000

Tot a1

2. refer to
Per s pe cti

Greater Winnipeg Development. plan
ve

4. Winnipeg Tri-Leve1 Committee. on Urban Affairs,
page 33

5. Dept. of Environmental planni 19, City of l{innipeg, P 1an
W:] - An Introduction to Vlinni

$l_33,300 / 000

Review - In

This document identifies the escalating costs of providingphysical and socíal services, coupled with I{innipèg's
eroding tax base and economic constraints, as prãctuding
a rbusiness as usual-r approach to u::ban growth nìanage*eit.

According to the qrþen qto\,rt.h report, the costs of contin- .

ued suburban develffiëiE-ã?è-di sþ::oportionate ly high sothat Canadian cities cannot afford to enter into piograms' designed to alleviate problems in their inner cities \"rhi léstill undertaking the capital- deveÌopment programs required
to support current leve1s of suburbân development. (page 13)

3. tr{innipeg Core Area Initiative policy Cornmittee, page 6

Urban Gror¡rth

page
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter is baseci upon a rev¡ety of recent literature on

Canadian inner cíties. lt is div¡ded into th ree p a rts, the first
exploring the concept of what an inner city is, the second discussing

the var¡ous types of declining neighbourhoods, and the third examining

the various reasons that are put forward in the literature to explain

why so many inner city neighbourhoods in Canada are undergoing

varying states of decline. As such, this chapter will provide the

necessary backdrop requirerJ before examining the specific reasons for,

and extent of, the decline that is present in Winnipeg's inner city

today. The châpter concludes with a discussion of the implicatÌons that

arise from the literature with respect to approaches to neighbourhood

improvement.

DEF¡NITIG TI-.IE INNER CITY

There are a number of ways of defining what constitutes the inner

city area of a large Canadian city. The most simplistic way -- in a

purely geographical manner -- sees the ¡nner city as constituting the

mature res¡dent¡al neighbourhoods surrounding the central core of a

large city. A more meaningful approach takes into account various

demographic and socio-economic factors before determining the areal

extent and boundaries of the irrner cíty. Usually, such definitions see

the inner city as an area in which a number of social,' economic, and
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physical problems are concentrated. Although these problems may not

þe conf¡ned to the geographic area defined as the inner c¡ty, they are

most cften especially severe there.(1) Th¡s approach is very similar to

the definitions of the inner city that are used by planning departmènts

in large cities across the country.
,/-/ Other methods of defining Canadian inner cit¡es utilize historical
\"

aspects. These inclucle studies emphasizing the roles tradit¡onaily

fulfillecl by inner city areas or approaches relating the inner city to the

older central area of a census metropolitan area (e.9. the area

corresponding to the first politicai unít of a metropolitan areã; the areal

extent of the built-up urban area at the end of the Second World War'

or older, central areas having compact urban forms based on

multifunctional s¡races, on public transit and walking, and on the high

mixtu re of land uses).(2)J
)

Finally, there is what has been termed the 'process approachr,

reflecting the unique processes that are present in the inner city and

constantly at work redefining ¡ts character, ln particulàr, the

following three processes have been ¡dentified: (3)

i) the aging and obsolescence of housing, social services,

infrastructure, ancl the indr¡strial base;

ii) demographic transitÌon, no.tably the aging of the

population and the loss of family households;

iii) land use competit¡on through the expansion of central

area commercial functions, highways, ând inst¡tutional uses.

Although areas with the above attr¡butes are maÌnly clustered in an

area surrouncling the central business district, they are not confined to
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the inner c¡ty. However, the inner city has unique characteristics not

necessarily shared by inner city type areas outs¡de its boundaries,

including severe pressLrres related to mixed and changing land use

patterns; !v¡de d¡sparities in land prices; redevelopment pressures; and

transportation, congestion, noise, and potlut¡on problems.(4)

Most studÌes share the notion of centrality: that the inner city is

composed of the older portions of the urban area adiacent to and

surrounding the central business district (the CBD may or may not be

includeclJ. As well, inner cities are historically among the first areas

of a city to be developed. These early dates of development --

characterized by rapid and uncontrolled econ.omic arowth, unplanned

and often poorly constructed working:class neighbourhoods, and the

inadequate prov¡s¡on <lf social services -- have led to many of the

problems which are ev¡dent in inner city areas today.(5)

Furthermore, when Canadlan ¡nner cities are considered on an

aggregate basis, it is found that they fulfill a common set of roles

exhibit similar characteristics, and suffer from similar probtems. ,;

terms of roles, inner c¡ties are seen to be the traclitional location of

work¡ng class communities enjoying good access to most of the city, as

receiving areas for immigrants altowing gradual adaptation to their new

environment, and as thê home of many disadvantaged, low-income

groups. Low rents, the cheapness of the cost of living, and the

convenience to downtown ãre seen as attractions for people with little

lil<elilrood of any social mobility. (6)

When compared to the rest of the city, Canaciian inner cities tend

to exhib¡t above:.average concentrat¡ons of deteriorated hous¡ng un¡ts,
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aging structures, and apartments; higher ratês of change and

pressures for redevelopment; a greater mix of land uses; higher land

prices; and congestion problems. On an overall basis, inner city

populations are characterized by greater concentrations of immigrant

and ethnic groups, tenants, the poor, the less educated, the

unemployed, the elderly, and single persons. FamÌlies with children

and young adults are found in much greater concentrations in the

suburbs. ln recent years, Canadian inner cities have typically

experienced absolute declines in population; very high degrees of in''

and out,.migration among part¡cular groups (e.g. rurat migrants,

upwardly-mobile families, native people, and immigrants); and shifting

community structures, both ethnic and socio'economic"

ln a recent study, L.S. Bourne of the UniversÌty of Toronto listed

the following problems which are either unique to, or espec¡ally severe

¡n, most Canadian and American inner cities: (7)

i) a declining economic base, loss of blue'collar jobs and

high unemployment; .

ii) an overall loss of population. particularly in the most

productive age groups, which undermines both the demand

for social and retail services and the social diversity needed

to maintain an attractive residential envirollment;

iii) the in-migration of low income, unskilled groups,

producing a mis"match between workersr skills and the

kinds of jobs available t

iv) absolute poverty and the disproport¡onate

concentration of societyrs most economically disadvantaged;
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v) crime, disease, social pathologies, and the fear of

ethnic or racial groups which are seen to be different;

vi) physical deterioration of buildings, roads, and of

social services such as schools, police, fire, and garbage

collection;

vii) environmental pollution, litter, and noise; and

viii) discrimination by private lending agenc¡es and

government housing programs.

Not only are these problems deemed to be among the most severe that

co n fron t our society, but they are also seen as constituting

meta-problems -- i.e. a cluster of inter-related problems whose solution

requires a comprehensive rather than a piecemeal attack. Furthermore,

these problems are intensifying under present economic conditions of

high inflation, high unemployment, economic uncertainty, and slower

population growth,(S) Th¡s concentration of severe problems in inner

city areas tends to lend support to the definition of the inner city as a

geograph¡c area exhibiting a high inci<Jence of interrelated problems.

However, a problem based definition does not take into account the

heterogeneity that exists in inner city areas. Care must be taken so as

not to stereotype all ¡nner city neighbourhoods as declining or problem

areas. High socio-economic status neighbourhoods are also present ¡n

Canadian inner cities and stable, low-income working class communit¡es

usually comprise the maiority of inner c¡ty populat¡ons.

From the preceeding discussion it is apparent that thers is no

single definition or concept of the inner city which can kre appliecl

universally. Rather, the term has to be defirred from a specific point of
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reference. However, any definìtion of an inner c¡ty must at least take

into account the notions of centrality and early historical development.

The specialized roles, tra¡ts, problems, and processes commonly

assoc¡ated with inner city areas should be viewed as symptoms, rather

than as determinants, of an inner city area.

TYPES OF DECLININC NEICIIBOURIjOODS

The literature on Canadian inner cities generally recognizes four

iclealized inner city neighbou rhood types, 99"]lT, stlbilitl ,

revltalizatign, and massive redevelopment, as first postuläted by

McLemore et al in 1973. (9) Distinctions between the various

neighbourhood types are made on the basis of physical, social, and

economic factors. However, this four-pronged typology is based on

idealized neigtrbourhood types. ln reality, distinctions between

different ne¡ghbourhoods are not so straight forward as neighbourhoods

usually exhibit traits associated with two or more idealized types.

Declining neighbourhoods are seen to be exper¡encing a rculture of

povertyr in which physical, social, ancj economic problems reinforce the

¡nterìsity of each other. Briefly, these neighbou rhoods are

experiencing varying degrees of the following: continuing and

worsening physical deterioration; inadequate neighbourhood facilities; an

outflux of the economically mobile population; the development of serious

social problems (e.g. poverty, unemploynlent, overcrowcl Ìng,

delinquency); a lack of community organization; and high ratês of
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tenancy and transiency. ln short, declining neighbourhoods are

visually and economically the worst areas of a city. Such conditions

may ¡ntensify if the causes of clecline are not addressed by strong

public sector action .

ln Winnipeg, the Department of Environmentâl Planning has

developed a typology of neighbourhood types through its Area

Characterization Study, recognizing six d iffe rent kincls of

neighbourhclods.(10) ln contrast to McLemorers definitions which are

str¡ctly morpholog¡cal, this typology is rprogrammatic', being based on

various scales and types of municipal action deemed appropriat€. Four

of these six neighbourÌrood types are viewed as exltibitîng varying

degrees of decline. The degree of decline becomes progressive!y worse

as one passes from Conservation and Rehabilitation neighbolr r hood s to

Maion lmprovement and finally to Redevelopment neighbourhoods. .The
inner city nelghbourhood sttrdy .area.used..in this thesis is co-mposed of

one Conse rvation neighbourhood: North Point Douglas; four
Rehabilitation neighbourhoods: Burrows Central, Lord Selkirk Park,

Dan ie I Mc ln ty re and St. Matthews; and six fuiajor lmprovement

neighbourhoods :. William Whyte, Dufferin, Centennial, West Alexander,

Spence, and Memorial (refer to Figure 3. on the next page).

The Department of Environmental Planning has defined the various

types of neighbourhoods as fc¡llows. (11) Conservation neighbourhoods

typically show sígns of initial decline, but for tl.¡e most part are still

self-sufficient. Rehabilitation areas show a greater degree of decline,

usually reflecting the greater a9e or lower standard of ¡nitial

construction of dwellings and support services, Mqjòr lmprovement
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ne¡ghbou rhoods are older âreas of the City where decline is

considerable both in extent and irrtensity. Refer to Appendix for a

discussion of the criteria usecl to designate each of these neighbourhood

types.

The differing conditions of each declining neighbourhood must be

taken into account in order that appropriate improvement ¡nputs are

formulated for specif ic neighbourhoods. A neighLrourhood planning

approach is appropriate as it avoids standardized solutions while taking

into account the differing strengths and problems of various inner city

areas. Accordingly, the Winnipeg Area Characterization Study

identifies several broad recommendations for area imþrovement, base-d of

the differing degrees of decline that exist in inner city neighbourhoods.

Since only a minor degree of decline is evident in Conservation

neighbourhoods, it is felt that the emphasis of improvement programs

shoulct be on supporting and strengthening the status quo, with minimal

public capital input, ln Rehqbili_t11ion neighbourhoods, the aim is to

either stop further decline from ocurring, or at least to substantÍally

reduce the rate of decline. This calls for a comprehensive improvernent

elfort addressing physical, social, and economic needs, which is

considered by council to be beyond the present resource capability of

the City of Winnipeg. 4g for Major improvement neighbourhoocls, the

City feels that the¡r problems are so severe that they can only be

solved through the direct injection of new capital for rehabilitation, new

housing, new support services and facilities, and the rejuvenation of

the neighbourhoodrs economy.
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EXPLANATIONS OF INNER C¡ TY NEIGHBOURHOOD DECLINE

Numerous factors have been cited in the literature on Canadian

inner cities to explain why large port¡ons of these areas undergo

decline. ln fact, a review of planníng reports from large c¡ties in

western Canada and Ontario reveals that on the whole, inner city areas

¡n both of these regions are undergoing various stages of decline in

relatÌon to more outlying neighbourhoods, (i2) ln the discussion that

follows, the major explanations of inner city neighbourhood decline are

briefly revierved. As marry of these causes are inter-related,

d¡stinctions between them are not clear"cut.

Urban Crowt Pressures: The proçess of urban growth in large

Canadian cities has involved the outward expansion of CBD.related

(central business district) functions and the large:scale spread of

suburban areas, leaving inner city areas caught bet'/veen. Ïhe

expansion of commercial and high density CBD functions leads to the

¡ntrusion of incompatible land uses into surrounding older residential

areas ancl to problems associated with rising land vatues. Thesê

include losses of low density housing and historical structures, the. loss

of privacy in existÌng residential areas, the spillover of commercial

traffic and parkirrg onto residential streets, and uncerta¡nty as to the

future of transitional areas between high intensity and low dens¡ty

residential uses (transitional areas are typically poorly ma¡nta¡ned).

La"rge portions of inner city neighbourhoods are also overzoned for their

present use, lf portions of a neighbourlroodrs low density housing
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stock are actually zoned for commercial, industrial, or higher density

resident¡al usage, the net effect can be to encourage neighbourhood

decline due to escalating property values and future uncerta¡nty.

Furthermore, increasing commuter traffìc between the suburbs and the

central business distr¡ct passes through the inner c¡ty. As the number

of these trips increases, problems associated with heavier flows of

traffic increase, such as noise, less safe pedestrian and residential

environments, and possible pollution. Further encroachment results

from expansions of the road transportation network, which can

physìcally and perceptually separate community elements and ruin much

of the existing environmental quality, as well as depress land values

and physically destroy existing social ¡nfrastructures.

Macro Changes: Decline can also occur ¡n connection with macro shifts

¡n the structure of the national economy and ¡n nat¡onal demographic

trends. The decentral¡zation of manufacturing, warehousing, and

wholesaling activities from central c¡ty to suburban locations throughout

Canada ¡n the post-war years has meant the declirre of the industrial

and employment base on which many inner city neighbourhoods were

founded. The post:war yéars have also lry¡tnessed the exodus of

important segments of inner city populations to newer suburban areas,

again across the country, resulÈing in a large-scale rthinning-outr of the

population of inner c¡ty neighbourhoods. The rapid growth of incomes l)

during the 1950s and 1960s, coupled with more liberalizecl mortgage

terms and massive govern¡nent subsidies (refer to the runintended

consequencesr explanation of decline on page 27 ), aliowed people to

..'l'.
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consume more housing ¡n terms of qual¡ty and s¡ze than would otherwise

have been possible. Th¡s greatly ¡ncreased the demand for suburban

single family homes. The demand for suburban housing was further

strengthened due to the unprecedented r¡se in family formation and

birth rates that occurred in the same period. The decentralization of

jobs and population have been mutually-reinforcíng. The net result has

left central city areas drained of much of their potent¡al ¡nvestment,

contributÌng to deterioration, under.development, and neglect.

As for demographic trends, recent years have witnessed sharp i:
declines in population growth rates. Since Canadian inner c¡ty areas

har¡e bee¡r characterized by high turnover and out-migration in recent

years, they are consequently among the first areas to feel the effects

of slower population growth. (13)

Shifts in the relative strengths of regional economies can exacerbate

negative pressures on inner city areas. ln less favoured Iocations of

regions in which the growth of population and iobs continues to taper

off and public sector cutbacks persist, 't'.. surplus housing becomes

more common, maintenatrce levels decline, and prices fall. As a result,

residential segregation will likely increase and have a.negative effect on

the local economy, on levèls of public and private ¡nvestment, and on

the quality of urban living environments. t'(14)

Housinq Con su r Preferences: T his explanation of inner city dectine

retated to the preceeding explanation, looks at the preferences of

Canad¡an hous¡ng consumers. A number of rpullt factors are seen to be

drawing consumers to suburban areas while a combination of rpusht

::)
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factors are encouraging out-migratio¡ from the inner c¡ty, The

attractiveness of suburban residential locations has been attributed to

many factors: the g reat desirability and popularity of the

single-detached housirrg form; larger lotsi lower densities; newness of

the overall.living environment; play areas for children that are

perceived to be safer; and greater environmental amenties (.more open

space, grass, and trees). ln terms of rpushr factors, the following

inner city characteristiçs have been cited: physical deteriorat¡on of the

built environment; congestion; crime; the lack of neighbourhood

amenitíes such as parks, playgrounds, and schools; hea.ry traffic

volumes; poor services; the intrusion of incompatible land uses

resulting in a generally non-residential character; the Ínflux of large

nurnbers of native people; and inner city social problems.

Another importa¡ìt consideration in the discuss¡on of housing

preferences is the rfamily mobility cycler as postulated by William

Michelson of the University of Toronto. Basically, Michelson has found

that the different phases of the family life cycle have varying housing

requirements so that certain housing forms are not appropriate for

particular household groups.(15) For example. highrise apartments are

deemed to provide unsuitable living environments for families with

children, but to be adequate for young, non-family households.

Single"family lrousing forms on large suburban lots are seen as being

very desirable for families with children leading to strong preferences

for suburban locat¡ons by this group. The problem ¡s compounded as

peoplè are restricted by the li¡nited range of housing types that has

acTcralty been produced. Housing íorms deemed approp¡"iate for families
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with children are only located in large numbers in the suburbs, largely

due to the¡r present lan d-consu mptive designs. Theoretically a range

of housing alternatives could exist, but in fact rarely does in most

Canadian cÌties. ( t5)

The result of the strong shift in the preferences of North

American housing consumers toward suburban housing forms has been

that increases in housing quality in the post-war years have been made

largely by relocation to the suburbs rather than by improving centrâl

city un¡ts.(17) Thus the demand for inner city housing has fallen,

leading to housing deter¡oration and abandonment in marry areas.

The Lacl< of Craclual lnvestment The lack of a gradual influx of

investment money has been cited as a major cause of inner c¡ty

neighbourhood decline. Two primary kinds of money are iclentified by

Jane Jacobs as shaping most of the changes that occur in residential

and business properties: the credÍt extended by convent¡onal,

nongovernmental Iencling institutions, and the funds provided by

government..(18) While these two kinds of money behave differently in

¡mportant respects, Jacobs sees both forms oi money shaping

cataclysmic changes and relatively little gradual change. However,

building upon and supplementing what exists in a neighbourhood ¡s a

gradual process, requiring gradual ¡nfluxes of investment money'

ln some cases, inner city neighbourhoods are rred-linedr, whereby

conventional lending ¡nst¡tutions lose confidence ¡n the future vitality of

a neighbourhood and refuse to approve mortgage loans for the entire

area. Unfortunately,'red-lining' accelerates neighbourhoocl decline by
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cuttÌng off funds to undertake new construction, expansion work, and

rehabilitation. lt also encourages the turnover of property to

speculat¡ve owners and leads to a growth ¡n absentee ownership. lf

speculative owners (investors) must hold their properties for several

years while awaiting an opportun¡ty for redeveloprnent, deterioration

often occurs. This. in turn, may procluce a loss of confidence and a

reluctance on the part of local owners to invest ¡n the¡r properties, as

well as an exodus of mobile families.

As for public sector funds, Jacobs feels that they are usuatly only

ava¡lable to older neighbourhoods when serious and w¡despread problems

already exist. ln other words, public sector funds are only available

when it is too late !,p they are not available on a steady and graclual

basis. Covernments have been at fault in another respect: the¡r

overr.generous guarantees of conventional mortgages for suburban

development have led to the diversion of much money that could have

been financing gradual change in those inner cÌty neighbourhoods where

it has been lacking. However, this problem stems from the fact that

the federal government has no jurisdiction at the municipal level and

therefore does not recognize such a problem, On the other hand,

provincial governments ha'./e traditionally left such problems to the

municipal councils,
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Un¡ntencled Consequenccs of Covgrnment Pol¡cy: As tsourne points out,

the indirect effects of certain government policies, acting in
comb¡nation, have had the side¡effect of creat¡ng or accelerating many

inner city probiems,(19) ln part¡cular, two government policy streams

have had dramatic impacts: housing and transportation (especially

highway improvements),

Housing policies at all levels of government have concentrated on

encouraging the construction of new owner'occupied homes in suburban

locations. A variety of measures have been used to accornplish this

objective, including tax concess¡ons, subsidized serVices, and the

generous Sluarãntees for inexpensive mortgâges. (20) However, the

indirect affect of all of these incent¡ves -' which were accompanied by

the unfavourable tax treatment of improvements to older housing and

the restrictions and greater costs of financing older housing -- was to

divert capital from, and substantially reduce tire desire for, existing

housing units ¡n older ne¡ghbourhoods"(21) ln other words, these

policies led to an absolute decrease in the number of people wanting to

l¡ve in the inner city. This, in turn, led to reduced ¡ncent¡ves to

maintain the older housing stock of inner city neighbourhoods. A more

mixed government pol¡cy of encouraging both new housing construction

and rehabilitation of the existing stock would not have produced such

negative side-eff'ects on Canadian ¡nner city areas. From the point of

view of the building industry, government programs made suburban

areas much more desirable locat¡ons in which to undertake development.

As for transportation policy, vast sums of money have been spent

by atl three Ievels of government in providing the iransportat¡on
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networks necessary in order to improve the accessibitity of suburban

res¡dent¡al and work areas, ln combination, these efforts have made

suburban development possible on a large scale and thus have

encouraged decentralization of the urban structure by reclucing the

relat¡ve locational advantages of central c¡ty areas. Bourne notes that

spending Iarge sums of money on highway construction also diverted

funds from other objectives such as improving public transit, further
reducing the attractiveness of the ínner city.(22) ln some large

Canadian cities, the construction or expansion of highway networks has

had the clirect effect of destroying portions of the neighbourhoods they

pass th rou gh .

Other government policies and actions have had negative impacts

on inner city neighbourhoo.ls. These include tax policies which

discourage re¡nvestment in older, smatler businesses and in the existing

building stock; the fight aga¡nst inflation and the ris¡ng costs of public

serv¡ces with result¡ng cutbacks in existing city areas; immigration

policies which do not provide services for new immigrants; and a failure

to acldress the restr¡ct¡ve policies of financial institutions in lending to

inner city properties and households. (23)

The Loss of Diversity: A¡r important aspect of commun¡ty vitality that

emerges from the l¡terature is the close relationship between c¡ty

vital¡ty and divers¡ty (the high degree of mixture of different land uses

and socio"economic groups). Perhaps the two foremost writers in this

respect are Jane Jacobs and R¡chard Sennet. The heart of Jacob's

argument ¡s that eâch area,of a city needs a diversity <jf uses that give
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each other mutual economic and social support, with people using public

streets and spaces in common and at differing times of the day.(24)

Urban areas lose vitality when these conditions are lack¡ng. This is

borne out by the downtowns of large North American c¡ties which have

become too predominantly devoted to Inine,.to;"fiver work uses to the

po¡nt Ìrrhere they contain few people after working hours. As for

neighbourhood vitality, a mix of housing forms ¡n terms of bu lk,

design, age, and cost ¡s seen to permit a more d¡verse, and hence more

stable, resident population to form. Jacobs also identifies tbordersl

(massive single elernentsi as a polverful force behind neighbourhood

decline. Railroad track s and pub lic housing pro¡ects are classic

examples of borders. îhe trouble is that they represent barr¡ers to

most people, thus reducirìg ¡nteraction between people and uses ancl

causing greater isolation.

Accorcling to Sennet, old c¡ty neighbourhoods !vere complex

because no group had the economic resources to shìeld itself fro¡n

groups of lower socio-ecorromic status or of different ethnicity by simply

'moving.outt. (25) However, with the unprecedented growth of incomes

in the postrwar period and matching government subsidies for suburban

development, desires for coherence and gameness were played out on a

massive scale. The result, in Sennetrs view, is that there has been a

It¡rutal¡ simplification in the mix of living, work¡ng, and recreational

uses. Whole areas of North American inner cities are today old and

worn out. They are largely the home of the poor and other

disadvantaged groups. Many jobs have long si¡ìce departed for more

outlying locations, Ieading to an even less diverse rnix oî land uses and
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feiver employment opportunities. ln contrast, the suburbs are little

more than "isolated, disconnected islands of houses which undermine

the formation of human contacts in a devastating way.".(26) Sennet

describes the simplification of the suburban env¡ronment as follows:

r'. . . physical space becornes r¡gidly divided into functional areas ; there

are wide swatches of commercial development concèntrated in that

unique suburban institution, the shopping center or shopp¡ng str¡p;

schools are similarly isolated, usually in a parklike setting. Within the

housing sectors themselves, new homes have been built at homogeneous

socio:economic levels.rr( 27 )

The literature is also very critical of the post:war development

¡ndustry in Canada. The industry has failed to provide a diverse

range of resiclential development forms and hence very l¡ttle degree of

housing choice to Canadians (for a further discussion, refer to the

rmacro changer explanation of decline).(2E) lndustr¡al parks, one of the

industryrs few major ¡nnovat¡ons, have facilitated the further relocation

of light industry from central city locations. And shopping centers,

character¡zed coast'tÕr.coast by massive chain operations competing with

volume economies of standardized goods. have led to financial

difficulties for small and d¡verse business establ¡shments. (2g ) They

have also absorbed such a large percentage of totat retait spending that

the vitality of downtown and traditional shopping.districts is seriously

being undermined.(30) The point of the matter is that both inner city

and suburban neighbourhoods could benefit from the introduct¡on of

more diverse, yet sympathetic, socio:.economic groups and uses.
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Aqinq and Phvsical Deterioration: There is considerable validity to this

argument as inner c¡ty areas are among the oldest port¡ons of a city.

Over time, the physical condition of housing and neighbourhood

facilities and services will deteriorate somewhat. ln add¡tion, many

inner city ne¡ghbourhoods.were developed as working class

neighbourhoods with poor original housing construction, low quality

services. and few controls governing development standards. As a

result, they are faced today with deteriorating housing, municipal

services that are deter¡Ðrat¡ng or over-loaded, few environmental

amenities such as park space, inadequate and deteriorating

neighbourhood facilities, and ¡ntrus¡on by non-compatible land uses and

heavy traffic flows which erode the residential chãracter over time. As

individuals move out of central c¡ty locat¡ons, there are increasing

pockets of vacant or underused land. Functional obsolescence may also

occur whereby existing physical elements are no longer desirable

because of design, locat¡on, or denand.

Deteriorating neighbourhood environments can be self-perpetuatin g

due to the effects that they have on their inhabitants. Undesirable

environmental conditions tend to discourage a sense of social

respons¡bility and encourage indifference, These in turn feed back on

levels of private ¡nvestment, building maintenance, social service needs,

and possibly most important, the local population's commitment to

improving the public environment.(31) Thus run-down propert¡es and

neighbourhood conditions can have a negative impact on surrounding

properties, causing deterioration to spread spatially.
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Poverty ancl Exploitation: This view sees the decline of some inner city

areas as the result of the concentration of disadvantaged groups in the

inner city and the¡r exploitation by powerful outside forces, lncreasing

segregat¡on occurs as middle--income groups are often better informed

and have greater resources to take advantage of opportunities such as

government subsidies (e.g. for single detached houses in the suburbs).

Other groups are simply left behind in the inner city, Due to the

lower incornes of inner city residents, housing ma¡ntenance and repair

expenditures are frequently deferred when ¡n fact the older ¡nner city
housing stock generally reqcr ires higher per un¡t maintenance

expenditures. At the same time, low income residents can only afford

low rents, often leaving landlords with limited revenues to mainta¡n

their properties. As well, ¡nnèr city residents, who on average have

fe wer re sou rces, mu st cope with its declining econom ic base,

env¡ronmental deter¡orat¡on, and increased residential segregation.

Another stream of thought stresses the iÌìner city as tlìe entry

point into the c¡ty of immigrants and other disadvantaged groups such

as native and rural migrants. These groups tend to occupy older areas

and inexpensive housing which are situated near the commercial core.

Higher income groups historically moved to more ouÙying areas when

the first low income groups began to move in, Th¡s leaves the urban

area stratified ¡nto concentric zones of increasing social staius outward

from the center. Moreover, the inner city, which is characterized by

problems that are quite different from and more severe than those

confronting other areas of the city, becomes increasingly inhabited by a

population that is severely handicapped in being able to cope with these
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problems.

lnner city neighbourhoods are also seen to typically lack

orsjalrization and decision-making power, greatly weakening the

neighbourhoodrs ability to lÕbby for needed changes. Decisions are

largely made on their behalf by people who do not live there. This

limited ability to influence decisions affecting the local neighbourhoocl

often leads to indifference among residents. This is not so surprising

when one considers the large colìcentrations of socially and economically

disadvantaged people that often res¡de in the inner c¡ty and the high

degree of mobility they exhibit. According to Bourne, the inner city

suffers from many of the problems common to front¡er regions: high

disease, ¡nadequate social services, econom¡c uncertainty, and

explo¡tat¡on by a distant (in cultural, not physical terms) elite.(32)

McLemore notes the rcu¡ture of povertyr that makes the poor

culturally dístinct in certain respects: "Apathy, lack of education,

attachment to outmoded values, and distrust of the outside world rnay

be present, inhibiting change and preventing people from taking

advantage of opportunities even when they do exíst.rr ( Health'¡r,

product¡ve traits may also be presentJ.(33) Secondly, McLemore sees

the disadvantaged position of the poor in society as being perpetuated

by the wider processes of society. These processes may include the

behaviour of higher strata which act to maintain the¡r own privilegecj

position; the exploitation of poor areas by more affluent areas and

private companies; discrimination because of colour, nationäl origin, or

language; and bureaucratic inertia on the part of governmental

organizations serving the local area.(3ll)
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IMPLICATIONS FOR NEICHBOURHOOD IMPROVEMENT

This chapter consists of three major sections. ln the first, there

is a discussion of the various concepts that have been used to define

Canadian inner cit¡es. The second sect¡on looks specifically at the

various kinds of declining inner c¡ty neighbourhoods that have been

identifîed by the Department of Environmental Plan.tring. The third

section, rvirich constitutes the bulk of th¡s chapter, identified eight

underlying causes of inner city decline that have been put forward in

the literature on Canadian inner c¡t¡es. To summarize, these

underlying causes consist of the following: 'urban growth pressuresr,

rmacro changest, thousing consumer preferencesr, tthe lack of gradual

investmentr, runintended consequences of government policyt, rthe loss of

diversityt, 'aging and physical deteriorationr, and rpoverty and

exploitationr.

It is the concensus of the l¡terature that there is no single

explanation that totally accounts for the decline of so many of these

neighbourhoods. lnstead, it is felt that decline irr one neighbourhood

¡s not necessarily triggered or influenced by the same set of causes

present in another declining neighbourhood. Furthermore, many of the

problems confronting these neighbourhoods are mutually!'re¡nforcing.

For example, problems associated with the aging and funct¡onal

obsolescence of the physical environment are greatly compounded when

incomes are low. A weak regional economy, coupled with a slow growth

rate and an emphasis on suburbanization, resutts in an inner city being
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ab andoned and with little demand to fill the g ap. A further

cons¡deration ar¡ses from the recognition that many of these forces are

operating from outside of individual neighbourhoods. Considering the

¡nter-related and often external nature of the negative pressures

operating upon declìning inner city neighbourhoods, a concentration of

policy and program efforts is required, addressing the full range of

physical, social, and econ o m ic problems, at b oth the local

neighbourhood and citywide levels.

Before closing the discussion on Canadian inner cities in general,

¡t iS appropriate to note that while decline is a natural, inevitable

process, so too is renewal. The widespread degree of decline that

currently plagues our inner city areas ¡s due to our present economic

system and government spending priorities that remove resources on a

large scale from inner city areas.(35) There is no reason why

established neighbourhoods -- given the proper public sector supports

¡- could not p,rovide desirable residential environments. The

perpetuat¡on of inner city decline has been the result of a number of

conscious decisions and actions. A different view of the future shape of

the c¡ty, accompaníed by a different set of decisions and actions, can

reverse much of the decline that has been experienced to date.(36) As

Bourne states, rrAt a minimum, we should acknowledge that the inner

city is a product of our design efforts and that we can in turn

redesign an alternative model if we wish to do so."(37)

The discussion will now turn from an exploration of the underlying

causes of inner city neighbourhood decline to a rev¡ew of the actual

conditions that exist within Winnipegrs inner city.
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access to the central business district and citywide facili-
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that proiiìibit discrimination solely because of property loca-
tion. The major provisions include: i) prohibiting member

institutions from automatically refusing a loan because of the
age or location of a dwelling; ii) requiring member institutions
to maintain written loan underwriting standards which are avail-
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¡NTRODUCTION

ln the preceeding chapter, Canadian inner cities were examined on

a generalized basis. ln the sections that follow, the specific changes

that have been occurring in Winnipegrs inner city will be examined in a

descriptive manner. From th¡s overview, areas that need to be

addressed by public sector improvement efforts will be identified. This

shall be accomplished by looking at the historical development and

preient'day dimensions of the physical living environment of the eleven

inner city study neighbourhoods, as well as by examin¡ng the housing

market forces that are affecting inner city neighbourhoods. The

chapter concludes by identifying which explanatìons of decline raised in

the prev¡ous chapter have been responsible for causing decline ln

Winnipegrs inner city neíghbourhoods and with a discussion of ensuing

implications for neighbourhood imp rovement.

EARLY HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF WINNIPECIS INN ER C ITY

ln order to obtain a broader perspective of the conditions which

exist in Winnipegrs inner city today, this sect¡on will briefly examine

the effects that the cityts historical development has had on its inner

city neighbou rhoods.

The early 1880s witnessed the arrival of the CPR railway in

Winnipeg, leading to tremendous increases in the cityrs population and

built-up area. lt was during this period that large numbers of middle

and working class homes were built in the vicinity of the CPR tracks
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for railway workers and for those working ¡n the industries located

along the rail line. ( I )

Due to the cityrs relatively young age, a large stock of old housing

did not exist to accommodate the thousands of people who were entering

the clty. A great demand arose for new and cheap dwellings and in

response, developers and real estate ¡nterests undertook the

development of a supply of cheap homes and boarding houses in the

North End.(2) The quality of residential buildings constructed in the

area was well below the general quality of the housing stock in the rest

of the city. As po¡nted out by Artibise and Dahl, rrNone of the rules

of good design were followed: the grid street pattern was dull and

monotonous; the narrow lots presented a terribly cramped appearance

s¡nce the houses, apartment blocks and other buildings were usually

built very close to the edge of the property; the facade and design of

the frame. dwellings showed little diversity of building shapes and

styles; the homes were usually all placed at the same distance from the

street íine; and open spaces, such as parks and playgrounds, were

conspicuousty absent since land was meant to be used, not wasted.rr(3)

As the building boom and its accompanying speculation left many houses

without the amenitîes of normal city life, it produced conditions "ripe

for early obsolescence". (4)

However, it was the presence of the railroads that had the

greatest blighting effect on l{innipegts inner city. Large rail facilities

were located in other parts of the city, but in the inner city these

facilities were located in the heart of the district as opposed to on the

extremities. ln the North End, 'tNo one could enter that portion of the
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city w¡thout becoming, v¡vidly aware of the mass of buildings and

tracks, noise, dirt, and smell."(5) The CPR tracks and yards cut the

North End off from the rest of the city, slowing down development ¡n

the northern sector of Winnipeg as well as lowering real estate

values.(6) ln fact, the yards are a classic example of what Jane Jacobs

refers to as tbordersr, reducing interaction between the North End and

the rest of Winnipeg.

When the CPR was joined to the tran scon tinenta I network during

the 1880s, ít sliced the Point Douglas area in half, establishing much of

the area as a manufacturing and warehousing district. Together with

the area bordering the CPR tracks and west of Main St., Point Douglas

became Winnipegts first 'blightedr area. lndustrial and commercial land

uses engulfed residential neighbourhoods, leaving rislandsr of housing to

deteriorate and a fragmented pattern of res¡dential lands that inhibited

neighbourhood cohesion.(7) lndustrial encroachment also prevented the

further growth of residential areas to a stage where community facilities

such as parks, schools, and shops, could be supported.(8) As

non:,residential uses began to locate in those districts where the initial

development had been mainly residential, high income families began to

leave and re:-establish in more stable and attractive areas. The original

residents were often replaced by lower-income families, leading to some

of the original dwellings being acquired and operated by absentee

landlords as revenue-bearing properties with little maintenance béing'

undertaken. (9) .

As ¡n the North End, residential areas in and around the central

core began to show symptoms of decline. The portion of the central
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core between Notre Dame and Broadway began to experience the rapid

growth of entertainment, commercial, and institutional uses during the

1890s. W¡th these uses came crime and overcrowding, reducing the

central corets appeal as a prime residential area.(10) According to

Artibise, the decline of the central core as a desirable resìdential area

was also due to the city's rapid population growth coupled with a

concern for quick profits. This led to a great increase in the demand

for housing, resulting in vacant lots being occupied and earlier lot size

limitations being disregarded. ( I I ) This process of subdivision was not

confined to land as many larger homes were also divided and their

rooms rented.

It appears, however, that it was the railway again that had the

greatest affect upon the area. The construction of Union Station and

its yards in 1904 took up a great amount of riverfront land along the

Red River, hastening the growth of the north.south split in Winnipeg,

w¡th attract¡ve residential locations concentrating around the Assiniboine

River.(t2) The Midland Railway was constructed in the early 1900s and

its right:ofrway ran almost the whole length of the area. As occurred

in the North End, industrial-type buildings were built along the tracks

leading to the deterioration of adjacent residential areas.

ln contrast to the ¡nner city, large portions of the South and West

ends of Winnipeg were developed with wider streets, larger lots, and

frequent building restrict¡ons so that only the more affluent could

afford to move to them. There was relatively little industrial or

commercial development in these areas as they were inhabited primarily

by more affluent commuters who travelled long distances to their places
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of work.(13) With all of these initial radvantagesr, many of these

neighbourhoods maintain a high status even today. Other

neighbourhoods of the South and West ends were not developed to such

high standards. There were also large numbers of more modest

residences built, particularly in the study neighbourhoods of Spence,

Memorial, Daniel Mclntyre, and St. Matthews. However, both the South

and West ends were generally developed in a manner that was very

different from the North End and Central area.

By the outbreak of World War l, Winnipegrs boom years were over

and the basic spatial and socíal pattern of development that still exísts

today had been established. According to Artibise and Dahl, rtMany of

the familiar problems of urban life were beginning to emerge 3 the

sudden withdrawals of whote segments of neighbourhoodst populations;

the rapid decay of entire sections of the city; the spread of the

metropolis beyond its political boundaries; and above all, the

fragmentation of the population into specialized occupational categories,

home environments and community relationships. As a result Winnipeg

developed distinctive and mutually exclusive neighbourhoods, marked by

unequal social services and amenities."(14) Further inequalities resulted

between different areas due to the unequal distribution of municipal

services. (15) There was a distinct northrsouth d¡chotomy present and

a certain stigma was attached to the North End as being a clearly

inferior area of the city to live in -- a stigma that still persists todáy.

ln comparison to the earlier period, the years from 1915 to the

present have been characterized as years of gradual growth for

Winnipeg, marked by a large degree of suburban expansion. The
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effects of this decentralization were noted in Chapter ll and will be

discussed further in the third section of this chapter. ln the following

sect¡on, the changes that have occurred in Winnipegrs inner city in

post-war times shall be discussed at greater length.

PRESENT:DAY COND lTl NS IN THE INNER CITY

The purpose of this section is to analyze the nature of the

physical living environment being provi.ded in the eleven inner city

study neighbourhoods at present. ln particular, major problem areas

are identified and linked to the underlying causes of inner city
nei ghbourhood decline.

Neighbourhood Satisfaction: One of the major findings of the Winn¡peg

P ub lic Attitude Survey is th at re side n ti of the inner city are

considerably less- satisfied with conditions in their neighbourhoods than

are res¡dents of other areas.( 16) ln particular, the two most important

areas of dissatisfaction concern neighbourhood character and the quality

of housing. Other problems identified by the inner cityrs res¡dents

include untidy yards and boulevards, an increasing number of old

vacant buildings, too much traffic, vandalism, and a lack of good

schools and communíty clubs. Finally, the Survey found that inner city

residents place a higher priority on neighbourhood improvement,

including such items as recreation facilities, parks, the general

character ol the area, the condition of homes, and neighbourhood

shopping.
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Conditon of Residential Buildinqs: One of the most ser¡ous prob lems

confronting the inner city is its badly deteriorated housing stock which

contributes significantly to neighbourhood erosion and the loss of family

households. This problem is evident to varying degrees in all eleven of

the study neighbourhoods. The analysis that follows employs a

four-level scale for measuring housing qualityl rgoodr, rfairr, rpoorr, and

rvery poorr. The four terms are defined in detail in Appendix lll.
Winnipeg has a sìgnificantly h¡gher proport¡on of its housing stock

in poor condition than other large Canadian cities, with the majority of

these units being located in its inner city neighbourhoods ¡' almost

seventy per cent of the c¡tywide total.(171 For instance, some 2790

residential buildings located within the study neÌghbourhoods are in

poor or very poor condition, or twentyrthree per cent of the total

study area stock of 12,009 buildings.(18)

The disparity between housing conditions in the inner city and the

city as a whole can be expected to worsen for a number of reasons. A

much greater percentage of inner city structures are old and this gap

is expected to widen in coming years.(19) The fact that incomes are

much lower in the inner c¡ty also compounds the problem of housing

deterioration as homeowners have less disposable income to use ¡n

maintaining or rehabilitating their homes. Further decline may occur

due to the lower proportion of homeownership in the inner city.(?0) A

greater proportion of rentâl units are usually found to be in poor

condit¡on as there is little motivation for renters to undertâke

expensive, major repairs. At the same time there is a high incidence of
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absentee landlords in f4tinnipegrs ¡nner city and they have little

¡ncentive to undertake major repairs which reduce immediate profit

mar gin s .

Since housing quality was one of the major determinants used to

define the different neighbourhood types in the Area Characterization

Study, it ¡s found that housing qual¡ty steadily decreases as one moves

from Conservation and Rehabilitation neighbourhoods to Major

lmprovement neighbourhoods. The relationship for the study area is

summarized in the table below. (21) However, it should be noted that

there is variation among the different neighbourhoods in each

neìghbourhood type.

TABLE I. CONDIT¡ON OF RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS IN STUDY AREA
BY NE¡CHBOURHOOD TYPE

good

fa ir 341

poor 70

very
poor

13

conserva t ion

286
40%

rehab¡ I itat ion

'1765

30%

3106
s3å

971
17?

1g

rna j or
¡nprovement

t032
r9å

2689

1s 14

289

183

study area
tot a I

308 3

6136

2555

235

488

103

s0E

3g
39

2Z

Deteriorated housing may have the more obvious effects of

providing unsafe or unsanitary living environments for its inhabitants,

but it can also have a series of wíder effects upon the surrounding
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neighbourhood. Poorly maintained properties lead to v¡sua¡ blight and a

generally deteriorated appearance of the neighbourhood. This, in turn,

produces a loss of confidence in the local neighbourhood and associated

problems. Poor quality hous¡ng also prompts households to move more

often, further reducing neighbourhood stability.(22)

Population Decline: Another pressìng inner city problem has been the

rapid and sustained loss of neighbourhood residents over the past four

decades. From l94l to 1981, the inner city population declined by

thirty:six per cent while the outer areas of Winnipeg registered an

increase of well over two hundred per cent.(.23) More importantly,

losses have accelerated dramatically since 1971, totalling thirteen per

cent from 1971 to 1976 and a further ten per cent from 1976 to

198r.(24)

During the l97l to 1976 period, the collect¡ve population of the

study neighbourhoods dropped to 58,885 from 69,140, a loss of 10,255

persons or f¡fteen per cent.(25) The extent of th¡s loss is shown by

neighbourhood type for the study area in Table 2. below. As with

housing condition, there is significant variation among the various

neighbourhoods within each neighbourhood type.

TABLE 2. POPULATION LOSS IN STUDY AREA, I971 - 76.
BY NEIGHBOURHOOD TYPE

major studY area
conservat ion rehabilitation ¡[provernent total

¡670 -2560 '7025 .10,255
(:16B) (-e%) (:19?) ( :1s?)
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lnner city population losses have been particularly large amongst

families. Between 1971 and 1976, the inner city study area lost 2435

families from a total of 15,570, a loss of sixteen per cent'(26) All

eleven neighbourhoods in the study area showed an absolute loss of

family hou seholds.
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The loss of family households from the inner city has led to

disparities between the age structure of the inner city and that of the

rest of the city. The study area has a lower proportion of children

(0-14 years) and of the 25-44 age group (the family formation age

group).(27) Conversely, it has a much higher proportion of the

elderly.
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Sustained inner city population losses raise the possibility that

some community facilities may have to be closed due to under-use.

This would tend to detract from the attractiveness of the local

neighbourhood, possibly resulting in the loss of even more family

households. The loss of existing community residents is often

accompanied by the loss of well..established community linkages,

act¡vities, and participation ',- further undermining community cohesion

and stability. Sustained population losses also result in the creation of

the inner cityrs image as an undesirable residential area.

Poverty: Poverty is the third major problem confronting Winnipegrs

inner city neighbourhoods. ln I971, the last year that figures are

available for, all eleven neighbourhoods comprìsing the study area had

average family incomes well below the c¡ty.average.(28) There is a

downward progression in average family incomes as one moves through

the var¡ous neighbourhood types, as shown in Table 3. below.

TABLE 3. AVERACE FAI\4ILY II€C[4ES, 1971, FOR STLDY AREA

BY NEICI.tsCI.RFÐCD TYPE

major study area
rehab i litation inprovetrent average

$7,4s4 $6,614 6,943

city

i6,s77 ($10,024)

Furthermore, those households relocating from ¡nner c¡ty

neighbourhoods to more outlying areas are generally those with

conserva t i on average
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sufficient resources, leaving behind a population with proportionately

fewer resources and skills. Hence, as inner city depopulation

continues, there is an increasing concentration of high needs groups in

the inner city. The disparity is further increased as foreign and

native migrants continue to locate primarily in the inner city.{29)

Other high needs groups, including low income households, single

parents, the unemployed, and the elderly, show high concentrations

within Winnipegrs inner city as well.

Closely related to the problem of low incomes is that of housing

affordability. lt has been found that housing affordability may be the

most serious problem faceä by inner city residents since nearly one in

three households experience this problem to varying degrees.(30) ln

Winnipegts case, this problem is more the result of low incomes than of

excessive housing costs.(31) Affordability problems are exacerbated by

the lack of low income housing being produced in the inner city.

Land Use:. The compatiblity of land uses surrounding residential

properties is another important aspect of the quality of the

neighbourhood living environment. The Social Planning Council of

Winnipeg, in a 1979 study, revealed that for the city as a whole, there

is a fairly constant trend of increasing incidences of non-compatible

land uses moving from Conservation to Rehabil¡tat¡on to Ma¡or

lmprovement neighbourhoods. (32)

Disparities between ex is tin g land u ses and current zoning

generally take the form of overzoning which permits the haphazard

introduction of more ¡ntense and incompatible land uses -f such as
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industrial, commercial, and high-density residentia¡ -- ¡nto areas of

housing which in turn contributes to uncertainty, instability, and low

maintenance of the housing stock. While there generally has been little

redevelopment to higher densities in Winnipegrs inner city in comparison

to other large Canadian cities, there can be significant pressures

exerted on portions of residentìal areas by commercial corridors and

non-conforming industrial land uses. (33)

Municipal lnfrastructure: The replacement and upgrading of the

municipal infrastructure in older neighbourhoods is an essential

component of revitalization efforts, especially w¡th respect to increasing

neighbourhood populations through infilling. This infrastructure is

considerable, including streets, lanes, sidewalks, watermains, storm

sewers, etc. Problems regarding this infrastructure stem from aging

and consequent physical deterioration as well as from out.of'date or

inadequate initial development standards.

ln particular, numerous streets within inner city neighbourhoods

require major upgrading due to the heavy traffic flows they receive as

a result of subur.ban to downtown commuter traffic as well as from

truck and vehicular traffic aenerated by local ¡ndustrial and commercial

uses. Many of these streets are old and were not originally designed to

accommodate large traffic flows or truck traffic. Some lanes are still

gravel surfaced and isolated cases of deteriorated sidewalks exist

throughout the area. As for watermains, there still remains a large

number that are old and undersized and due to be replaced.

lnadequate storm sewers have caused problems of basement flooding.
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Pub lic Oo en Space: Wínnipegrs Department of Environmental Planning

uses the general cr¡ter¡on of five acres per one thousand persons to

determine whether an area has adequate public open space. The study

area as a whole falls short of this mark, averaging 3.6 acres per

thousand of population.(34) More specifically, seven of the eleven

neighbourhoods comprising the study area do not meet the minimum

five¡acre standard, and another barely does so. And satisfying the

five¡acre requirement suggests that only minimal recreation space ¡s

being provided.

ln many inner city neighbourhoods, initial development provided

very little open space as these areas were developed prior to

government open sp ace requirements. While in some of these

neighbourhoods the minimum park space requ¡rement is met, large

numbers of residents have poor access to this space. ln contrast,

presentr.day suburban neighbourhoods are designed with a total land

use plan so that recreational areas are distributed throughout an entire

neighbourhood, increasing accessibility. The deficiency of park and

open space in the inner city is compounded by a shortage of community

club facilities. (35)

The need for accessible neighbourhood open space is reflected in

the results of the Winnipeg Public Attitude Survey, which found small

neighbourhood parks to be one of the two most popular recreational

facilities in terms of frequency of useage.(36) Thus the provision of

neighbourhood recreational space can alter the desirability of a

neighbourhood as a residential location. This is particularly important
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in terms of attract¡ng young fam¡l¡es back into the inner c¡ty as ¡t has

been found that households with children and teenagers use these

facilities most often.(37) Despite major barriers to providìng accessible

open space in inner city neighbourhoods, it ¡s ¡mportant that the issue

be addressed in light of the much greater densit¡es of these

neighbourhoods, (38)

Elementary Schools ¡ The lar gerscale movement of young families with

children out of most inner city locat¡ons may cause school closure. As

noted by Winnipegts Social Planning Council, rrWith the closing of the

school , the neighbourhood loses ¡ts capacity to draw new young family

households and hence ¡ts capacity for a recycling of its family housing

stock to young familiy households of the next generation.rr (39) Also,

as inner city school enrollments decline, school space becomes

increasingly under:utilized and the per capita student costs borne by

these schools íncreases. This can have the affect of Iowering

educational quality and acting as a further barrier to attracting young

families to the inner city. Furthermore, as per capita costs increase,

so too does the tax burden on the local property owners. (40)

Largely as a result of the end of the baby boom and the trend to

smaller family households, there was a six per cent drop in elementary

shool enrollments for the entire city during the l97l to 1976 period.(41)

However, the study area showed a combined decrease of twenty'tws ps¡

cent in the number of children attend¡ng elementary schools during the

same period.(42) ln other words, the proportional decrease in the

school"child population of the inner city study neighbourhoods has been
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over three times as great as for the rest of the city in recent years

THE INNER CITY HOUSINC MARKET

This section begins with a brief review of projected housing

market act¡vity for the city as a whole until 1999 ¡:.the horizon year

used by the City of WÌnnipeg in its development plan revìew. This will

provide an overv¡ew before examining the proportion of anticipated

growth that can be expected to occur in the inner city, and what form

this residential development can be expected to take. As well, a

number of inner city housing issues will be discussed, most importantly

the great dominance of suburban growth, the lack of mortgage financing

in inner city neíghbourhoods, the demolition and closure of lowrincome

hous¡ng units, and the displacement of low income households.

Future Housing Market Trends: As in the rest of Canada, from now

unt¡l 1999 the rate of population and household growth in Wìnnipeg is

expected to decline.(43) The trends toward decreased population

growth and household formation are directly reflected in a sharp

reduction in housing unit requ¡rements in Winnipeg up to the year 1999,

as shown in Table 4 below.(42) Total requirements will fall from the

current high of 3960 units annually to a low of 617 units annually

between 1996 and 1999. There will also be a dramatic shÌft to single

detached u nits after 1986.

1.
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TABLE 4. PROJECTED NEIll ADDITIONS TO WINNIPECIS HOUSING
STOCK BY TYPE

BY 5-YEAR PERIOD (1981 - 1999)

l98l : 86 1986 - 9t 99 96 1996 - 99 Total

Tvpe

single

semi

row

9,500

1,400

I ,200

7 ,700

I1,900

800

600

2,500apar tment

5,600

600

100

400

Tota I 19,800 l5 - 800 6,700 r,850 44,150

While approximately 12,000 acres of land will be designated for

suburban residential development to 1999 if Plan Winnipeg is adopted in

¡ts present form, new residential land consumption for the ent¡re c¡ty is

only expected to total between 7229 acres and 8918 acres.(45) These

figures in turn suggest that there will.,þ*e, no, sisnif-iç-a¡_t re9!li-c!-l9ns

upon -sub'.1¡rban development in the next couple of decades. This being

the case, and considering the expected shift in new construction toward

singte detached dwelling units (of which new starts are concentrated ¡n

the suburbs), ¡t is reasonable to conclude that without major public

sector intervention, the proportion of new growth occurr¡ng ¡n the

inner city will decline from now until the end of the century.
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suburban population and housing stock has far exceeded that of the

inner city over the past two decades. A number of market forces are

seen to be reinforcing this trend, one of the most significant being the

great desirability of housing in suburban locations and hence ¡ts easy

marketability by developers (in relative terms). (46) Large tracts of

vacant land are available in the fringes of Winnipegrs built-up area,

allowing land to be more easily consolidated. As well, the vast majority

of committed subdivisions and virtually all unused regional services in

ground and planned in the city are located in the suburban fringe.(47)

These suburban services are sufficient to meet Winnipegrs forecasted

growth requ¡rements to the end of the century.(48) ln addition, there

are no real transportation disincentives to suburban living as commuting

times ¡n Winnipeg between the downtown and suburban areas are

relatively s hort.

There are many prevailing disadvantages to developing inner city

sites. Land costs are relatively higher in the inner city, as are

construction costs due to the small volume, custom nature of inner city

residential development and the relatively constrained sites.(49) Land

assembly is difficult and there is usually more opposition from nearby

res iden ts than is the ca se w ¡th s ub u rban developments. (50)

Compounding the problem of higher development costs in declining inner

city neighbourhoods is the fact that they are generally characterized by

weak housing markets, w¡th many dwellings available and relatively few

households seeking to remain. Thus resale values of residential

properties are relatively low, making it even more difficult for private

developers to construct cost competitive units. The inner city housing
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market is further weakened as prospect¡ve new homeowners fear that

they will receive an inadequate return on their investments due to the

low resale values.

ln terms of infill development, developers point out that there is

low market demand and acceptance of such projects in Winnipeg --

ne¡ther the public nor the City seem particularly predisposed to this

type of housing.(51) The lack of previous private sector infill

development in Winnipeg does not encourage developers to think

seriously about infill projects as opposed to rprovenr methods which

work for suburban development. ( 52 )

When the forces just discussed are coupled with the fact that large

portions of the inner city are perceived as being undesirable areas in

which to live (refer to the rhousing consumer preferencesr explanation of

inner city decline in Chapter ll), it becomes evident that the trend

toward decentralization of residences is not likely to be altered without

intervention. As a result, there is relatively l¡ttle new private

residential development or rehat¡ilitation activity occurring in most of

Winnipegrs inner city neighbourhoods. For instance, the recent pattern

of development has seen only two per cent of Winnipegrs family-oriented

housing development constructed in the ¡nner city, as was six per cent

of the row house development and thirty'nine per cent of the apartment

development (much of this occurring in the downtown).(53)

Apartments have comprised the vast majority of inner c¡ty housing

starts in recent years and they const¡tute the only new housing planned

to be built in the inner city in any significant numbers. (54)

Furthermore, it is probable that many of these new apartments will be
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built on land that is now occupied by family housing and that most of

the apartments will be in highrise buildings unsuited to family

living.(55) The result is that once fam¡ly formation begins these

groups tend to leave the area, leading to a less diverse resident base

and the inability of neighbourhoods to prov¡de a variety of lifestyle

opportunities for different socio¡economic and lifecycle groups. Such

consequences suggest the need to ma¡ntain existing s¡ngle family

neighbourhoods in the inner city as well as to encourage a greater mix

of housing types to lessen the income and socio-economic stratification

that is occu rring.

ln the inner city spec¡fically, over eighty per cent of the housing

starts were sponsored by the public sector dur¡ng the 1972-78 time

period, largely as a result of the continu¡ng ¡nab¡l¡ty of the pr¡vate and

th¡rd sectors to address the problems of low income households.(56)

The need for appropriate and affordable housing for low income

households, coupled with this inability, necess¡tates continued public

sector assistance programs and funding.

Financing: Private financial institutions play an extremely important role

in the inner city housing market. The level of conf¡dence that they

place in a particular neighbourhood determ¡nes the¡r willingness to

prov¡de mortgage funds and rehabilitation loans to local property

owners. lf these institutions perceive ¡nvestments in a particular

neighbourhood to be of high risk, then they charge local property
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owners higher interest rates and downpayments, as we¡l as require

shorter repayment periods. Some of the factors which reduce a

financial institutionrs confidence in a neighbourhood include high levels

of tenancy, signs of instability, concentrations of unemployed and low

income persons, and outward signs of decline.(57)

There is evidence that financ¡al ¡nstitut¡ons are rred-liningr

particular areas of the inner city, i.e. they w¡thhold lending activitÌes

on an arear.wide, rather than on an individual, basis. ln fairness, it

should be mentioned that red'lining ¡s not an arbitrary policy but

rather is the direct result of weak market conditions which increase the

possibility of mortgage defaults. However, the unavailabil¡ty of Ioans

for home ownership acts as a major disincent¡ve to new families who may

wish to move ¡nto central neighbourhoods and difficulties in securing

rehabilitation loans form a significant barrier to rehabilitating older

homes. Both le.ad to further neighbourhood deterioratìon and loss of

confidence. As well, the turn:over of properties to speculative owners

and the growth of absentee ownership are encouraged, leading to

decreased levels of maintenance and the exodus of mobile portions of

the local population. Those specific areas identified as being red-lined

are almost totally located within the study area.(58)

Demolitions and Closures: The problem of low levels of residential

construction in Winnipegrs inner city is being aggravated by the

increasing problem of demolitions and closures. Two main trends are

apparent: first, the rate of building demolitions and closures is

increasing and second, the problem is particularly acute Ìn terms of the
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loss of rental units.(59) Furthermore, the number of housing units lost

through demolition and closure is frequently greater than the number of

new units constructed in declining inner city neighbourhoods.(60)

Losses of such magnitude may result in a shortage of units, thereby

increasing pressures for the conversion of larger homes into apartments

and rooming houses which in turn would reduce the quality of the inner

city stock.

Demolitions and closures occur as older apartment buildings age

and their condítion deteriorates. ln many cases, the buildings are

over¡financed, which leaves lendels with assets worth less than the

value of the mortgage investment in the case of mortgage default.(61)

Perhaps not surprisingly then, financial institutions are especially

reluctant to make loans on older apartment buildings.in declining

neighbourhoods. This difficulty in securing financing prevents

landlords from continuing to maintain their properties. As well, tax

legislation is unfavourable to older apartment blocks and their re:-sale

market is unpredictable. (62) Federal housing policy, which

concentrates on the direct encouragement of new construction while

devoting only a small proportion of resources toward the rehabilitation

of the existing housing stock, only serves to compound the demolition

and closure problem. (63) However, whíle the root cause of demolitions

and closures is usually related to economic factors, the various city

upgrading by:.laws are often the prec¡pitating agents. (64) Landlords

cla¡m that they cannot carry the cost of the required repairs and still

continue to make an adequate return on their investment, or else they

cannot secure the necessary financing for the repairs.
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Unfortunately, the vast majority of the lost un¡ts, while being of
the lowest quality, also provide relatívely low,_ss5¡ accommodat¡on to low
income groups. Many of the people being displaced are síngle people
and coupres who do not quarify for famiry pubric housing or for senior
citizen public housing.(6S) The prospects faced by these displaced
tenants are usuaty either increased rents for comparabre accommodation
elsewhere, or paying comparable rent levels while having to accept
inferior accommodation.

CAU SES OF DECL INE IN WINNI PEGIS INN CITY

ln Chapter ll there was an examination of the nature of Canadian
inner cities and of the various reasons for Ìnner city neighbourhood
decline. so far this chapter has presented an overview of the decline
that has occurred in Winnipegrs inner city specifically. ln this section,
the decrine of winnipegrs inner city neighbourhoods wi, be rerated to
the underlying causes that were identified in Chapter ll.

The historical overview presented at the beginning of this chapter
tends to reinforce the varidity of the raging and physicar deteríoration'
explanation of decline. The greater age and lower initiar deveropment
standards of Winnipeg's inner city have combined to bring about the
physical obsolescence of the built environment. The ,poverty and
exploitation' explanation is also very relevant to Winnipeg, as evidenced
by the fact that the problem neighbourhoods are all low income ones
(although not all low income areas are necessarily problem areas).
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The shift to suburban areas has been particularly dramatic in

Winnipegrs case. Coupled with slow growth rates and a retativety weak

regional economy in recent years, the emphasis on suburbanization in

Winnipeg has resulted in widescale inner city abandonment and a

general lack of new investment in inner city neighbourhoods.
Furthermore, housing policies of all levels of government have

concentrated on encouraging the construction of new housing units in

suburban locations all across the country, rather than on maintaining

and improving the existing housing stock. A variety of subsidies has

been used to accomplish this objective. The locationa! preferences of

housing consumers in the post;-war period have also been an important

factor behind the decentralization that has occurred in Canadian urban

centers. And while winnipeg has a targe stock of otder, inexpensive

poor quality housing, consumer preferences have been such that theÈe

have been few spontaneous attempts at rejuvenating or rwhitepaintingr

this older stock._

The brief review of Winnipegts housing market showed that the

pre'-occupation with suburban growth has diverted large amounts of

investment from Canadian inner city areas. But it has also been found

that many inner city neighbourhoods in Winnipeg are being rednlined by

private financial institutions, cutting off large portions of the inner city

from much needed new investment. Furthermore, new additions to the

Cityrs stock of the highlyrpopular single detached housing form are

concentrated in suburban areas. ln contrast, relatively few housing

units are being constructed in the inner city, and the vast majority of

these are apartment units. Thus market forces are leading to a less
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diverse mix of housing forms in both the central and suburban areas of

Winnipeg. This, in turn, is re-inforcing the increasing polarization of

income groups between the ¡nner and outer city, and leading to a less

diverse (in terms of income and household structure) and less stable

population mix in inner city neighbourhoods.

The growth of the c¡ty as a whote, as in other large Canadian

cities, has tended to exert negative pressures upon inner city
neighbourhoods stemming from increased commuter traffic passing

through inner city streets. However, outside of the River Osborne

area, there are relatively few problems resulting from the expansion of

central business district functions into surrounding neighbourhoods.

Of the eight underlying causes of decline, the turban growth pressuresl

cause has had the least negative effects on Winnipegts ìnner city
neighbourhoods.

The primary conclusion to be drawn at this point is îhat there has

been no singular cause of decline in Winnipegts ¡nner city. Rather,

there have been a variety of inter¡related factors that have acted in

combination to bring about this decline. ln fact, all eight of the major

explanations of inner city decline that were found in the l¡terature on

Canadian inner cities in Chapter ll are found to be relevant to the

Winnipeg context in varying degrees. The following underlying causes

of decline have been particularly problematic for Winnipegts inner city:
raging and physical deteriorationr, ¡poverty and exploitationr, rmacro

changesr, runintended consequences of government policyt and rhousing

consumer preferencesr.

The scenario of the near future is for the continuance of slow
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growth rates nationally, of Manitobars relatively weak regional economy,

and of public sector cut'backs in levels of services. lf the public

sector continues to support and encourage ¿l decentralized urban

structure under such circumstances, the prospects will be for continued

decline in Winnipegrs ¡nner city -¡ the further m¡gration of people and

employment out of the area and the further decline of the quality of

neighbourhood living environments. Now that the causes and symptoms

of decline have been identified, the discussion will turn to the public

sector area ¡mprovement interventions that have been undertaken in

Winnìpegrs inner city to date. These efforts will then be examined to

see if they have addressed the underlying causes of ¡nner c¡ty

nei ghbourhood decline.
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter examines the efforts of the three levels of

government to address the problem of dectine in Winnipegrs inner city

neighbourhoods. The evolution of national area improvement policy is

described, as is the part¡cular response that has occurred in Winnipeg.

T-he se-ef-f o.r t.s , are th.en-. e-v-atuated in, relat.icin to how weit they ñåve

addressèd the undèrlying causes of declinet

Due to Canadars particular constitutional framework, federal

intervention in the formation of neighbourhood improvement strategies

has necessarily been in the form of providing financial assistance to the

provinces and municipal¡ties with conditions attached. ( I ) ln turn,

provincial and municipal governments can choose to initiate local actions

and share costs. A particularly nagging problem that has arisen from

this arrangement is that municipal governments, which are closest to

problems and therefore more capable of identifying and relating to local

conditions, have neither the direct responsibility to act nor the ability

to generate substantial revenues. This problem will become more

apparent later in this chapter.

Early attempts at arearwide improvement in Canada came ¡n the

form of urban renewal.(2) ln the twentyfyear period following the

second world war, a number of amendments to the National Housing Act

provided for senior government grants to help cover municipal costs of

preparing urban renewal studies, acquiring and clearing rslumr areas,

and providing new municipal works and services in renewal areas'

While rehabil¡tat¡on and.onrerrrution schemes were possible under urban
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renewal legíslation, in practice clearance and redevelopment were

u sually carried out. (3)

Due to the high costs associated with urban renewal., such schemes

usually entailed the clearance of large areas of deteriorated housing in

order to gain economies of scale. lt was precisely this large-scale,

cost-efficient approach that led to the considerable disrupt¡on and

destruction of existing neighbourhoods.(4) Canadian urban renewal

policy was also criticized on the grounds that it produced fewer housing

units than it was responsíble for destroying, amounting to a net

reduct¡on in the supply of low income housing. (5) The highndensity

housing projects produced usually provided inhumane rprojectl

environments and were particularly unsuited to family households. (6)

Winnipegts ¡n volve me n t with urban renewal was minimal in

comparison with that of other large Canadian cities, due largely to its

limited financial resources.(7) ln total, comprehensive renewal plans

were drawn un f-o r only three areas of Winnipeg: Lord Selkirk Park

(urban renewal area #l), the Midland Railway Area (area #2), and

South Point Douglas (area #3). Areas I and 2 are located within the

study area, as shown ¡f ?igrrà +. on-th,e-nex-t-1eage. Only the Lord

Selkirk Park scheme was actually implemented before the federal

clearance program was cancelled. A number of older homes and small

industries were cleared in order to prov¡de the site for this project and

the Burrows-Keewatin housing project was built in order to accommodate

those households that were displaced. (8)
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CHANGINC D¡RECTIONS IN IMPROVEMENT POLICY f1968 - 19731

Public dissatisfaction with urban renewal became widespread in

Canada dur¡ng the latter half of the 1960s. lt had become evident in

many sectors that the urban renewal program was largely unrelated to

the social issues of inner city neighbourhood deter¡orat¡on. (9) Mounting

federal expenditures related to the program were causing concern among

government officials, as was the realization that despite the very Iarge

scale of operations, the program could not even keep pace with the rate

of housing decay.(10) The costs of pursuing a rehabilitation and

improvement approach were seen to be far less expensive and yet this

approach would help to preserve community identity and cohesiveness

and provide more suitable housing forms. ln early 1969, the federal

Task Force on Housing and Urban Development reported its findings.

This report, referred to as the Hellyer Report, recommended that

public urban renewal schemes be suspended entirely and that greater

emphasis be placed on housing rehabilitation and the enforcement of

m¡nimum property standards.(tl) In response to these mounting

pressures, the federal government cancelled its urban renewal program

in late 1969.

At the same time, a shift was developing in area improvement

poilicy at the municÌpal level in Winnipeg, from a redevelopment

approach to one stressing conservation. An Urban Renewal and

Research Section was estabt¡shed to explore the possibility of

addressing neighbourhood deter¡orat¡on with only minimal redevelopment

measures and a greater emphasis on social aspects. A pilot study was
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conducted in North Point Douglas between 1968 and 1970 and from this

study emerged a preliminary plan for tneighbourhood improvementr that

¡ncorporated many of the fundamental elements of Winn ipegrs

present-day approach to area improvement.

The North Point Douglas plan stressed the need for measures that

would preserve stable residential communities before problems become so

severe as to requ¡re full-scale renewal .(12) lt recommended that future

improvement act¡ons be based on two main principles: i) that both

physical and social aspects be addressed and as such, the local

community be involved in the planning process; and ii) that physical

¡mprovement take a subtle approach, emphasizlng rehabilitation and

conservation.(13)

The importance of local participation in the improvement program

stemmed from a recognition that proposed solutions could only be

effective if the local population was interested and concerned about

their community.. Thus efforts were first directed toward instilling

neighbourhood confidence to assure residents that personal improvement

efforts, such as maíntaining homes and properties or even remaining in

the area, were not in vain. One method identified whereby the City

could demonstrate concern for the area was by providing a higher level

of municipal services through its various departments. A program of

community development was initiated whereby local residents and groups

were encouraged to identify neighbourhood problems and possible

solutions. ln order to ¡ncrease local vitality and a sense of belonging,

the range of neighbourhood activities was extended and residents were

encouraged to become involved. As well, relevant social and
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government agenc¡es concentrated and co-ordinated their efforts on the

social problems of the area.

As for housing, a separate study was carried out and completed in

l97l that outlined a number of possible improvement options, ranging

from an extensive rehabilitation program to the limited c¡earance and

replacement of buildings which were uneconomical to maintain.(14) ln

particular, two of the low:cost steps that the City undertook were an

inspection and by-law enforcement campaign to deal w¡th absentee:owned

properties and the rezoning of large portions of the area from industrial

to resídential use ¡n order to reinforce residentsr confidence.

The City was not able to implement the entire set of broad.ranging

improvement actions advocated in the North Point Douglas plan due to

the limited financial resources at its disposal .(15) While the measures

that were implemented were considered to be a holding actíon unt¡l

anticipated senior government measures provided the necessary financial

resources for a more active improvement strategy, they set the pattern

for future neighbourhood ìmprovement efforts in Winnipeg.(16)

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF NATIONAL AREA IMPROVEMENT

PROCRAMMINC iN Wlt'lnlpeC

Federal initiatives for neighbourhood ¡mprovement and housing

rehabilitatìon were finally forthcoming with amendments to the NHA in

the summer of 1973 that created two linked programs -. the

Neighbourhood lmprovement Program (NlP) and the Residential
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Rehabilitation Assistance Program (RRAP). ln contrast to urban

renewal, NIP and RRAP stressed the preservation and improvement of

declining neighbourhoods and their housing stocks, keeping the

disruption of existing òommunities and residents to a minimum. ( t7)

NIP went a step beyond the former rbulldozerr approach by

recognizing that neighbourhood decline could not be solved by simply

attempting to renew the physical env¡ronment -- aspects of community

devàlopment and the provision of social and recreational services must

also be encompassed. ln any one neighbourhood, ¡mprovement action

was to be concentrated into a four-year time frame and relatively large

sums of money were to be invested in order to improve neighbourhood

facilities to high standards'and to achieve high program visib¡lity. As

in North Point Douglas, the NIP approach expended much effort in

fostering local confidence and a sense of community in order to facilitate

the improvement process, limit out,-migrat¡on, and ensure that

improvements remained âfter thê termination of the program. The

part¡cipat¡on of n eighbou rhood res iden ts in the plannióg and

implementation stages ì,as an integral part of the NIP renewal process,

strengthening commun¡ty sp¡rit even further.

ln terms of funding, the federal government, through CMHC,

provided grants to municipalities covering fifty per cent of the costs of

administration, planning, and selection of neighbourhoods, and towards

the following aspects of the implementation stage: provision of

neighbourhood social and recreational facilities; acquisition of sites for

community facilities and low-income housing; clearance of properties

deteriorated beyond economic repair; development of maintenance and
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occupancy standards; relocation of persons displaced by the program;

and improvement of neighbourhood commercial premises. ( l8)

Twenty;.five per cent federal grants were available to cover the costs of

providing or improving public utilities and infrastructure (hard

services) and of the acquisition of land for the purposes of eliminating

noxious Iand uses. Cenerally. the province and municipality halved the

remaining costs not borne by the federal government. The differing

levels of federal contribution were aimed at maximizing improvements to

social aspects while downplaying, somewhat, improvements in hard

services. ( 19 )

The Residential Rehabilitation Assistance Program formed an

¡ntegral part of NIP and designated areas automatically received RRAP

funding. RRAP, which is still in operation today, has the ob¡ective of

"improving the housing conditions of low and moderate income people

th rough as s istin g in the repair and conservation of existing

b u ild in g s . " ( 2 0 ) - 
Low interest loans and/or forgiveable grants are

extended to low income households to aid ín the rehabilitation of their

homes by bringing them up to minimum standards and increasing their

useful life by at least fifteen years.(2.|)

Basically, RRAP offers loans of up to $10,000 to eligible

hor"o*.,.rs of which a portion is forgiveable, depending upon tadjusted

family incomet.(22) Families having an annual income of S13,000 or less

receive tire maximum grant of S5,000, as long as the repairs cost that

much. The Erant is reduced by $500 for every $1,000 of income over

$13,000 so that families with incomes of $23,000 or more are not eligible

for any grant money. ln order to prevent speculative sales of

'-t.
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rehabilitated houses, the forgiveable grant is earned at the rate of $750

for each year the original owner cont¡nues to occupy the house after

the improvements are made.

The program also addresses the problem of deteriorated rental

units. Loans of up to $'l0,000 can be attained for each dwellÌng unit

that a landlord improves, and no income limitations are imposed.

Landlords are eligible for a forgiveable grant of half of the

rehabilitation costs for each unit, up to a max¡mum of $3,500 per unit.

However, in order to prevent ensuing rent increass, landlords must

agree to undergo rent controls.
L

Winnipegrs involvement with area improvement through NIP and

RRAP was in marked contrast to its former low:.keyed approach under

urban renêwal. As Winnipeg had been antic¡pating the new federal

initiatives that were introduced ¡n 1973, it was the first city Ìn Canada

to avail itself of the NIP program. (23) The Neighbourhood lmprovement

Branch was created in Septembe?, 1973 within the Department of

Environmental Planning to administer NlP. A rtotalr approach to area

improvement has been advocated in Winnipeg ever since the formulation

of the North Point Douglas strategy in 1970. Under NIP and RRAP,

this 'totalt approach evolved to encompass numerous aspects of

community development and a wide-ranging social plan for each area was

implemented. ( 24)
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ln order to facilitate greater community involvement, area

improvement programs in Winnipeg are administered directly from a site

office located within each area. The site office adds to program

visibility and residents are encouraged to drop in and discuss their

problems. The improvement staff attempt to visit every household

within each area to promote housing and neighbourhood improvement.

These visits are followed up with a series of public meet¡ngs from which

a residentsr comm¡ttee is eventually elected. This committee is

subsequently involved in the planning and implementation of actual

improvements, originating and/or alter¡ng improvement proposals. The

Committee also provides a rwatchdogr function as ¡t ¡s consulted on all

deve lop me n t and zoning variance ap p lic ation s made in their

neighbourhood to ensure that such changes will not adversely affect the

area.

Several other means are utilized to develop a sense of community

in improvement areas, including commun¡ty newsletters and the addition

of community development and social workers to the site office planning

teams. Local social facilities and services are improved, or new

facilities provided, by drawing on aid from other public agencies. Some

examples include new and/or improved community, dayrcare, and

drop-in centers; tot lots, playgrounds, and parks; job skills training

through local schools; the use of local schools for after"hours activ¡ties;

and special sports and recreation programs through the Parks and

Recreation Department. These attempts relate back to the North Point

Douglas strategy of rstackingr the activities of municipal area:based

programs on top of the physical improvements brought about by area
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improvement efforts, in order to achieve a more comprehensive

improvement effort.

Major physical improvements prov¡ded directly through Winnipegrs

area improvement programming range from the provision or upgrading of

co.mmun¡ty facilities to new or ¡mproved municipal services. The

activities of all municipal service-providing departments are also

co:ordinated with area ímprovement efforts. To assist the

Neighbourhood lmprovement Branch of the City in reaching decisions

regarding the form of improvement act¡on to be undertaken by the

var¡ous civic departments involved, a Civic Advisory Committee has

been formed with representatives from the various departments.(25)

The biggest outside contr¡bution has come from the Manìtoba

Housing and Renewal Corporation (MHRC).(26) MHRC has undertaken a

large:scale program of erecting new public housing units on scattered

s¡tes with¡n ¡mprovement areas that are either vacant or that resulted

from small¡scale- clearance. These sites are acquired by the City,

e¡ther by purchase using area improvement funds or through tax

defaults, and are then made available to MHRC. This Inew buildingr

program provides new investment in declining neighbourhoods, helping

to achieve tangible signs of improvement and public confidence in the

area. As well, efforts are directed at designing un¡ts so as to fit in

with surrounding neighbourhoods. Local residents are given preference

when finding occupants for this hous¡ng.

Another key aspect of Winnipegrs neighbourhood improvement

efforts has been the strong enforcement of minimum standards by-laws,

specifically the Maintenance and Occupancy (M+O) by-law and the
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Apartment Upgrading by'law. ln concert with RRAP loans and grants,

these by-laws represent a tstick and carrotr approach to encouraging

the rehabilitation of neighbourhood housing stocks. Such a strategy

stems from the fact that once a number of housing un¡ts in any one

area become deteriorated, these conditions often spread to surrounding

areas. lnspection under the Apartment Upgrading by:law, which is

carried out by civic Fire Department inspectors, is closely co-ordinated

with the general inspection program of improvement areas under the

M+O by:law. While both of these by-laws apply throughout all of

Winnipeg, areas undergoing improvement efforts are given priority ::r'r

largely in order tO ä¡d ¡n the improvement efforts, but also because

these areas have the highest concentrations of sub¡standard residential

buildings.

Unfortunately, private absentee landlords have constituted a major

barrier to rehab¡litation efforts as a disproportionate number of their

units are in poor or very poor condition.(27) A systematic inspection of

all privately-owned rental properties within the area is cariied out by

site office inspectors who meet with owners of below¡standard properties

and remind them of the RRAP program to encourage voluntary

improvement action. lf improvements are not forthcoming within a fairly

short period of time, then M+O by'law enforcement actíon is taken.

Provisions are also made within the M+O by:-law whereby dwelling units

which cannot be brought up to minimum standards can be demol¡shed to

make way for new infill housing. ln situations where these dwellings

are occupied, relocation assistance is available.

The general policy taken with respect to the post'improvement
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stage has been that the improved neighbourhoods should be able to

rstand on the¡r own two feetr. Much emphasis is placed during the

improvement phase on community development so that further direct

public sector ¡ntervention should not be required. The objective is to

establish a group of community leaders who will have developed a

kn'owledge of how to get it'ti.tg, done for their area once the

improvement program has ended.(2S) This community development work

should also have raised the level of residentsr commitment toward their

improved neighbourhood. Furthermore, the area improvement program

will have provided for a wide range of new and/or improved community

facilities and services, both soc¡al and physical, which will continue to

operate in the renewed areas and will have provided an element of

newness.

FEDERAL D ISENTANCLEMENT

NlP, as initially conceived, was to operate for five years and

toward the end of this period an evaluation of the program was to be

conducted. ln. response to so¡called abuses of the program by rural

municipalities, NIP as a separate program was term¡nated ¡n the spring

of 1978 and in its place, the federal government introduced the

Community Services Contribution Program (CSCP) in 1979.(29) Under

these new arrangements, neighbourhood improvement represented only

one of ten categories of municipal service programs eligible for funding.

ln a manner similar to NlP, CSCP was directed at neighbourhoods in
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need of assistance for their continued stability and livability. However,

there was an important distinction: NIP entailed a comprehensive

improvement program while CSCP was primarily p roject -or¡en ted and had

a time frame of only one:.and-a:half to two years.(30) ln light of the

number and nature of former programs that CSCP replaced, it was

evident that funding was limited and that fewer neighbourhoods could

be designated for improvement than before.(31) However, in Winnipeg,

the Department of Environmental Planning continued its intensive

approach to neighbourhood improvement in CSCP areas (called CIP

areas) as it had in the earlier NIP areas, although funding levels were

rrot as high. A total of $19.7 million was expended on'the first six

improvement areas under NlP, and another 914 million has been either

spent or targeted to be spent in the remaining six CIP areas under

CSCP and the Core Area lnitiative. Additional large sums of money are

provided in all improvement areas for housing rehabilitation under

RRAP. For an actual breakdown the funding in each area, refer to

Appendix lV.

Cost-shar¡ng arrangements under CSCP were similar to those of

NlP, however federal funds now came in the form of annual block

grants to individuat provinces. lt was left to each province to decide

how it would distribute these funds amongst individual municipalities.

The federal government maintained that such changes allowed

municipalities greãter flexibility in working out spending priorities since

they were no longer tied to all of the specific conditions of NlP. While

these changes were consistent with the federal governmentts move

toward disentanglement in the field of housing, they also represented a
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definite downgrading of the priority attached to area improvement in

national housing policy.

At the end of 1980, the federal government cancelled the

Community Services Contribution Program so that no federally-initiated

program for commun¡ty rehabilitation remained, although RRAP continues

to be administered as a separate program. This move down¡graded area

improvement activities even further and it seriously undermined the

ability of municipalities, who have relatively limited resources, to

undertake neighbou rhood improvement in any systematîc and

comprehensive fashion. (32) lt also left considerable uncerta¡nty as to

whether future federal government housing policy would continue to

address the issue of area improvement. However, a number of appeals

from provincial and municipal governments were able tq persuade the

federal government to continue allocating CSCP:.like block grants despite

the cancellation of the program.(33) Through the Canada Employment

and lmmigration Commission (the CEIC), Winnipeg received $2 million to

undertake area improvement in 1981, and another $2 million has

tentatively been allocated for 1983. However, the Cityrs request for

funds in 1982 was turned down by the Commission. This source of

funding is tenuous to say the least and it in no way compensates for

the loss of previous federal initiatives in area improvement.

MUNICIPAL INITIATIVES IN AREA IMPROVEMENT

So far, the area improvement efforts that have been reviewed have
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been related to senior level government initiatives. ln this section, a

number of measures retated to area ¡mprovement that evolved totally at

the municipal level are discussed.

The origin of municipal area improvement (as opposed to urban

renewal) efforts in Winnipeg can be traced back to the early 197Ots,

with the formulation of the North Point Douglas plan and the

establishment of the District Planning Branch ¡n 1973. The latter

event, which was originally concerned with preparing rdistrictr and

raction arear plans, marked the beginning of local area plannìng in

Winnìpeg. Essentially, district plans formulate proposals regarding land

use; transportation; and physical, social and economic ¡mprovements to

the environment at the district level. (34) An action area plan, wh¡ch ¡s

a set of implementation programs for a specific area over time, is a

subset of a d¡strict plan.(35)

While it is at the action area level that ne¡ghbourhood conservation

or ¡mprovement schemes are most effectively formulated, only s¡x such

plans have been drafted of which only two were adopted by council.(36)

Despite the potential utility of formulating a set of action area schemes

for the ¡nner city, it appears that no more such plans w¡ll be

produced. The general feeling of counc¡l is that these plans are too

costly to produce and that the program packages necessary to implement

them would be too costly to the municipality. Consequently, due to a

lack of political commitment, distr¡ct and action area plans are very few

in number, and those that do exist are without much power.(37)

The emphasis of the District Planning Branch has gradually shifted

away from the role of d¡str¡ct and action area planning toward a less
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interventionist role of area character¡zation. (38) Under the area

characterization process, social, demographic, physical and economic

information was compiled for the ent¡re c¡ty on a neighbourhood bas¡s.

This information forms a data bank facilitating policy decisions and

recommendations related to supportive interventions that can be made at

the local level to enhance neighbourhood viability and vitality (for

example, housing improvements, the cor:ordination of municipal services,

and zoning revisions).

The next major municipal initiative came in December of 1978, when

Winnipeg City Council adopted a set of rCuidelines for Housing

lnvolvementr which became the official housing policy of the City.

These 'Cuidelinesr are contained in Appendix .eI f fre Cuidelines

prescribed a passive role for the City, emphasizing the cost conscious

mood of Council.(39) Due to the fact that both senior levels of

government were pursuing a policy of disentanglement ¡n the field of

housing and area improvement at this time, coupled with the belief that

City resources were too scarce, the thrust of the guidelines was to

entice the private sector into revitalizing inner city neighbourhoods

through the creation of a number of special development incentives.(40)

The next event to occur at the municipal level was the review of

the Winnipeg Development PIan. Out of this review emerged a study in

late 1979 ent¡tled rHousing and Neighbourhood Strategiesr in which a

strategy was developed to maintain and improve the quality of declin¡ng

neighbourhoods and their housing stocks in accordance with the

framework of the tcuidelines'. The study proposed a number of targets

related to municipal services, amenities, and public safety. These
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recommendations were approved by Council in December of 1979,

becoming the Cityrs new offic ia I policy re latin 9 to its older

neighbourhoods.

ln brief , the following set of programs was proposed ¡n the

rHousing and Neighbourhood Strategiesr study, again with an emphasis

on generating private sector ¡nvestment ¡n the maintenance and

revitalization of older neighbourhoods: i) co-ordinating all aspects of

planning and housing within existing neighbourhoods (e.g. planning

controli buildíng 6 occupancy standards; and util¡zing the resources of

municipal departments; other government agencies and the private

sector) through the creation of a Houslng and Community Renewal

Division; ii) promoting pr¡vate development in ¡nner city neighbourhoods

by creating incentives (e.9. tax concessions, development bonus rights,

and seed money for innovat¡ve programs); ¡¡¡) providing assistance to

private nonrprofit housing groups; iv) continued support and use of

senior¡level improvement prågrams (i.e. RRAP and CSCP); v) lobbying

senior level governments for more a¡d and the provision of incentíves to

rehabilÌtation and new residential c on struction in existing

neighbourhoods; vi) sale of cityrowned surplus lots for infill housing;

and vii) the continuance of monitoring and inspect¡on programs already

implemented by the City under its maintenance and up-grading

by-laws. (41)

ln response to the study, the Neighbourhood lmprovement Branch

of the Department of Environmental Planning became the Housing and

Community lmprovement Branch. The mandate of the new Branch was

expanded to include responsibility for older neighbourhood planning.
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ln this endeavour, a number of Action Areas were defined, each

comprising a group of neÍghbourhoods contiguous to a NIP or CIP

neighbourhood. Summary profiles on each neighbourhood were compiled

through the Winnipeg Area Characterization Study, which helped to

identify the type and timing of improvement programs to be implemented

in the action areas. These action areas thus form the basis on which

improvement p rograms are delivered to Winnipegrs inner city

neighbourhoods th at are not receiving intensive imp rove me n t

programming.

The proposed strategy of lobbying senior level governments was

deerned less pressing as a result of the sigrring of the Winnipeg Core

Area lnitiative ( CAI) since this was to involve close trirlevel

consultation. lt was decided not to develop incentives to the private

sector as it was felt that greater benefits could be achieved by

concentrating ex¡st¡ng civic resources on the lnitiative.(42) As for

removing disinc,entives to private sector infill, both NIP and now the

CAI have undertaken the expeditíng of infill development proposals

through administrative and technical support. Both programs have alsg
/,. , o,tl ," .t

made city-owned lots available as infill sites. 'As-will'-b'e--sserr.in- the

nex-t.seetion-*conce.r'n|n-g--t.he--W-in-n.ipe'g^"e41¡, the monitoring and

inspection of housing and enforcement of ma¡ntenance and upgrading

byrlaws continues to be a priority of the City. ln terms of assistance

to nonrprofit groups, several measures are provided under the CAl.

The Housing and Community improvement Branch staff act as a resource

group for the Cityrs nonrprofit housing corporation and provide

technical and administrative support on a demand basis to pr¡vate
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non-prof¡t groups. Finally, the City of Winnipeg has continually taken

maximum advantage of any senior level improvement programs that have

been put into place.

ln addition to the measures imp¡emented through the rHousing and

Neighbourhood Strategiesr report, further benefits have been provided

to older established Winnipeg neighbourhoods through the implementation

of a Storm Sewer Relief Program and through the establishment of an

equity pr¡nc¡ple in the provision of swímming pools and arenas. (43)

Another important development has been the establishment of the

Winnipeg Housing and Renewal Corporation (WHRC) with the following

¡nter-related goals: i) promoting home ownership among lower income

families and increasing the ava¡lability of adequate, affordable rental

shelter for lower income families; and ii) assisting in the siabilization of

neighbourhoods.(44) However, the scope of actÌvities undertaken by

WHRC was very minimal during its initial few years and it was

subsequently disbanded following a recommendation in the rHousing and

Neighbourhood Strategiesr report. WHRC was later re'-act¡vated, but

lay dormant due to a lack municipal support from city council.(45) W¡th

expanded funding under the Core Area lnitiative and a greater degree

of support from city council, the Corporation is really iust beg¡nning to

commence full'scale operations.

One fi nal municipal initiative that will affect the vitality of

Winnipegrs inner city neighbourhoods substantially is the forthcoming

revised Development Plan -¡ Plan Winnipeg. While this document to

date has only received second reading from City Council, it will become

the Cityrs long-r¿¡gs planning document once it is formally adopted.
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According to Plan Winnípeg, due to slow population and economic growth

forecasts, the future of the city now lies in its existing neighbourhoods

and infrastructure and not in the suburban periphery.(46) As such, it
identifies the following as the major urban development issue: 'rWhat is

the most effect¡ve strategy for encourag¡ng the maintenance and

revitalization of older established neighbourhoods?r'(47) Several

alternative approaches to growth mânagement were formulated, including
rBusiness as Usual, rDirected Suburbanr, and rContainmentr. From these

opt¡ons, rContainmentr was identified as the preferred alternative w¡th

respect to older neighbourhoods, sÌnce the other two options d¡d not

address the problems of the inner city at all.(48)

The Containment option, in turn, was composed of several

strategies itself, of which the lnfill / Revitalization strategy was deemed

to be the most effective and appropriate. This lnfill / Revitalization

strategy calls for both direct municipal involvement in support of older

neighbourhoods, and for incentives to attract pr¡vate sector investment

in older neighbourhoods. More specifically, the objective is to attract

twenty per cent of the anticipated suburban growth to the end of the

century into older neighbourhoods to support revitalization efforts.(49)

A range of improvement measures is proposed, depending upon the tevel

of need in each particular neighbourhood. All of the policies and

programs proposed in the rHousing and Neighbourhood Strategiest study

are included. Basically, Plan Winnipeg calls for the continued reliance

upon the neighbourhood planning and intensive area programming

approach in NIP and CIP areas for high need level neíghbourhoods. ln

neighbourhoods undergoing initial decline, mimimal involvement programs
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based on differing local conditions are advocated including monitoring

and inspection, zoning rationalization, and the co:ordination of existing

mun¡cipal activities that have relevance to the target neighbourhood.

ln addition to the above measures, a Cor-ord¡nated Neighbourhood

lnfrastructure Program is proposed in which the City would expend $30

million per year over a five year period on infrastructure ma¡ntenance

and improvements in older neighbourhoods, including the following

items: the Community lmprovement Program; the Storm Relief Program;

sewer, watermain and street renewal; hydro; and transit.(50) The

Parks and Recreation Department will also spend $2 million per year on

improving and providing parks and recreation facilities. The objective

of these two programs will be to undertake cap¡tal improvements in

older neighbourhoods on a priority basis with the purpose of creating

maximum visible ¡mprovement impact.

Many of the proposals put forward in PIan Winnipeg with regard to

improving ¡nner c¡ty neighbourhoods overlap w¡th those of the Winnipeg

Core Area ¡n¡tiat¡ve. lt is difficult to determine at this point whether

Plan Winnipeg will be revised so as to co-ordinate ¡ts improvement

measures with those of the lnitiative. The discussion will now turn to

the Winnipeg Core Area lnitiative, the final development to date ¡n the

evolution of area improvement programming in Winnipeg.
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THE WINNIPEG CORE AREA ¡NITIATIVE

ln the face of federal government disentanglement from program

delivery at the municipal level, and consequently from area improvement

programming, one finds a unique sìtuation existing in Winnipeg -¡ the

Core Area lnit¡ative (CAl). The Winnipeg CAI represents a new

approach that is more comprehensÌve than any improvement effort before

¡t. lt involves the three levels of government working together to

develop a co¡ord¡nated, overall improvement strategy for the renewel of
ì nner

an entirerc¡ty area. lmprovement efforts have branched out to

encompass not only physical aspects of neighbourhood revitalization, but

also social and economic concerns. The boundaries of the core area,

which are the same as those of the area defined as Winniegrs inner city,

are shown in relation to the eleven study neighbourhoods in Figure 5.

on page 102.

The lnitiative is actually a tri:level agreement comm¡tting the

Federal, ManÌtoba, and Winnipeg governments to contribute $32 million

each ($96 m¡ll¡on in total) toward the improvement of conditions in

Winnipegrs inner city over a five:year period ending in March, 1986. A

Policy Committee, composed of the federal min¡ster of Employment and

lmmigration, Manitobars Urban Affairs minister, and the mayor of

Winnipeg, is charged with overseeing the management of the agreement.

There is also a Management Board, which is responsible for approval

and supervision of all projects.

The stated objective of the CAI is "to p rovide increased

employment opportunities, to encourage appropriate índustrial,
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commerc¡al, and residential development in the core area, and to

facilitate the effective social and economic participation of core area

residents in development opportunities." (51) ln order to achieve this

rather broad objective, the lnitiative is divided ínto three sectors r'r

Sector l: Employment, Housing E Neighbourhood Revitalization (allotted

$37 million)i Sector ll: Economic Stimulus Through Key Site Development

(allotted $54 million); and Sector lll: Management E Consultation

(allotted $5 million).(52) Each sector is made up of several programs

having their own specific objectives. Since the emphasis of this thesis

is on examining public sector attempts at ¡mproving the physical living

environment of Winnipegrs declining inner city neighbourhoods, only the

Sector I programs, concerning area improvement directly, will be

examined in detail. The important point to note as far as the entire

lnitiative ís concerned is that it goes a step beyond the NIP and CSCP

approach by offering an even broader attack on the problems facing

declining ¡nner-city neighbourhoods. This broader scope encompasses

economic aspects of community im p rove men t, e sp ec ¡a lly the

encouragement of greater employment opportunities, and it stresses

social aspects to a greater degree than previous efforts.

One of the major objectives of the Sector I programs is to rrcreate

an improved living environment in core area communit¡es.rr(53) Four of

the Sector I programs are directed towards this objective: Community

lmprovement (ClP) Areas (allotted $6 million); Community Facilities ($5

million); Community Services ($5 million); and Housing ($11.5 million).

Under the Community lmprovement Areas Program, improvement

action will be extended to sixteen central city neighbourhoods
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designated as raction areasr.(54) The locatíon of these areas is shown ¡n

Figure 5. on page 102 . These areas w¡ll be the subject of

comprehensive yet flex¡ble neighbourhood plans identifying specific

strategies to be employed in each area. The physical environment will

be improved through concentrat¡ng capital expend¡tures for municipal

services and facilities upgrading, including such items as parks,

recreation facilities, municipal infrastructure, and streetscaping. This

¡s to be accomplished ¡n consultation with local residents in the form of

neighbourhood advisory bodies.(55) However, participation will not be

stressed to nearly the same degree as in ÑlP and CIP areas.

Another aim of the neighbourhood plans would be to create an

atmosphere in which pr¡vate sector money would be attracted to

facilitate neighbourhood revitalization.(56) As such, several special

incentives may be initiated within an action area to promote private

¡nvestment. For example, appropriate infill and redevelopment sites will

be identified w ith in the context of the overall area p lan, and

administrative and technical support will be provided by the C¡ty to

expedite infill proposals. (57) ln addition, RRAP eligibility wilt be

extended to al¡ act¡on areas that extend outs¡de of the CAI boundaries.

All in all, improvements are of a much less intensive nature than in

other improvement areas since the emphasis has more to do with

rerinforcing the status quo ¡n order to prevent further neighbourhood

decline from occurring. . Nonetheless, this program will bring to

thirtyrtwo the total numbeÈ of Winnipeg neighbourhoods that have been

designated for improvement efforts, represent¡ng a very substantial and

impressive renewal effort.
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The Community Facitities and Community Services Programs will

further support area improvement efforts by providing financial

contributions towards the costs of new or expanded commun¡ty facilities

and services. This is in order to foster a greater participation of core

area Ãsidents in community life.

;'/f inally, the Housing Program calls for a broad range of measures

to ¡mprove the central city housing stock and thereby strengthen the

imp rovement efforts of the other th ree Sector I programs just

discussed. The Programrs target is to rehabilitate approximately 4,000

hous¡ng units over the lnitiativers five-year term in order to stabilize

and strengthen core neighbourhoods. The CAI has allocated funds in

order to expand the RRAP home repair program throughout the entire

core area. Some of these fu.nds are used to finance the C.ore Area

lnitiative Home Repair Program (CAIHRP) and Core Area lnitiative

Crant for Home Ownership (CAIGHO) which add further subsidies to

enhance the sçope of the RRAP program. Under CAIHRP, the

provincial government subsidizes the ¡nterest rate on the repayable

port¡on of RRAP loans. For families with incomes of less than $10,000,

an additional $1,250 non-repayable thardshipr loan is available. The

hardship grant can be rstackedr onto the forgiveable portion of the

RRAP loan. The CAIGHO Program offers condîtional grants of 55,000

for the purchase of newly constructed homes in the inner city and

$2,500 for the purchase of existing inner city homes requiring major

rehabilitation.

Further impetus to housing rehabilitation will be given by a

co¡ordinated program of housing ¡nspection and by'law and code
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enforcement under the Core Area Residential Upgrading and Maintenance

Project ( CARUMP). This program will utilize the rcarrot and stickl

approach used in NIP ind CIP areas, although it w¡ll be more

comprehensive. Teams consisting of a housing inspector, a social

worker, and a homemaker will examine the hous¡ng stock on a

door;:tordoor basis throughout the entire core area. Certain target

neighbourhoods will be designated for priority action.(58) The team will

provide counselling and homemaking services for homeowners and

tenants and ¡t will also provide for the involvement of outs¡de agencíes

when necessary. There will also be rejocation services and assistance

to occupants displaced as a result of by-law enforcement causing

building closu re.

Further measures under the Housing program provide funding to

existing housing rehab¡l¡tation agencies (e.g. the Winnipeg iouri.rg e

Rehabilitation Corporation, Kinew Housing Corporation) to assist in the

acquisition and upgrading of substandard housing which is eventually to

be rented out or sold. There will also be start-up funds made available
I

to newly-formed nonrprofit housing corporations.

. ) The Housing Program also has the target of constructing

approx¡mately four hundred new infi ll homes oh ,scattered lots

throughout the inner city, in order to enhance neighbourhood character

and offset the effects of previous losses to the housing stock. lt ¡s

hoped that by offering good housing at affordable príces, families will

be attracted. Through the CAICHO Program and other assistance, the

cost of these units will be reduced to the b35,000 to g40,000 range.

The City has already made eightyrfour core area lots available for new
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house construction under th¡s program.(59)

ln addition to the Sector I programs just discussed, Sector ll calls

for the redevelopment of the Logan:CPR area to an ¡ndustrial park.

The object¡ve of this program is to attract light industries to the core

area in order to increase inner city employment opportunities. While

this proposal is not a d¡rect attempt to counter prevailing trends of the

decentralization of jobs and industry, it does represent one of the few

efforts that has been made to overcome the unemployment problems that

continue to plague the inner city. However, even though the objective

of the program is a very worthy one, the proposal has been the subject

of much controversy. The Province is now developing a site plan for a

substantially reduced industrial park while the residential portion of the

area will be retained and reinforced.(60)

The three levels of government have indicated that they will

undertake further programs or projects in Winnipegrs core area during

the next five years, over and above the¡r CAI commitments. CMHC has

committed funding toward additional forgiveable RRAP grants and it has

indicated that it will construct five hundred non-profit housing units

(100 per year) in the core area to serve elderly, native, and displaced

households, and other special needs groups. The CEIC may provide

additional block grants to the C¡ty in order that it can undertake

further intensive area improvement work in CIP areas.

The Province is funding a Buy E Renovate Program, administered

through MHRC, that applies to existing homes costing under 930,000 in

which a minimum additional $15,000 is to be invested ín rehabilitation

work, to a maximum combined cost of $64,000. Under this program, a
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fully:insured fiveryear mortgage at reduced interest rates can be

obtained to cover the combined purchase and rehabilitation costs.

Further mortgage subsidies are available if monthly payments exceed

th¡rty per cent of family inèome. While the program applies to all

locations within the province, further provisions apply only to

Winnipegrs core area where the downpayment requirement is only ten

per cent of the purchase cost or ten per cent of household income,

whichever is lower.(61) The Province has also made a commitment to

prov¡de the Winnipeg Housing 6 Rehabilitat¡on Corporation with

additional funding over a fiveryear period. Further provincial

assistance to people purchasing new inner c¡ty homes will provide an

requity guaranteer whereby buyers are guaranteed reimbursement of

their original downpayment (excluding grahts) in the event of resale.

As well, lots will be sold at very low costs.

Another provincial initiative, an ¡nfill Architectural Design

Competition, offers immense potential for the revitalization of declining

inner city neighbourhoods. The competition, sponsored by MHRC and

the Manitoba Association of Arch¡tects, was organized to generate

creative new designs for affordable housing that complement and

enhance surrounding neighbourhoods. The winning home designs will

be used to construct homes under the CAI's lnfill Program. The design

plans will be published in a booklet and made available to home builders

wishing to undertake their own infill proj ects in inner city
neighbourhoods. These designs mark the first concerted effort to

modify existing housing forms to help attract middle-income and family

households back into inner city neighbourhoods.
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MHRC will also support improvement efforts in any Community

Improvement ( CIP) area des¡gnated during the life of the lnitiative by

contributing grants to automatically match any City of Winnipeg Clp

expend¡tures. (62) As for the City of Winnipeg, it has committed funds

through its 1981r85 Capital Works Program in order to undertake Clp

programs in the Dufferin, Kìng Edward, and St. Johns areas. lt is

intended (finances permitting) that improvement efforts in these Clp

areas shall take the same rtotal approach as followed in previous

improvement areas in the city. Four more areas are proposed as future
I

CIP areas, depending upon the availability of funds: the Spence and

À4emorial areas located within the study area, and the Lord Roberts and

Weston areas (see Appendix lV for further details on the proþosed

improvement programs for these areas).

Before closing the discussion on Winnipegrs Core Area lnitiative,

one more po¡nt is in order, and that is the importance of attracting
pr¡vate sector_ act¡vity. One of the main purposes of the whole

ln¡tiative ¡s to act as a catalyst for the infus¡on of additional private

sector investment ínto Winnipegrs inner city neighbourhoods.(63) This,

in effect, would lever the lim¡ted amount of public sector resources

available and help achieve a more widespread ¡mprovement effort.
However, concrete and workable ¡ncentives must be put into place by

the public sector first, and additional public sector support will also be

required.
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AREA IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS IN WINNIPEC IN RELATION TO THE

UNDERLY¡NG CAUSES OF DECLIN

AGING E PHYSICAL DETERIORATION

The aging and physical deterioration cause of inner city decline

has received, by far, the most attention from public sector improvement

efforts to date in Winnipeg. To overcome the assocÌated problem of

physical deter¡oration, an intensive approach to area improvement was

developed under the NIP and RRAP programs, and this intensive

apprach has been maintained in the form of CIP programming under

CSCP and now the Core Area lnitiative. As a result, substantial

upgrading of the phys¡cal env¡ronment has occurred in designated inner

city neighbourhoods, in the form of rehabilitated housing, improved

municipal infrastructures, new and improved neighbourhood amenities

and recreat¡on fac¡lities, the elimination of non¡conforming land uses,

and the provision of some new ¡nf¡ll public housing.

ln total, twelve areas in Winnipeg have been designated for

intensive area improvement programmiLg to date and another four have

been proposed. Figure 5. on page n shows the locat¡on of these areas

in comparison to the study neighbourhoods. Summary statist¡cs

describing the improvement program for each area are presented in

Appendix lV. lt is evident from Figure 5. that by the time existing and

proposed ¡mprovement programming comes to, a close, it will have

encompassed all of Winnipegrs residential inner city neighbourhoods and
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even a number of neighbourhoods extending beyond the area. This, in

turn, indicates that Winnipegrs neighbourhood improvement strategy is a

systematic attempt at improving the quality of all of its older, declining
inner city neighbourhoods.

Turning to housing rehabilitation specifically, Winnipegrs inner city

neighbourhoods have shown a wide variability ¡n the number of units
upgraded through RRAP, (64)

ln total, area improvement programs have come to a close in five
neighbourhoods. ln North point Douglas and centennial respectively,

ninèty-two per cent and forty.four per cent of the housing units
requiring major rehabilitation have been upgraded through RRAp.

ln the remaining three neighbourhoods ¡:-

North St. Boniface, West Alexander, and William Whyte -;- less than

twenty per cent of the units in need have been RRApred. Although the

latter three areas have not had very much success with RRAp, it must

be remembered that the program has not been offered for as long in
these areas and that RRAP ¡s still onrgoing throughout the entire inner

city under the Core Area lnitiative.

RRAP take:up has been more extens¡ve than the above figures seem

to indicate- while it was estimated by the Department of Environmental

Planning that a total of 770 housing units in the above¡mentioned five

neighbourhoods were in need of rehabil¡tation, a total of 952 units had

b een r eh ab ilita ted in th em as of December, l9g2 using RRAp

fundíng. (65) lt ís evident that many units in rfairr and rgoodr condition

which did not require major rehabilitation were improved under RRAp.

Thus 'RRAP, coupled with intensive area improvement programming, has
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brought about significant housing improvements in selected areas of

Winnipegrs inner city.

Unfortunate¡y, publicly sponsored housing rehabilitation efforts

may not be proceeding quickly enough in light of the effort required to

improve the total inner city housing stock. While 1372 inner city

housing units had been upgraded with RRAP assistance as of December,

1982, this figure represents only th¡rty-three per cent (one:-third) of

the total of 4200 inner city housing units in need of major repair.(66)
As already noted, not all of the units receiving assistance are among

the 4200 most ¡n need, and those units i'n ,very poort condition, for

which it is felt that economic rehabilitation is not feasible, are not

included in the total.

As for privately-initiated rehabilitation activity, there are visible

signs of s uch ac tivity occurring in a number of inner city
neighbourhoods.(67) Some of this private rehabilitation has been the

result of encouragement provided by public sector area improvement

programs within these areas or in surrounding areas. Thus while

spontaneous private rehabilitation also serves the goals of area

improvement, it reduces the apparent success rate of public sector

programs. (68)

Private non-profit rehabilitation act¡vity has been minimal in the

past as the City has not actively encouraged or aÌded such groups.(69)

However, start¡up aid is now being provided under the CAI and will

hopefully provide suffícient íncentive to expand private non-prof¡t

activity, Winnipegts experience with its municipal ¡s¡"profit housing

corporation has also been minimal. lf adequate funding ¡s prov¡ded to
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WHRC under the CAl, it could prove to be a very effective too¡ for

improving the quality of Winnipegrs inner city housing stock, as has

been the experience in other Canadian cities.(70) By expanding the role

of WHRC, a demonstration of municipal commitment and project

feasibility could be achieved that would encourage greater activity from

pr¡vate non¡profits. ( 71)

The main point to note with respect to the degree that the C¡ty

has utilized non-profit housing corporations to improve the inner c¡ty

housing stock ¡s the low level of ¡nterest that has been exhibited.

Although the City has consistently c¡ted its lack of resources as the

major reason for its nonrinvolvement in the housing field, numerous

measures have been available that could have been implemented to

encourage non:profit groups that would have involved relatively minimal

costs . (72)

Code enforcement in Winnipeg has not been linked to repair

programs as well as ¡t may have been. For instance, compelling

apartment owners to spend money on bringing the¡r units up to minimum

standards has imposed financial hardships of sufficient magnitude in

some cases that the closure of apartment buildings has resulted, leading

to tenant displacement and to eventual building demolition. lncreased

rents resulting from the costs of upgrading can also force tenant

dislocation, although CMHCTs evaluatÌon of RRAP indicated that only a

minority of tenants were dislocated or experienced high rent ¡ncreases

as a result of the program.(73) Once again, if the Cíty had been

seriously interested in addressing this problem, it could have

implemented several measures, some of which would have been relatively
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low in cost. (74)

There is also a need in Winnipeg for the s¡:goinB monÌtoring of

housing conditions, but no organized system exists at present. Such a

system is needed in order to detect early signs of decline and to

designate priority areas for housing upgrading and maintenance, as well

as to measure improvement progress. There is also a need for actuat

housing targets to be set in order to provide a clearer statement of

Council intentions and to assist in monitoring program progress.

ln addition to hous¡ng deter¡orat¡on, the ag¡ng process inevitably

leads to the physical deterioration of the wider physical environment of

neighbourhoods ;¡ índustrial and commercial properties, parks and

recreation facilities, and municipal services.

While the Neighbourhood lmprovement Program made loan provis¡ons

for the ¡mprovement of local commercial propert¡es as part of the overall

improvement effort, these provisions were not used anywhere ín the

country.(75) Desp¡te this apparent shortcoming of the program, there

have been noticeable pr¡vate improvements to commercial properties in

Winnipeg NIP areas.(76) The Main Streets Revitalization Program of the

CAI is to provide greater public sector aid and stimulus to the

improvement of commercial propert¡es and is to act as a further catalyst

to private improvement. However, this program is limited to only four

particular streets ,-' Osborne, Main, Provencher, and Selkirk ¡¡ and so

far little action has been taken.

As for industrial properties, improvement efforts in Winnipeg have

concentrated on persuading local industries to voluntarily maintain their

properties ¡n an acceptable state. Some firms were very cor-operative
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and upgraded their properties through the use of cosmet¡c measures,

while other firms were very uncoroperative. ln general, area

improvement efforts in Winnipeg have not really addressed the problem

of substandard ¡ndustrial premises. Extending improvement and

rehabilitation programming to industrial and commercial properties is an

area that w¡ll require greater input in the future s¡nce there is such a

high de g ree of land use mixture in Winnipegrs ¡nner city

neighbourhoods. The upgrading of industrial and commercial properties

should become a greater pr¡ority as ¡mprovement efforts expand the¡r

scope so as to address economic and employment concerns.

Apart from new or expanded park and recreation facilities in NIP

and CIP areas, little has been done to correct the problem of park and

open space deficiencies in the inner city. Plan Winnipeg recommends

that park deficiencies be identified and then corrected by a program of

land acquisition and development. However, it still remains to be seen

whether' or noi municipal commitment to this objective will be

forthcoming. ln fact, a disproportionately smaller amount of municipal

recreation funds are being spent in the inner city at the present

time. (77)

As for municipal services, significant improvements through NIP

and CIP have resulted in more visually attractive neighbourhoods w¡th a

marked effect on neighbourhood image and resident satisfaction. The

Cityrs Storm Sewer Relief Program is also contributing to the overall

renewal of inner city services.
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URBAN CROWTH PRESSURES

ln contrast to the raging and physical deteriorationrcause of inner

city neighbourhood decline, the rurban growth pressuresr cause has

received minimal attention from improvement ¡n¡tiatives. Although

negat¡ve pressures exerted on inner city areas by the outward

expansion of central business district uses are generally of low

intensity in Winnipeg, they nonetheless do exíst. However, outside of

designated improvement areas, the City has failed to review the zoning

in inner city neighbourhoods for many years. This is ¡n sp¡te of the

finding of the Area Characterization Study that the major¡ty of rpoorl

condition residential buildings are found in over-zoned areas.(78) A
general program of down:zon¡ng ¡n lowvdensity resident¡al areas of the

inner city, while being politically difficult to implement, would entail

very minimal costs while encourag¡ng greater stability.(79)

Largely due to the lack of a firm expansion policy designed to

minimize disruptive effects on central neighbourhoods, the random

expansion of heavy traffic arteries to accommodate

suburban:-to-downtown and cross,.town commuters st¡ll continues. And

while a partial solution to the problem lies in encouraging a greater use

of public trans¡t, whích the City is on record as being in support of,

rrthere is a w¡dely held attitude that more and bigger roads are

inevitable, and piecemeal but persistent implementation of an improved

road network cont¡nues.rr(80) Such an approach to transportation will

also serve only to encourage the further decentralization of Winnipegrs

urban structure.
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MACRO CHANCES. HOUSINC CONSUMER PREFERENCES, E UNINTENDED

CONSEQ UENCES

Public sector act¡ons across the country have actually fuelled the

rmacro changesr, rhousing consumer preferencesr and runintended

consequences of government pol¡cyr causes of inner city neighbourhood

decline. ln the past, no specific attempts were made to modify those

programs having negat¡ve impacts on inner city areas, and it has only

been relatively recently that efforts have been made to develop

offsetting programs more favourable to the inner city.

While the negative ¡mpacts of some government pol¡cies and

programs on the inner city were surely not intended, they po¡nt to a

failure on the part of all three levels of government to think the

ramifications of their actions completely through. This shortcoming is

largely a result of Canadars constitutional framework in which the

various levels of government are only concerned with their own spheres

of influence. There ís a need for greater tri¡level consultation, which is

hopefully being achieved through the Core Area lnitiative. There is also

a need for a thorough review of government policíes impacting on large

Canadian centers to determine if they might have any negative effects

on inner city areas. A major start in correcting the imbalance of

present polÌcies could be made by shifting the emphasis of the entire

housing policy and program field from the provision of new housing to

the ma in tenance and imp rovement of the existing supply and
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ne¡ghbourhoods. Such a shift would be especially appropriate ¡n the

face of declining growth rates and limited municipal resources, and

could be tied to employment creation through the encouragement of a

rehabilitation industry. (81)

ln Winnipeg, as in most large Canadian cities, City Council gave

further emphasis to suburban expans¡on when it formulated ¡ts ex¡sting

Development Plan (By'law tllT) back ¡n 1968. a time of rapid

residential and industrial growth. The Plan placed an almost exclusive

emphasis on accommodat¡ng new growth through suburban expansion,

shifting the emphas¡s away from existing neighbourhoods. Many of the

problems that have occurred ¡n the inner city since that time are

closely tied to the neglect of older inner city environments that resulted

from the pre¡occupat¡on with extensive suburban development. Despite

the problems being caused, the current approach of Council to urban

development is still heavily influenced by the growth mentality of the

late sixties and early seventíes, and the adoption of Plan Winnipeg (the

revised Development Plan) is more than five years overdue. Even if

Plan Winnipeg is finally adopted by Council without any major changes,

it will'remain to be seen whether there will be an earnest political

commitment to ¡mplementing the recommended Containment opt¡on, (82) To

date, Council has not assumed any responsibil¡ty for effective urban

growth management. lnstead, it has merely provided regional services

in response to the development industryrs preferences, leading to an

accommodation of the demand for new housing in the suburbs.(83)

Fogr alternative courses of action have been identified that the

City could pursue in order to direct a greater proport¡on of its new
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growth into the ¡nner city: i) lim¡t the number of suburban units

approved; ii) a policy of discouraging suburban growth; iii) a strategy

of act¡vely encouraging private infill development; and iv) the direct

municipal undertaking of infill development. (84 ) The first two

alternatives are seen as being very unpopular politically, and both

would lead to increases in the cost of central area land. The fourth

alternative runs counter to the Cityrs |978 housing involvement

guidelines {or rather, non-involvement guidelines). Thus Plan Winnipeg

recommends the Containment growth option to be implemented through

the use of various incentives to attract pr¡vate infill activity. But as

was pointed out earlier in this chapter, such a strategy has been

proposed in the past but has met with little action.

ln the longrrun, the second opt¡on of discouraging suburban

growth appears to be the most appropriate and probably the most

effective course of action. First, the City has the necessary

mechanisms at its disposal : decisions regarding the size and location of

physical services such as sewer, water, and transportation facilities;

zoning which regulates the use of land; and subdivision regulat¡ons

which control the sequence and timing of development, Secondly, the

City could implement specific programs a¡med at enhancing inner city

neighbou rhood s or at addressing problems face d by these

neighbourhoods. This approach would also be much less content¡ous

than applying a blanket restriction on further suburban development.

Perhaps most importantly, the simultaneous discouragement of suburban

development and encouragement of development in existing

neighbourhoods would address the rmacro changesr, rhousing consumer
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preferencesr, and runintended consequencesr causes of inner c¡ty

neighbourhood decline. A strategy of encouraging private infill

development, while encouraging suburban development as well, simply

would not address these causes.

THE LACK OF CRADUAL INVESTMENT

Aside from the infusion of public sector funds into designated

improvement areas, attempts at ímproving the f low of ¡nvestment into

declining inner city neighbourhoods have been negligible in Winnipeg.

The public sector has passively sat back while private financial

institutions have refused to ¡nvest in entire inner city neighbourhoods.

At the same time, the only efforts that have been made to overcome the

inherent disadvantages of developing and investing in inner city

locations have- been those directed at improving the physical

environment of designated neighbourhoods to a high degree in order to

act as a catalyst to encourage further private sector maintenance and

¡nvestment. While this approach has worked to some extent, it

certa¡nly has not gone far enough ¡n correct¡ng the present imbalance.

A particularly effective strategy to inject new ¡nvestment into

declining inner city neighbourhoods on a large scale would be for the

City to actively encourage the construction of infill housing in older

neighbourhoods. However, whÌle many mutuallyrreinforcing measures

could have been implemented to encourage infill development over the

years, very little support was given by the public sector. lt is
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estimated that Winnipegrs established neighbourhoods could accommodate

approximately 10,000 additional dwelling units at normal densities and of

these, 1700 could be located within the inner city.(85) A further 5000

units could be accommodated in the inner city dur¡ng the Plan Winnipeg

period if projected demolitions are replaced at s¡milar densities.(86)

This means' that approximately twenty per cent (6700 units) of the total

new dwelling units requ¡red in Winnipeg until the end of the century

could be accommodated within inner city neighbourhoods at present

densities. (87) Just under fifty per cent of total un¡t requirements

could be provided by accommodating infill units within established

neighbourhoods. (88) Furthermore, these f¡gures do not include the

accommodation of new residential un¡ts in the downtown area. Even

greater numbers of infill units could be accommodated in the inner city

by pursuing the strategy of clearing pockets of deter¡orated structures

and redeveloping at higher densities in micro environments.

However, ít mu st be stressed that the infill market in Winnipeg is

not well deve,loped as yet, and many supportive measures would be

required. Providing incentives to undertake infill and rehabilitation in

¡nner c¡ty neighbourhoods wil¡ only go part way towards creating a

suitable development climate to stimulate private sector investment.

Efforts must also be d¡rected at overcoming the numerous prevailing

disadvantages of inner c¡ty development that were noted in Chapters.ll

and lll. By adopting the Containment growth option of Plan Winnipeg,

a maior impetus would be given to channelling new growth and

investment into the ínner city.

The lack of investment in Winnipegrs inner c¡ty also underlines the
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need for greater tri¡level government consultation to solve inner city

problems. For instance, w¡th greater co!.operat¡on and consultation, the

federal government could have located the Canadian mint and taxation

data center, both massive employment centers, in appropriate ¡nner city

locations. lnstead, both were located in outlying areas of the city.

These two facilities alone provide more employment than the entire Core

Area Initiative could ever hope to create in the inner city in the near

fu tu re.

LACK OF DIVERSITY T POVERT

These two underlying causes of inner city neighbourhood decline

are closely re.lated in that the poverty conditions which are so

concentrated in the inner city can only be alleviated under present

public sector spend¡ng priorities by encouraging a greater diversity of

socio¡economic Aroups. While public sector improvement attempts have

not addressed the issue of population loss directly (which is leading to

the less diverse resident base), they have addressed it in an indirect

and ad hoc fashion by attempting to improve the physical environment

of some inner city neighbourhoods to make them more attractive as

residential locations. However, outside of improvement neighbourhoods,

nothing at all is being done to address the problem and to date no

direct attempts have been made to attract populat¡on back into the area.

This is despite the fact that a range of alternatives exist that could be

used to attract'stabilizingr socio-economic groups.(89)

/ ¡t is difficult at the present ti me to evaluate how successful
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¡mprovement attempts have been in reducing population losses since

intensive area improvement programming did not get underway in

Winnipeg unt¡l 1974. Furthermore, the 1981 census population data has

not been broken down on an individual neighbourhood basis in Winnipeg

yet, so it cannot be determined at this point whether population losses

have been reduced in areas receiving intens¡ve improvement

programmíng. However, Winnipegrs inner city as a whole exhibited a

further population decline between 1976 and 1981 of ten per cent.

The only real solution to the problem of inner city depopulation

ultimately lies in first reducing the losses of neighbourhood residents

and then attracting selected household groups back into inner c¡ty

neighbourhoods to achieve a more diverse resìdent base. ln order to

achieve this objective, the extent of housing closure_ and demolition,

especially of family accommodation, must be significantly reduced.

Neighbourhood living environments must also be made more attractive,

particularly to families and homeowners. This calls for an analysis of

individual neighbourhoods as well as of the entire inner city that would

identify those resources, amenities, and services that âre presently

lacking or deficient, but which are requ¡red to act as incentives to

different life cycle groups to locate or remain in the inner city.

Another useful anatysis would identify the strengths and incentives

which draw people to the area so that efforts could be made to

capitalize on them. Such analyses could be carried out by means of

local area planning and through the formulation of an overall plan for

Wínnipegts ¡nner city area. As well, those factors influencing housing

consumer preferences away from the inner city so strongly must be
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addressed.

Public housing, which is extremely concentrated in a few areas of

the city, is leading to a further loss of diversity in terms of the mix of

socio:economic aroups. The pattern of distribution of public housing

units shows a central core concentration. (90) Even further
stratification of socio.economic groups occurs as the inner city contains

a high proportion of senior citizen housing but a low proportion of

family public housing units.(91) lf anything, these proportions should

be reversed as the inner city population ¡s at present composed of a

much higher concentrat¡on of senior citizens while family households are

relatively few ín number, leading to the closure of inner city schools.

A more dispersed provision of public housing units is therefore

required. Past proposals in Winnipeg have called for the creation of

scattered ptrblic housing units through rehabilitating existing housing

rather than through new constructíon. Although the provision of

public housing .on a random or scattered basis would provide numerous

advantages, little action has been taken on these proposals to date.(92)

Further alternat¡ves to public housing projects ex¡st in the form of

shelter allowances or the integration of subsidized units into new

developments.

The City of Winnipeg, which does not consider itself as having any

direct responsibility in housing matters, has therefore committed few

resources toward overcoming the affordability problems of low income

households, who are concentrated ¡n the ¡nner city. The City makes

only a minor contribution towards the provision of public housing as it

considers this to be a senior government responsibility. At the same
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time, the City has prov¡ded little assistance to non:.profit and

coloperative groups in the past. ln the face of declining sen¡or level

support of publ¡c housing, non-prof¡ts, and co-operatives, there is an

increasing need for the City to depart from its passive role in housing

toward a more active role in order to solve the housing problems of low

income households. The affordability problems of inner city res¡dents

can also be addressed by minìmizing the extent of housing unit closure

and demolition that is occurring in the inner city. What is needed is a

more flexible administration of minimum standards by-laws in order to

encourage a greater degree of rehabilitation. Creater efforts must be

directed at correct¡ng the imbalance of code enforcement being most

strongly aimed at rental properties while rehabilitation assistance being

most strongly directed toward ownerroccupied single family houses.(93)

CONCLUSION

Despite what would seem to be an extensive improvement effort,

serious problems still confront Winnipegrs inner c¡ty neighbourhoods and

many areas are undergoing further decline. The explanation for this

apparent paradox lies in an exam¡nation of the public sectorrs area

improvement efforts in relation to the eight underlying causes of inner

city ne¡ghbourhood decl¡ne. Of the eight causes of decline that were

identified from the review of the literature on Canadian inner cities in

Chapter ll, the discussion in this chapter has revealed that only the

raging and physical deteriorationr cause has been addressed directly in

Winnipeg. ln fact, the federal programs developed to date to improve
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deteriorated neighbourhood environments, along with the program

delivery approach that has evolved ¡n W¡nnipeg, have been partícularly

good ones. Conditions in the inner city would have been a lot worse

had ¡t not been for these efforts. A rather impressive program base

for improving deteriorated neighbourhood environments now appears to

have been put into place with the implementation of the Core Area

lnitiative, although it is still too early to expect any dramatic

improvements in inner city neighbourhood living environments to have

occurred.

However, the rurban growthr, rpoverty and exploitationr, tlack of

diversityr, and rlack of gradual investmentr causes of decline have not

been addressed directly so that they have received only minimal efforts,

if any at all. And it was found in the case of the rmacro changesr,

runintended consequences of government policyr and rhousíng consumer

preferencesr causes of decline that publíc sector policies and programs

have actually strengthened their negative effects upon inner city areas.

Thus in Winnipeg, the vast malority of neighbourhood improvement

efforts have been addressed at treating the symptoms of aging and

physical deteriorat¡on while the underlying causes of inner city decline

have remained largely unaddressed.

No matter how intensive public sector area improvement efforts

become, if they continue to focus so le ly on conditions within

neighbourhoods they will continue to address only the symptoms of the

decline problem. However, ¡n order to achieve any degree of long:'ter m

improvement in neighbourhood conditions, the macro aspects of decline

must also be addressed and modified by appropriate public sector
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interventions. By concentrating on the symptoms of the problem,

efforts will achieve little more than one-shot, temporary improvements

that are fairly limited ¡n scope. Such an approach, while bringing

about some improvement in neighbourhood conditions in the inner city,

will be self'-defeating in the long-run.

ln the next (and concluding)chapter , a set of recommendat¡ons is

formulated that could serve as a preliminary basis for shifting the focus

of current neighbourhood improvement efforts from the current one

concentrating on symptons to one address¡ng the underlying causes of

decline as well. ln this manner, major progress will hopefully be made

toward achieving some longrterm improvement ¡n the conditions

prevailing in Winnipeg's inner city neighbourhoods.
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I

2

The implementation of housing programs is a provincial
responsibil-ity as a result of provisions in the old British
North Arnerica Act covering property and civil rights.
The issue of deteriorated neighbourhood Living environments
had become more pressing as a result of the Depression and
World war II, during which housing and infrastiucture main-
tenance ¡¡rere deferred and neighbourhood conditions worsenedsubstantlally in many areas. Further neglect of deteriorated
urban areas resulted from the federal governmentrs totalpre-occupation with neti' construction, versus a mixed strategy
of new construction and rehabilitation, to satisfy the great
demand for houslng that had arisen with the war's end. ihis
was due to the beneficial effects of new construction of
spurring employment and economic expansion. (Dennis & Fish,
page 293)
Barber, page 21

Social l.inks were broken as neighbourhood residents were
dispersed. This dispersion was particuJ.arly devastatíng to
locaL businessmen who had built up their clientele ovei
many years. DispLaced residents, usually of 1ow income, faced.
abrupt changes in their living patterns as well as numerous
hardshlps 

- 
in fínding new acconunodation due to inadequate

compensation. Further disruption resulted due to thé fact
that renewal projects took several years to complete, with
some projects stretching out over more than a dècade. fn
the interim, residents lived in a prolonged state of anxiety
and many l-ost their incentive to maintain their properties,
leading to Lncreased deterioration.
This is largely explained by the high residential densities
of the inner city neighbourhoods where renewal projects tookpIace. The problem was further aggravat.ed when amend.ments to
the NHA i.n 1964 allowed deteriorateil residential areas to be
reileveloped without replacing lost housing units. As wefl-,
pockets of relatively good condition housing were removed
along with the bad housing.
Other criticisms centered around the lack of usable open
space and supportive social services, the failure to blend
in with the surrounding neighbourhood, and the fact that
projects were composed primarily of rental units that re-
sul-ted in net d.ecreases in the proportion of owner-occupied
dwelling units (and consequently in further neighbourhood
instability).
Young, page 28

3

4

5
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8. Both the Lord Selkirk Park and Burrows-Keewatin pubLic
housing projects have been criticized for their standa¡dized
and depressing designs and livíng environments, as wel-I as
for their insular qualities. For example, refer to Bíckel,
Public Housing: Redemption or Adversity and to the Winnipeg
Area Characterization Study, Lord Selkirk park neighbourhood
profile.

9. The avoidance of resident participatÍon in the preparation
of renewal schemes further removed social considerations
from being an el-ement of concern.

10. Barber. page 8

11. He1lyer, pages 64 to 68

12. North Point Douglas was adjacent to urban renewal areas #l
and #3.

13. Department of Housing and Urban Renewal, Metropol-itan
Corporation of Greater Winnipeg, Ne i qhbourhood Improvement -
North Point Douglas, page 61.
The Study r,¿as entitled North Point Douglas Housing Program.
Ibid., page 2

Barber, page 77

In terms of eligibility, neighbourhoods designated as NIP
areas were to exhibiÈ the following seven characteri sti cs :
predominant ly , re s idential in land usei a significant pro-
portion of the h-ousing stock in need of rehabilitation; the
physical environment in need of improvement; inhabited
largely by 1ow and moderate income residentsi a deficiency
of neighboúrhood amenities; the area has a stable planning
futurei and a cl-ear definition in geographic, physical or
social terms. (Nf P Operatorr s Handbook)

14.
L5.
l-6.
17.

18. Neighbourhood and ResidentiaS- Improvement Division, CMHC,
Eval-uation of the Nei P r I

to

20.

2r.

22.

Ac nRe , Pages
Ibid., page 37

Neighbourhood and Residential Improvement Division, CMHC,
RR¡,P Delivery flandbook, Section AI .
work to improve the exterior appearance of dwelling units
and their immediate surroundings may also be eligible as
this assists in improving the surrounding neighbourhoodrs
appearance, again adding to program visibility.
personal communication with t'lr. R. Bickel, planner, Housing
and Community lrnprovement Branch, City of Winnipeg
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23. By early 1974, a set of priorities for future improvement
areas had been established and the first two areas -- North
Point Douglas and CentenniaL, both located within the study
area -- had been declared.

24. Barber, page 89

Some aspects of the community development included health
and social service delivery, education, job training and
employment, increased police protection, and recreation
activities.

25. Department of Housing and Urban Renewal,
Improvement - North Point Dougì-as, op. ci

Ne i ghbou rhood
t., page 13.

The Civic Advisory Committee included representatives fro¡n
the following departments: works and operationst parks and
recreation, budgets, health, environmental planning, pol-ice,
libraries, land surveys and real estate, and transportation.

26. Barber, page 92

27. Department of Housing and Urban Renewal , Neighbourhood
Improvement - North Point Douglas, op. cit., page 54

28. For example, upon completion of formal improvement program-
ming in North Poínt Douglas, the NIP residentsr committee
became involved in the issue of inner city school-s and
worked toward the provision of a new community center and
park.
In Centennial, nany members of the NIP corunittee moved on
to the executive of other community agencies.

29. Barber , page 27

Basically, these so-called abuses of Èhe program centered
around smaller municipalities utilizing NIP funds to finance
Iocal. physical service in frastructure s.

30. Furthermore, the three areas j.n Winnipeg that were designated
under CSCP -- St. Matthews, Daniel McIntyre, and Chalmers --
were larger than the previous NIP areas in order to allow a
greater number of households to participate in the RRAP
program. Consequently, Winnipegr s CSCP areas did not have a
residents t committee. (Bostock, project leader, et al-, page
t 24)

3_1.- Frengttel p19: 21

32. Association of Municipalities of ontario, page 29

33. personal communication with Mr. R. Bickel
34. Frenette, page 50
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35. Action Area plans may advocate either improvement, devel_op-
ment, or redevelopment.

36. Social- Planning Council of Winnipeg,
Planning, op, cit., page 170
It is at this leveI that citizens can clearly preceive their
stake in neighbourhood is sues.

20

40.

37. Ibid. , page J-I0

These plans are seen as suffering from severaf problems:
: they are often too general to be of use
- most important elements are e1i¡ninated before final

approval
- zoning takes precedence over the plan

38. Frenette, page 52

While the area characte ri z at ion role of the District
Planning Branch is less interventionist than its former
role of district and action area pì-an facilitator, the
new approach has some merits too:.

- the rigid and lengthy, yet ultimately largely
ineffectual, action area planning process may be
avoided.

- developing characterization on a citywide basis may
lead to a more'consistent approach to the problems
of the inner city, while retaining the flexibility
needed to identify the issues facing individual
neighbourhoods.

P. Barnard and Associates, op. cit., page 40

The irnportance of involving the pri
revítalization stems from two prima

Human Needs and City

us rt on

vate sector in inner city
ry considerations. First

Department of Environmental Planning,
Munici ir Re ect to the nvo vemen t

o s ono n
I e

page

The proposed incentives included the following: expediting
private infi11 development proposals through administrative
and technical supportt tax concessions; development bonus
rights; seed. money grantsi and saLe or lease of pubticly-
owned 1and, at market rates or 1ess, for the construction
of new housing.

is the desire to minimize the costs that must be borne by the
public sector -- especially in these times of financial
restraint. In this endeavour, incentives to the private sector
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hood Strategies, pages 23 to 34.

Department of Environmental Planning,
for the Future t op. cit., pages 6 and

would seem to be a logical choice of policy direction, provided
that l-arge-scale public subsidíes are not ca1led for. Second,
there is the consideration that private sector development
activity is itself a very powerful force behind neighbourhood
decline and revitalization. Such activity can (and often does)
run counter to public sector intentions. It is assumed that
by co-ordinating investment by both sectors, a much more
powerful revitalization effort can be achieved than that
possible in the case of only one sector working on its own.

Department of Environmêntal- Planning, Housing and Neighbour-41.

42.

43.

44.
45.
46.

Department of Environmental Pl-anning, Status Report on
Municipal Programs with ... , op. cit.

Pl-an Winnipeg: Options
7

sub-Committee of the W.H.R.C., page 1

I^1.H.R.C., Brief to the core Area rnitiative Public Hearinqs
Department of Environmental P]anning, Plan Winnipeg: Summary
and Reconúnendations of the Strrrlv Te am , page E. P.6

47. Ibid., page E

48. Ibiil ., page E

P.6
P.8

The Bus ine s s -as-Usua1 option does not address the problems
of the inner city at atl. Plan Winnipeg summarizes the impacts
of this optlon upon the inner city and the band of surrounding
mature neighbourhoods as follows:

- population l-oss of about 37r000t
- demolitións woul-d outnumber constructions by about

45,000t
- the greatest relative losses will take place in those

neighbourhoods in the greatest decline; and
- substantial popuJ-ation and housing losses will result

in an ever-increasing concentration of high-needs groups
in the older neighbourhoods.

In contrast' the Containment option is projected to stabilize
these trends:

- population losses witl- be minimized (to about 6400);
- constructÍons will outnumber demolitions by about

7000 ¡ and
- this, in turn, can be expected to have a moderating

affect upon the serious social- imPacts implicit in
the Business-as-Usual option.

49. Dêpartment of Environmental Planníng, PLan Winnipeg: Summary
page E. P.21and Reconmendations of the Studv Team,
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50. Ibid.r Page 8.P.24
5)-. Winnipeg Core Area fnitiative policy Conmittee, page 7

52. Ibid., page I
53. rbid., 8

54. rbid. , l-0

55. Ibid., page 10

56. Department of Environmenta I Planning, Housing and Neighbour-
hood Strategies, page 40

57. Department of Environmental Planning, Status Report on
Municipal Programs with ..., op. cit.

58. Once again. if voluntary compliance with by-Iaws is not
forthcoming from landlords, strict enforcement action will
be taken.

qÔ

60.

6I. This is opposed to the 20* downpayment required in other areas.
62. personal communicatíon with Mr. R. Bickel, planner, Housing

and Community Improvement Branch, City of Winnipeg

Real Estate News, February 4, 1983
In the meantime, an j.ndustrial technol-ogy training center,
\^¡hich lras proposed along with the industrial park, has been
cancelled and it appears that the industrial park wili- be
scaled down considerably.

63. Department of Envi tal Planning, Status Report on
Mun i cipal

ronmen
r+íth op. cit.

64. According to the Bostock study, the following leve1s
of approved RRÀP l-oans as a percentage of tolal housing
units reqüiring RRÀ,P upgrading have Èeen observed:

North Point Douglas 922
Centennial 442
North St. Boniface ]lt
I,le st Alexander LB
i^Ii IIi am whyte - 5t

65. Institute of Urban Studies, Housing: Inner City Type
older Areas,
Department o

66. Institute of
O1der Àreas

Ibid., page 32; Johnston, page 93; and Bostock et al,
page 109

page 26 and figures providEd Ey ttre
f Environmental- Pfanning, City of Winnípeg

Urban Studies, Housing: Inner City Type
page 80

67
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, These neighbourhoods include North point Douglas (NIp) ,Centennial (NIp), North St. Boniface (NIp), ñ,irrurjOsborne, Spence ,(Crp), Memorial (CTp); W.ii*í""[ãr,
Duf ferin (CIP) , Burrows Central, 'an¿' 

ét. .¡"f.,"ìã. --'

68. while ir is ber-ieved.that- private rehabilitation activityhas been more extensive-thán pubJ-ic sector activity,municipal building permit information unfortunateli,does not show a sizeable portion of rehabilitationactivity carried out by individual property or¡¡ners.

69. P. Barnard. and Associates, page 35

. This is in spite of the fact that the encouragement ofprivate non-profit corporations appears to be the mostcost-effective strategy for rehabiiitating tf:e existingstock.

70. The rehabilitatÍon of housing utilizing a municipal non_profit housing corporation iå a somer+hãt more ""þ.""i"ä,but also more effective, rehabilitation strategy th;; -
encouraginçf private non-profit corporation", uñå it i"sti1l less costly than public redeietopment. rt nã" tfleadvantage of providing the municipality with a di;;"¡ 

--
lever for improving particular neighboùrhoods.

71. The utilization of a municipal non-profit housing corp-oration provides severaL aclvantages:

- it provides.an excellent opportunity to presorveexisting neighbourhood chaiãcter.
- it ensures increased. municipal control_ over thetype, l-ocation, and social composition of assistedrental housing devel_opments.

if the activities of Lhe municipal corporation arefocussed on specific neiqhbourho"a", 
"ig"iii;;r;-'improvements coui-d be accomplished ¿ha¡ 

-;ðurã-rJ"t"ru
private sector confidence and alter tne attituãe-ofprivate Lenders presently unwilling t" fi;;;;;-;";uj-mprovements in some declining neilhbourho"ãu. ----'

72. .A municipal program of encouraging private non_profitgroups to acquire and rehabilitate ñousing coulä havebeen embarked upon, using all or a combinãtion of thefollowing measures: property tax concessions, technicatadvice, zoning change assistance, assembly us"istu"aur-and start-up grants,

73, Social Policy Research Associates, page xi
The same evaluation, however, found that negativeexperiences occurred. frequentty enough to cáuse concern.
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74. For instance, many of Winnipeg's non-complying structures
could be brought up to acceptable standards at very
modest costs. (Johnston, page 164)

Some measures might include greater financial aid for
upgrading (grants and low-interest loans), more fl_exibl-e
building codes (recognizíng 1ower initial construction
standards in many inner city units), and lobbying finan-
cial institutions or insuríng rehabititation loais for
older bui ldings .

75. Neighbourhood and Residential Improve¡nent Division, CMHC,page 76

76. Barber, page 95 / øostock et a1, page I58
77. Johnston, page 88

78. Dept. of Environmental planning, I^Iinnipeg Area Character-ization Study, various neighbourhffi
79. A longer-term approach to dealing with the problem may liein reducing the indiscriminate mixture of lãnd uses fôundin the inner city. The acquisition of sites in residential

neighbourhoods at present occupíeil by non-conforming or
noxious uses could be carried out in conjuncti.on wii.tr the
encouragement of infill housing. Another possibility isfor the City to offer incentives to the owners of p-artic-
ularly noxious uses to relocate to more suitable lãcations.

89; Lehrman, page 52

8li. Yet the current approach of Council to urban devel_opmentis sti1l heaviJ-y influenced by the phiJ,osophy containeilin the 1968 Development plan. (p1an Winnipégl Options forthe Future, page 16)

82. As noted earlíer, housing consumer preferences will
continue to support the demand for housing in suburban
l-ocations. (chapter IIf) and virtual-ly aIÌ unused regional
services in ground and planned are lócated in the súburbanfringe.

83. Winnipeg Tri-LeyeI Coñunittee on Urban Affairs, Urban
Growth, page 5

84. P. Bárnard and Associates, page 42

Many of the measures listed below would heLp to reduce
the differential between inner city and suburban devel-
opment and also make infi11 development more attractive
to private developers:
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- land assembly assi stance;
- sale or lease of publicly-owned lands at or below

market rates i
- reduce conditions on infill development by modify-ing existing land use regulationsi
- tax deferrals fo¡ infil1 projects;
- make building codes more ffexible to respond to

new ideas and to reduce cost.si
- provide- cívic auarantees for private sector funding

of infill deveÌopment;
- public sector lobbying of financial institutions to

encourage greater lending activities in red-lined
neighbourhoods;

- facilitate and. encourage small private contractors,
non-profits and co-ops to undertake infi1l;

- specify Canadian. inner city areas only as eJ-igiblefor provisions similar to Lhe former i.tuRe, auõe,
and ARP provisions ¡

- create micro environments in which the physical
environment is upgraded to a high degree with
services and amenities in order to act as a
catalyst to attract private infil-I projects;

- i.nnovative demonstration infil-1 projects constructed
by the public sector in order to stimulate projects
by the private sector,.

- establish an inner city development corporation toundertake infill development; and
- reduce incentives for new residential construction

and increase incentives for rehabi.litation of theexlsting stock and,/or conversion of existing non-resídential buildings to residential use.

85. Dept. of Environmental planning. plan Winni : Optionsfor the Future Page xxJ_v

rbid. ¿ pagé llz86.

87.

88.

89.

Ibid. , page 772

Ibid., page l-72 and xxv

Some of these alternatives include the following: theprovision of amenities and services that are l_aðking;
the greater encouragement of homeownership; strategies
to prevent inner city school closures; an innovative
housing program to develop a wider range of housing forms
in inner city neighbourhoods, especially those thai can
meet the needs of particular rtargetr households in dense
ínner city environments; municipal encouragement of an
infi11 housing program and greater housing rehabilitation
activities; the protection of existing low density resi-
dential areas that are particularly well-suited tõ family
households (possibly by extending the powers of the City's
demolition control by-law which at present j-s use only lo
control the demolition of historic buitdings); and limiting
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the expansion of suburban residential areas. This is, of
course, only a partial list to serve as an example, and
efforts would also have to minimize or e1íminate the many
disincentives that exist with respect to living in the
inner city. As well, many of the improvement strategies
cited thrÕughout this chapter would give further impetus
to living in Vfinnipeg's inner city neighbourhooils .

9_1 . Johnston, page 60

9l . Ibid., page 60

92. The establishment of public housing on a random or
'scatteredr basis would add great impetus to improvingolder housing units that respect suriounding neighbouí_
hood character. It woufd also result in subÃtantlal costsavings. (Dennis, page I25 in fnnovative Strategies forthe Renewal of Older Neighbourhoods) It would ãIso provide
anonymity to public housing tenants, avoiding stigmãs frombeing attached to neighbourhoods where concentratlons ofpublic housing exist, as well as eliminating public housingprojects which act as intense barriers to cómmunity inter_action at the neighbourhood leve1. Such a strategy wouldalso provide a greater variety of dwelling types-to
tenants. and would enable a randomized stait ià a housingprogram at costs lower than would be required by newconstruction. (North point Douglas Housing progiam) Limitedpprchases by the publíc sector of existing houées would
have the added advantage of hetping to stimutate anilstabiLize neighbourhood housing markets, thereby encour-aging better standards of maÍntenance. (Ibid., þage 13)Other additional advantages include the possibiliiy ofproviding pfivate yard space for family ãnd other ilo.r""-holds and the avoidance of the depressing rprojectl
environments that have characteriied so much puUfic
housing in the past. ALso, existing houses of-ten provide
many bedrooms which are particularly well-suited LoIarge families and for elderly person homes.

93. For example, rooming houses are not eligible for RRAp
funding.

A program of municipal loans in those cases. where diffi-culties are being experienced by landlords facing upgradingorders would be a very effective strategy tor cuifing thedemolition and closure problern, especially in view oi thefact that many non-complying structures cóuLd be broughÈ
up to acceptable standards at relatively modest costs.
Another strategy is to extend the powers of the Cityrsdemolition control by-law. The revamping of existin-g
income tax provisions to prevent the owners of demoÍishedbuildings from claiming dernolition expenses as tax
deductions would be a further step.
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So far, th¡s thesis has examined the literature on Canadian inner

cities (Chapter ll) and found that there are at least eight underlying

causes of inner city neighbourhood decline. The historical development

and present -day conditions of eleven of Winnipegrs inner c ity

neighbourhoods were then examined (Chapter lll) and it was revealed

that all of the eight causes of decline have been operating upon

Winnipegrs inner city. Finally, public sector efforts to ¡mprove

Winnipegrs inner city neighbourhoods were examined (Chapter lV) and

the conclusion was reached that the underlying causes of inner city

have remained largely unaddressed in Winnipeg. ln view of the fact

that many possible directìons for addressing these underlying cauies

exist, the questions now arise "Why have area ¡mprovement efforts in

Winnipeg not addressed the underlying causes of decline, and what can

be done to overcome this shortcoming?rl

THE LACK OF POLITICAL COMI\4ITMENT

It ¡s my view that the answer to the above question lies in the

fact that there has been a general lack of comm¡tment toward

revitalizing Winnipegrs inner city, exhibited by all three levels of

government. The federal government is following a general policy of

d í sentan glement from the field of housing and neighbourhood

improvement. lt showed a spurt of concern for Canadian ¡nner city

areas during the early 1970s with the founding of an inner city

research branch at the M¡nistry of State for Urban Affairs (MSUA) and

with the linked RRAP and NIP programs. However, MSUA was

decl i ne
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dismantled and the Neighbourhood lmprovement and Community Services

Contribution programs cancelled, leaving no area improvement

programming at the national level. Even when these programs were

active, it appears that the amount of funds made available was str¡ctly

limited.(l) Furthermore, little attempt has been made by CMHC to

co ordinate other NHA or federal programs with its area improvement

programs. As for the Province, it has always maintained a passive

role, being content to costr-share improvement grants and to provide

public housing on land assembled under NIP and ClP.

The biggest lack of commitment to improving Winnipegts declining

inner city neighbourhoods, however, has come at the municipal level.

Winnipeg City Council feels that it is not the¡r business or the¡r

responsibility, nor within their ability, to become involved in housing

matters.(2) lt has therefore adopted a very passive role in re¡ation to

housing and ne¡ghbourhood improvement. The lack of commitment at

the municipal -level is the most inexcusable of all, s¡nce ¡t ¡s the

municipal government that is closest to the problem and its whole

rrai son dretrer is to look after the welfare of the people ¡t represents.

This passive role stems from Counci|s outmoded conception of its

dut¡es, which it sees as comprising an essentially 'housekeeping;

role. (3) The main preoccupation of this limited role of civic government

is the efficient delivery of services while at the same time keeping

property taxes low. (4)

There are numerous negative effects that this failure to accept

responsibility has had on Winnipegrs inner city. Two of the examples

already touched upon include the shaky start of the Winnipeg Housing
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Rehabilitation Corporation (WHRC), which was not created until e¡ght

years after the enabling legislation was passed (5), and Councilrs

Ìnaction with respect to reviewing out-dated zoning by-taws despite the

harmful affects being caused by the overzoning of residential areas (the

Cityrs complacency is particularly difficult to understand considering the

minimal costs required to rectify the situation).

While the examples c¡ted above are serious enough in the

implications they have for the inner city, there are much more serious

underlying problems resulting as well. Councilts housekeeping mentality

and its lack of commitment to revitalizing the inner cÌty have led to a

policy void in the housing field. Those housing and neighbourhood

policies which do ex¡st are not backed up by staff or budgetary

resources.(6) Of the ten largest c¡ties ¡n Canada, Winnipeg is the only

one that does not have a municipal housing department.(7)

The policy void is further reflected by a lack of planning direct¡on

in the c¡ty, as.witnessed by the fact that Plan Winnipeg is more than

five years past íts legally mandatory deadline. When it did emerge for

public perusal, ¡t was obvious that there was little tie¡in with the Core

Area lnitiative and that it conta¡ns very little in the way of concrete

programs addressed to solving inner city problems. A comprehensive

inner city plan has yet to be formulated. Thus neighbourhood

improvement efforts have no overall vision of the role that the inner

c¡ty is to play in terms of the city as a whole, at the present time or

in the future. The absence oi thi, ou"rull vision has meant that area

improvement interventions in the inner city have been fragmented and

ad hoc.
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lndividual improvement plans, formulated under area improvement

programming, have been carr¡ed out in relative isolation from the inner

c¡ty as a whole. An overall plan for the inner city, therefore,. is badly

needed. There is an absence of housing targets and a mon¡toring

process as well, making it difficult to measure whatever improvement

progress may have been made. And the majority of the Department of

Environmental Planningrs resources have been devoted to new suburban

developments to the point where planning efforts in the inner c¡ty are

not well co-ordinated or focussed.(8)

Another example of C¡ty Councíl's lack of action is its continued

reliance on pr¡vate sector involvement to solve the problem of

neighbourhood decline. More of the same is recommended in Plan

Winnipeg and the Core Area lnitiative. There is nothing wrong with

involving the private sector in neighbourhood improvement efforts r:¡

rather, it is very desirable and probably necessary. However, outside

of participation_ in government area ¡mprovement programs, Winnipeg

City Council over the years has relied almost totally on encouraging the

pr¡vate sector to improve its declining inner city neighbourhoods for lt.

What is perhaps even more indicative of Councilrs ad hoc approach to

dealing with the inner city is that it has recommended a number of

incentives to be put into place to encourage greater private sector

development activity in the inner city but only a few of them have

actually material¡zed. Private sector activity has instead been

concentrated in the suburbs and in large projects in the downtown

area. ( ! )

The promise of rece¡v¡ng complementary federal and provincial
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dollars for each municipal dollar spent provides the explanation for why

intensive area ¡mprovement activities have been so wídespread in

Winnipegrs inner city area despite the lack of Council support. The

CMHC evaluation of NIP summarized the Winnipeg experience as follows:

rr.. .the municipality would not have become involved in neighbourhood

improvement if federal funds had not been available.r'( l0) Council has

been aware of the problems that inner city decline has been causing in

these neighbourhoods for some time, and it has also been aware of the

fact that at some point in time it must face up to the problem. But

Winnipegrs rhousekeepingr Council has been reluctant to commit scarce

resources on inner city revitalization. Thus whenever a senior tevet

improvement program is offered, Council jumps at the opportunity to

receive funds to help it get a job done that it knows it must do

eventually. lf Council had not participated in NlP, RRAP, CSCP, and

now the Core Area lnitiative, it would have lost the opportunity to

secure the complementary sen¡or government funds offered. Very little

effort has been put into neighbourhood improvement other than through

direct participation in the above programs. A particular problem that

has resulted from this approach is that federal government policy is

teading municipal action, but it is the municipality that is cldsest to the

problem and hence in the best position to ¡n¡tiate improvement action.

The prevailing situation in Winnipeg is one where the initiation of

municipal improvement programming has become dependent on federal aíd

rather than being the result of a comprehensivelyrdesigned municipal

improvement effort.

The most serious shortcoming that has arisen from the lack of
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political commitment and overall planning d¡rect¡on in Winnipeg has been

that public sector attempts have failed to address the underlying causes

of inner city neighbourhood decline. lnstead, Councilrs piecemeal

approach of initiating neighbourhood and housing programs has resulted

in a very narrow focus that has directed improvement efforts merely at

allev¡at¡ng the symptoms of decline.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE AREA IMPROVEMENT INTERVENTION

Many complementary strategies could be utilized in order to

broaden the scope of area ¡mprovement act¡vities in Winnipegrs ìnner

city so as to address the underlying causes of decline. Furthermore,

many of the measures would cost very little or would only require

legislative changes, and yet they would strengthen present improvemeni

efforts immensely. This section contains a number of recommendations

aimed at broaden.ing the scope of present area improvement programming

so as to address the underlying causes of decline.

The following general recommendations are made

,/ 1. The beginning point for greater municipal responsibility in

housing and neighbourhood matters should be the creation of a

municipal Housing Department w¡th¡n the City administration. The'

new Department could initially concern ¡tself with the following

steps:
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establishing a sound information base on ¡nner city housing

and neighbourhood conditions;

putting into place an effective monitoring system to assess

neighbourhood improvement progress;

A co¡ordinating function, liaising with other levels of

government and other civic departments, reviewing housing

policies, obtaining funding, evaluating exîsting programs,

and generally co'ordinating inner city housing policies.

An overall lnner City Plan should be drafted in order to produce

a more comprehensive and co:"ordinated revitalization effort.

Bas¡c to the PIan would be a comprehensive inner ci.ty strategy

that would provide the mechanism for addressing the underlying

causes of decline which cannot be dealt with easily at the

individual neighbourhood level. The Plan would view the entire

inner city as a unique area of the city, and one requiring special

planning attention. lt would also provide a policy f ramework

within which neighbourhood planning might better respond to

broader city and inner city issues and objectives. Finally, the

Plan would serve as a guide to the pr¡vate sector, providing a

statement of civic objectives in the area.

Provisions should be made to extend tri-level government

consultation on neighbourhood improvement beyond the present

2

3
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term of the Core Area lnitiative. Two options exist: i)
extending the present C.A.l. agreement or il) setting up a

tri-level Committee on lnner City Revitalization upon terminat¡on

of the present agreement.

ln order to address the rAging and Physical Deteriorationr cause

of decline, the following recommendations are made:

Greater emphasis should be placed on maintaining the mun¡c¡pal

infrasíructures of older neighbourhoods by civic departments, as

these neighbourhood are currently under,-served in comparison to

newer suburban neighbourhoods. Constant upkeep is requirêd in

addition to rone"shotr ¡mprovement efforts. This shift in priorities

could be tied in with the adoption of the Containment growth

option proposed in Plan Winnipeg.

ln view of the high mixture of land uses within Winnipeg's inner

city neighbourhoods, greater attention must be directed at

improving commercial and industrial premises. lt is recommended

that the City contemplate ¡mproved enforcement of maintenance

standards for these properties.

A longrterm program aiming at the rationalization of land uses

w¡thin the inner city should be contemplated. Such a program

would include the acquisitíon of sites in residential
neighbourhoods presently occupied by non-conforming or noxious

5

6
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uses (to be carrÌed out in conjunctÌon with the encouragement of

infill housing). Another possibility is for the City to offer

incentives to the owners of particularly noxious uses to relocate

to more suitable locations.

The following lowrcost measures should be initiated in order to

suppfement the home improvement activity of RRAP:

local housing cf inics or a housing information center to

prov¡de technical advice on both do-it:.yourself and

contract-out housing repairs;

a temporary moratorium on tax assessment increases;

lobby Iocal financial institutions in order to remove some of

the barriers on lending in older neighbourhoods and on

older properties;

the establishment of a loan insurance fund to insure

rehab¡litation loans on older buildings.

revisions to the federal lncome Tax Act allowing

rehabilitation activity to be written off against other

sources of income (refer to recommendation #25).

8. The City of Winnipeg should ensure that continued support is
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given to the Winnipeg Housing Rehabilitation Corporation ( W H R C )

past the term of the Core Area lnitiative as this ¡s a very

effective lever in rehabilitating neìghbourhood housing stocks.

The senior levels of çjovernment should consider strengthening

the non:profit and rehab ilitation programs which exist.

10 The City of Winnipeg should make its involvement with intensive

a rea improvement programming under CIP an onr-going

commitment.

The following recommendations are made in order to address the

rUrban Crowth Pressuresr cause of n e igh bou r hood dec line

il. ln order to maintain the resident¡al stab¡lity of existing inner city

neighbourhoods, it is recommended that a rlocal area planr be

formulated for each inner city neighbourhood identified by the

Winnipeg Area Characterization Study. These plans would contain

measures such as the following:

the identification of predominantly residential areas where

further commercial, industrial and parking development

should be permitted only on a m¡n¡mal level;

The identification of areas appropriate for the creation of
rmicro environmentsr which could be re.developed with a
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variety of medium and high density

mixed use developments;

residential uses and

the identification of low-density residential areas where

down-zoning is required to protect residential stability;

the identification of possible infill s¡tes within those

neighbourhoods that require new investment and populat¡on

for their continued stab ility;

controls on the encroachment of citywide facilities (e.9. the

Health Sciences Complex and the University of Winnipeg)

and auxillary uses ¡nto surrounding neighbourhoods.

12, ln conjunction with the above recommendation, the proposed rlocal

area plansr should be formulated in consultãtion with

neighbourhood resident committees. Further provisions of the

local area plans would concern policy recommendat¡ons on spec¡fic

neighbourhood problems of a social , economic or physical nature,

and special neighbourhood projects or programs.

13. Neighbourhood planning shall be seen as an onrgoing, continuous

process.

A firm expansion policy for heavy traffic arteries should be

included as part of the proposed lnner City Plan (recommendation

14
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#2) in order to minimize d is r up tive effects on central

neighbourhoods.

The following recommendations are made in order to address the

tMacro Changesr, rHousing Consumer Preferencesr and tUnintended

Consequences of Covernment Policyr causes of inner city neighbourhood

deciine:

15. Winnipeg City Council should adopt Plan lVinnipeg as soon as

possible and adopt the Containment growth option' Under the

Containment option, there would be an emphasis on accommodating

new growth in existing neighbourhoods' A fi rm political

commitment to the Conta¡nment option is needed in order to

change present attitudes toward the inner city' Such changes

are fundamental to any strategy for the longrterm revitalization of

Winnipegts ìnner city neighbourhoods.

16. Associated with the above recommendation, the City should

consider revisìng the rUrban Limit Linet proposed in Plan Winnipeg

in order to limit further suburban sprawl and manage suburban

growth in an effective manner. lt is my feeling that the single

course of action of limiting suburban growth while providing

incentives to development ¡n the inner city, would go further '

toward revitalizing Winnipegrs inner city neighbourhoods than

have all the millions of dollars spent to date through NIP' CIP

and RRAP.
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ln view of declining population growth and limited municipal

resources, the senior levels of government should shift the

emphasis of the entire housing policy and program field from the

provision of hew housing in suburban areas to the maintenance

and ¡mprovement of the existing stock, as well as the provision of

new infill housing in older and declining areas.

Greater efforts should be made to preserve exist¡ng commercial

and industrial busìnesses located with¡n the inner city that are

compatible with the¡r surrounding neighbourhoods, in order to

prevent the fu rther departure of inner c ¡ty employ men t

opportunities. Programs should be contemplated that would aid

ex¡sting businesses to expand or upgrade their premises ¡n a

manner that is compatible with the surrounding area. Some

measures might include lônd acquisit¡on aid for exist¡ng industrial

premises; relocation assistance to non-conforming uses;

rehabilitation, improvement and beautification assistance; and the

extension of the Main Streets Revitalization program of the Core

Area lnit¡ative to other streets within the inner city.

The federal and provincial governments should consult an lnner

City Development Committee (outlined in recommendation #23)

prior to locating any major facility in the city. Creater efforts

should be expended on locating appropriate major facilities in the

inner city.

19.
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20 Funding should be provided for further research and design work

on new infill housing designed appropr¡ate to ¡nner city locations.

The objectives would be to obta¡n a range of infill concepts that

would be appropriate for the gradual rehabilitation and

revitalization of older inner c¡ty resident¡al areas. A specific goal

would be to create housing opportunities for a wider range of

income and lifestyle groups that are presently attracted to

suburban neighbourhoods.

21 . An in'depth study should be made of the factors influencing

lìousing consumer preferences away from the inner city. This

study would conclude with a set of interventions aimed at makìng

inner èity residential locations more des¡rable.

ln light of the federal governmentrs continued move toward

disentanglement from funding mun¡cipal programs, a greater dependence

will have to be placed upon private sector involvement to accomplish

municipal objectives. The following recommendations aim at overcom¡ng

the economic disadvantages to undertaking development in inner city

neighbourhoods:

A comprehens¡ve system of incentives should be developed to

encourage greater private sector ¡nvestment in inner city

neighbourhoods, including the foílowÌng:

,,' - land assembly ass¡stance

22
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\,/ - long¡term land leases

¡-z': land cost write-downs

,/,, i property tax deferrments and/or abatements

,,/ ¡ revision of land assessments

./' ¡ provision of public amenities and support facilities

. - special consideration to zoning, development, building and

demolition per mit app lications

¡ commit locations of suitable government functions and

programs within the inner city

r greater municipal support of older neighbourhoods in

terms of more regular maintenance

An lnner City Development Committee should be.established in

order to develop and ¡mplement the comprehènsive package of

incentives listed in the recommendation above. This committee

wou¡d be composed of private developers, local businessmen,

community group representat¡ves, planners, and representatives

of the three levels of government. A secondary aim of the

committee would be to promote greater co-operation between the

public and private sectors.

The re:introduction of the AHOP, ARP, and MURB programs to

the federal government would act as powerful stimulants to

new investment. lt is recommended that Winnipegrs inner city be

designated as a special zone in which the above programs would

be rer'âctivated.

24
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25. Revisions should be made to the federal lncome Tax Act that

would designate a special zone in the inner city, allowing

rehabilitat¡on and new residential construction to be depreciated

and written off aga¡nst other sources of income. Such tax

treatments are an accepted government fiscal policy that have

been accepted over the years as encouragement to investment in

selective industries for selective purposes.

ln order to prevent the red-lining of declinìng neighbourhoods,

legislation should be enacted that would prohibit discrimination by

private financial institutions solely because of property locatìon or

age .

27 The public sector must cease its arbitrary approach to program

implementation and delivery. lt cannot continue to rchange the

rules of the gamet without further compounding the atmosphere of

uncertainty in which the private sector must operate.

ln order to alleviate the concentration of poverty conditions in

the inner city, a greater diversity of socio'economic Aroups should be

encouraged in the inner city. Two basic program thrusts exist: ¡)

attracting underrrepresented socioneconomic groups to inner city
locations and ii) reducing the out-migration of inner city residents to

more outlying neighbourhoods. Specific recommendations include the

following:

,!i 26
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An analysis should be undertaken of ¡ndividual inner city

neighbourhoods as well as the ent¡re ¡nner city area, that would

identify those resources, amen¡ties and services that are

presently lacking or deficient, but which are required to act as

incentives to different life cycle groups to locate or remaÌn in

inner city locations.

An analysis should be made identifying the strengths and

incentives which draw people to the inner c¡ty so that efforts

could be made to capitalize on them.

ln order to attract a portion of ant¡c¡pated res¡dential growth ¡nto

the inner city, selected inner city areas could be re;.developed

and geared toward providing housing environments suitable to

specific target groups. ldent¡fication of appropriate sites and the

formulation of strategies to improve housing environments would

be overseen by the lnner City D e ve lop ment Comm¡ttee

recommended in Recommendation #23.

A pool of r¡sk funds should be established which would provide

venture capital at subsidized interest rates for pr¡vate developers

willing to undertake innovat¡ve pilot infill projects in the inner

city. These projects would aim at providing physìcal and social

env¡ronments which better serve the needs of target groups such

as child-rearing families. The administration of this fund would
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be handled by the lnner City Development Committee

32 ln view of the great importance attached to local schools with

respect to neighbourhood attractiveness, a temporary moratorium

on ¡nner city school closings should be put into place while a

comprehensive study is carried out examining school closings in

relation to neighbourhood improvement considerations. At the

same t¡me, moratorium should be imposed on the construction of

new schools in the city.

33 Open space is deficient in the inner city. The City should

embark on a program of land acquisition to increase the amount of

park and open space in the inner city. As well, a comprehensive

inner city park and open space plan should be developed as part

of the proposed lnner City Plan.

34. Efforts should be made to significantly reduce the extent of

housing closure and demol¡tion in the inner city, especially of

family accommodation.

35. New ass¡sted housing un¡ts should be located so as to reduce

their present concentration in inner c¡ty neighbourhoods.

The followin g

city neighbou rhood

area:

recommendations are made in order to give inner

residents a greater voice in the future of their
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ln order to ensure that physical improvement efforts are sensitive

to the local res iden t sr concerns, it is recommended that
neighbourhood resident comm¡ttees (similar to those utilized under

NlP, but more permanent) be formed. These committees would be

involved in the planning and decision - mak ing process.

The senior levels of government should make available a systen of

grants to local neighbourhood t",". iJ,t^iï aid in the neighbourhood

improvement process. Grants could be used to híre techn¡cal

expertise, defray adm¡nistration costs, advertise and pay for
office space. Eligible community groups would be concerned with

local projects, community -con t rolled economic development, and

èommunity development work.

The Department of Env¡ronmental planning and neighbourhood

res¡dent .ommittees should encourage pr¡vate groups such as

churches, clubs, and unions to sponsor housíng projects and

social services needed in the inner city.

A Citizenrs Advisory Committee to the proposed Housing

Department should be created.
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THE PROSPECTS FOR CHANGE

ln view of the federal governmentrs move toward disentanglement,

it remains to be seen whether the provincial governmentrs role with

respect to inner city neighbourhood improvement will evolve into more

direct forms of intervention. lt is apparent, however, tÀat an

increasing burden is being shifted onto the municipal level of

government to pick up the slack left in the field of area improvement.

The City of Winnipeg simply must provide greater direction and support

in order to revitalize its ìnner city neighbourhoods as ¡t can no longer

expect the senior levels of government to do the job for it. Unless

Winnipegrs City Council is willing to assume a greater responsibility, the

prospects are for further deterioration of the inner city environment.

The opportunity to widen the scope of improvement efforts exists

now, in the form of the Winnipeg Core Area lnitiative and plan

Winnipeg. A strong political commitment to imp lementing the

Containment growth option of Plan Winnipeg, coupled with the numerous

incentives and programs being offered under the Core Area lnitiatÌve,

could finally reverse the trend of massive decentralization which would

be an important first step toward innei city revitalization. The

formulation of an overall inner city plan, along with the other

recommendations put forward in the preceeding sect¡on, could help

achieve even greater improvement of inner city neighbourhoods.

Despite the many efforts of the Core Area lnitiative and the
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Cityrs Housing and Community lmprovement Branch, the prospects for

major improvement in the conditions of Winnipegrs inner city
neighbourhoods are limited at present. lt must be realized that
long-term improvement will not occur overnight, just as the original

decline took decades to man¡fest itself. lt has scarcely been ten years

since intensive area improvement programming began in Winnipeg. The

Winnipeg Core Area lnitiative, which has now passed the halfrway mark

of its term, sþuld not be viewed as a panacea for a of the inner cityrs

ills. The amount of resources allocated r'996 million -- is not nearly

enough to accomplish a task as large as the revìtalization of Winnipegrs

inner city. The important contribut¡on, however, that the ln¡tiat¡ve

can make is that it could put into place a sp¡r¡t, or attitude, that would

finally overcome the C¡tyrs pre¡occupation with new growth. The

quality and character of the existing builtr:.up area sîmply must become

Councilrs overrid¡ng urban development prior¡ty. The revitalization

process, given the proper inputs, will feed on itself, so that the whole

attitude toward living or developing in the central city would become

more popular. ¡nner city revitalization will only follow when present

attitudes change :- those of Council, the private sector, the sen¡or

levels of government, neighbourhood residents, and those of the

citizenry at large. Another major contribution that the Initiative might

make is that it could lead to a more co'ordinated approach to the

problem of neíghbourhood improvement by the various levels of

government.

One thing is clear, the lnitiative will have been a failure if it
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does not attract pr¡vate sector investment or new population growth to
the area, íf it does not stop the out-migration of resídents from the

area, and if it does not create new employment opportunities. lt is

difficult to tell whether or not the Core Area lnitiative will be

successful in accomplishing the above objectives. Again, it is evident

that widescale results will not manifest themselves before the lnitiativers

termination.

One cannot say for certain what the future prospects are for the

revital¡zation of Winnipegts ¡nner c¡ty neighbourhoods at this time. The

pending civic election, with its possible introduction of formal party

politícs into c¡ty hall, could signify the beginning of a firm municipal

government comm¡tment to improving cond¡tions in the inner city.
Along'with such a commitment, a number of the recommendations

outlined in the preceeding section would have to be adopted in order

for long:term improvement to occur in Winnipegts inner c¡ty. One thing

is for certain: the ma¡ntenance of the status quo at c¡ty hall would

make the propsects for any major improvement in inner city condÌtions a

dÌm prospect. lt does not appear that there will be any fundamental

changes occurring in the near future ¡n widely¡held social and political

attitudes or in the structure of the countryts economic system.

However, the situation may arise after W¡nnipegts civic election where

the same formal political party that is in power at the provincial level

will be in control of city council. ln such an event, the propsects

would be good for greater cor-operat¡on, co'ordination and commitment

between the two levels of government to the objective of revitalizing
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Winnipegrs inner city neighbourhoods. But this would only be half of

the solution. Efforts to revitalize Winnipeg's inner city neighbourhoods

will only be successful in the long-run if they address the underlying

causes of decline.
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Appendix I

The Study Area used in this thesis is based largely upon the

definition of Winnipegrs inner c¡ty that was formulated by the lnstitute

of Urban Studies (lUS) at the University of Winnipeg. The two areas

are compared in the map on the next page. The lUSrs defÌnition of

Winnipegrs inner city comprises some twenty-seven ce ntrally;.located

census tracts. Seven criteria were used to define as inner c¡ty any

census tract with two or more of the characteristics listed below:

n housing built before l90l;

- 30% or more of the housing stock in poor condition;

r population loss of 15% or greater between 1971 and 1976;

¡ 25å or more of families at or below the poverty line in

1971,

¡ 60% or more of residential un¡ts occupied by tenants;

r population of more than 40 persons per acre; and

,' household density of more than l0 households per

residential acre.

The lUSrs definition of Winnipegrs inner c¡ty was also the one

used by various departments of the City of Winnipeg wh¡le conducting

the Winnipeg Development Plan Review and is the same area that was

defined as the core area by the Winnipeg Core Area Initiative.
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. Several modifications were made to the IUS definitíon in order to

arrive at the Study Area used in th¡s thesis. First, it was decided for

the sake of facilitating the analys¡s phase to use complete

neighbourhood areas as defined in the Winnipeg Area Characterìzation

Study. Thus only complete neighbourhood areas as defined by the

Area Characterization Study were included in the Study Area. Second,

the downtown and industrial areas of the CPR yards and South Point

Douglas were excluded since this thes¡s is concerned only. with the

improvement of residential areas in the inner city. lt was further felt

that the IUS definition of Winnipegrs inner city was too broad, resulting

in more modifications. Significant political and cultural differences can

exist between the various municipalities that comprise large Canadian

metropolitan centers. Th¡s is espec¡ally true in the case of the old C¡ty

of Winnipeg and City of St. Boniface which historically developed as

separaté ent¡ties. Thus those neighbourhoods located in St. Boniface

were excluded. from the Study Area. Furthermore, the Red and

Assiniboine Rivers historically acted as barriers to the urban

development of the Wínnipeg region. The area south of the Assinìboine

River was developed at a much later d.ate and in a much different

fashion from those to the north. This qualification eliminated further

neighbourhoods from the Study Area.

ln summary, only neighbourhoods (as defined in the Winnipeg

Area Characterìzation Study) having all of the following characteristics

were included in the lnner C¡ty, Neighbourhood Study Area: i) located

within the lUSrs definition of the inner city; i¡) located within the
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former City of Winnipeg; and iii) located north of the Assiniboine

Rive r.
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The foLlowing crÍteria were developed by the City of
Vùinnipeg, Department of Environmental Planning, in its Area

Characteri zation Study, in order to classify its neighbourhoods
by type:

Criteria for Conservation Area dcsignation include:
i) majority of tlrc housing stock is in good conditi on (60 - 70%),
ii) land use/zoning anomalies rnay bc prescnt,
iii) age of housing stock is beyond 25 years,
i") population clr arac terist ics and trcnds indicate that the arca may be

on lhe verge of a dccline,
v) turn-over in population,
vi) pockcts of dcterioration or intn¡sions by incornpatible land-uscs

or transportation rou tes,
vii) private maintenance still generally evirlent,
yiii) a relatively high degree of sel f -su f f ic iency of the resittcnt pop.

ulation,
ix) few redcvelopment pressures,
x) land/building vaìues for the most part are stable,
xi) existing municipal services a¡e in fair to good condition,
xii) park development is adequale but less extensive than in sfable

areas.
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Criteria for Rehal-¡ilitation Area designation include:
i) majority of housing stock in fair or good condition (60 - 70%,),
ii) a significant proportion (30%+.) oÍ housing stock requiring re.

habilitation,
üi) population characteristics and trends indicate a significant decline,
it) incorne i¡rfonnation indicates an inalility on the part of a pro.

portion of the population to afford required maintc¡rance of
their dwellirrgs,

v) existing municipal services are in poor to fair condition,
ri) Iand use/zoning anomalies are prevalent,
vii) age of housing stock is pre.WWII,

viii) spot redevelopment pressures are apparent,
ix) relative decline in reaì land/building values,
x) parks and recreation devclo¡rnrcnt is inadc<¡uate rclativc t<¡ the

majority of the City,
xi) intrusions by incompatible ìand-uscs as transportation routes

are jeopardizing neighbourhood stability.

Critcria for Ì\lajor Irnprovenlent Area designation include¡
i) the majority of the housing stock in fair or poor condition

(60.70%r,
ii) a nrajor proportion (5O% t ) of the housing stock rer¡uiring re.

habilitation,
iii) population characteristics and trends indicate a drastic shift and

_decline,
úi income infonnaiion indicaics an inability of the majority of the

population to rehabilitate their homes without assistance,

v) existing municipal services are in poor condition,
vi) many lând use/zoning conflicts are prevaìent,

"ii) age of housing stock is pre . 1925,
viii) spot redevelopment pressures are åpparent,
ix) a significant relative decline in real la¡d/building values,

x) a high proportion of ab¡entee landlords,
xi) parks and recreation development is grossly inadequate,
xü) extemally gcneratd intrusions are jeopardizing neighbourhood

viability,
xiii) the major land usc is residential, but significant amounts of non.

residential uses may exist.
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The following criteria of housing condition are those
employed by the Department of Environmental- Planning, City
of Winnipeg, in its Winnipeg Area Characteri z ation Study.
Un.its classified as being in rgood.r condition do not require
any major repairs. Units listed as tfairr and tpoorr require
rehabi-Iitation in the near future. The only feasible altern-
atj-ve for tvery poorr units is redevelopment.

1. Holes, open cracks, rottecl, J-oose or missirg
¡naterials over a snall area.

Z. Broken or r¡nsafe back shed, porch steps. or raiLings'. "

3. Rotted, or loose rvindow sash or frarnes.

4. Danaged, unsafe, or rnakeshift chinmey.
' . f ¡

5. Rotted eaves, 1oose, rottedr'or ndssing gutter and dorrnspouts

' 6. Structure i¡r need of conplete cleaning alil re -p ai-nting -

Such defects,are signs of neglect which coulct lead to serious
structural damage if not corrected.-.

Good Housing_ of recent construction rvhich lras rro defects or only
slighc Cefects which are normally correcteù during the course of
regular naintenance.

Fair HoLui¡g needs a little more repair than r"ould be provided. ûr
the corrrse of regular rnaintena¡ce- ,It has one or.nore o.€ the following
¡ni¡ror deficiencies that must be correctedi



Very Poor Holrs ing does not

-l1-

prov-ide safe ancl adequate shelter. FIas three
carLnot be renovated at reasonable cost, anil

PooJ Hor¡s j¡g has one-or rnore of the following najor deficiencies together
with some ¡rLi¡or deficiencies inåicatiag inadequatê original construclion
anil continued negÍect.

1. llla.lls obrriously out of pLunrb, build.ing settled anil
seriorrsl.y deteriorated.

2. . Rotted., loose or missing bu-ilding rnembers-

3. Holes, op en cracks, rotted, loose, or nrissing
rnaterials ovqr a consid.erable areà. '.

4- Roof saggìng, totte¿Ì, or of makeshift construction..:
5. Rotted, or sinki_ng foundation.

6. Rotted., or loose lvindorv frárnes.

7- Combi¡ation of J or nore minor deficiencies

These deficiencies could. lead to serious stnrctural damage if
renor¡ations are not done lrmaediately. rhese deficiencies n-jt té Ëorrecteil.if the r¡.rit iS to continue to prorriäe safe ä¡il adequate shelter. .- - -

or nore maj of <le-fìciencies,
should therefore be cleared.

A drvelling rrrrit irr need .of ¡aj or repairs as defj¡ed in the Doninion
3u¡eau of Statistics reports oh Housing Characte¡istics, is a unit in a
seriously rtm-dotm or nêglected condition rvith at least one of the follor.ri-ng
rnaj or stn:ctural deficieñcies:

(a). Saggfurg or crumbling fou-rdation.

(b) Faulty roof br chirnney.

(c) Rotting <loor si1ls and rvindorv fra¡nes - "

(d) Intcrior badly in.need of rcpair.
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NIP AREAg

N. Pt. Douglas
Centenni aI
N. St. Boniface
Brooklands
William l.lhyte
West Alexander

CIP AREAS

chalmers 
-

Daniel I'fclntyre
St. Matthei^7s

Dufferin
King Ed$¡ard

St. John's

PROPOSED CIP AREAS

lord Roberts
Vleston
Spence
Irlemorial

r,097,28L
377,50r
3r0, 006

L7 ,435
r89,997

39,477
2 ,03L,697

0

70,155
22,69r

0

1,048,966
409,Lr6
3I5, 86I
27,833

63r,443
72,840

2 ,505 ,966

68 ,466
r82 ,989
30,750

16,245
298 ,450

3,500,000
2,900,000
4,900,000
4,900,000
1, 900, 000

1,600,000
19,700, 000

3,300,000
2,500,000
2,000, 000

1, 000,000
2,700,000
2,500, 000

l_4,000, 000

Desj.Ena,tion &
Cor.1p'tet-ìon bat.es

RRAP Loans Completed
(to Dec. 31 '82)

$#

1,948,340
775,695
s88,151
506,478
806,078
342 ,077

4 ,969 ,509 1059

RRAP loans Approved
(to Dec, 31 '82)

$#

2,LAg,5og
829 ,488
720,606
501, 908

7 63 ,729
356,402

5,82L,642 119 5

NIP/CIP Funds
Àl- l-oca ted

I

Aug. | 74

.A,ug.r74

Dec . I 75

Dec . | 76

Sep.r77
Sep . '77

Jan.'79
Jan.'80
Jan.'80
Jan. r 82

Jan. | 82

Jan.r83

June'79
Jan.'79
Sep .: 

I 81-
Dec . ' 8l-

.A,pr.'82
Apr.'82

422

140

L43

r07
168

79

465

166

119
1I9
178

Sep. r 83

Dec.'83
Dec.'83
Dec . | 84

Dec.'85
Mar.r87

23L

82

64

.'

32

*,

260

96

75

5

99

16

551

Jan. r 84 - Mar.'87
Jan. | 85 - JunerSE
Jan. ' 86 - June'89
Mar-'87 - Dec. '90

0

15

2

0

tl-
36

7

2

2 ,200 ,000
2, 800,000
3, oo0, 000

3,000,000
11,000,00092 t846 L7 56



APPENDIX V

SUM}4ARY OF :

GgIDELINES FOR HOUSTNG INVOLVEMENT

(adopted by Winnipeg City Council on Dec. 20, t78)

&

PROPOSED POLTCIES AND PROGRAMS

in IHoUSING AND NEIGHBoURHOOD STRATEGIES I

(August, 1979)



, TARCET ISSUE: CO-ORDINATIOI.I

Guidelines as Approved
by Cicy Council on

Propos ed
Municipal Po licy

Propos ed
Municipal Program

Propose<1
Municipal Ac t ion

OR

December 20, 197 8

I . Co-ordinarion of
planning control,
building standards,
occupancy s Eandards
and resources of
various exis cing
municipal departmenEs,
other governmencs and

agencies, and the
privaEe sector.

The creation of a

Division of }Ious ing
and CommuniEy Improve-
menE within Ehc De-
parEment of Env i ron-
mental Planning.
AcEion Area Neighbour-
hood planning.

¡

I

To provide a focus
for co-ordination of
alI aspects of plan-
ning and housing
wichin exiscing neigh-
bourhoods through uhe

creation of a Housing
and Community Renewal

Divi s ion .



InfiIl developmenr.
Selective small scale
redevelopment.
Services and faci 1i c ie s
r:pgrad ing .

Front end tax incentive.
Rehabilitacion assess-
ment moraEorium.

Pro oo s ed
Ì,lunicipäl policy

Guidelines as AÞÞroved
by CiEy Council on
December 20, 197I

2. Alreracion of ex-
isting regula tions
and procedures where
possible that are
presently coun ter-
procluctive an<l dis-
couraging private
development and in-
vestmenC.

. _ . Proposed 0R prooosed
tlunr-clpal Program Municipàl Ac c ion

TARCET ISSUE: NEIGHBOURHOOD

To promo Ee privaEe
developmenË and
investmenE by the
alterarion of chos ê
exis E ing regulations
which are a di s in-
cenEive Eo priva Ee

developmenË and in-
vestment and to
create oÈhers \^rhich
would act as incen-
tives Eo privaEe
developmenE and in-
ves EmenE .

ITY: HOUSING UAJ,ITY

I

I



TAI{GET ISSUE: NEICHI}OURIìOOD QUALITY: HOUSING QUALITY

Pr o pos ed
l{unicipal Po licy

Proposed
l{unicipal Program

orì Propos ed
I{unicipal Ac c ion

Innovative Housing Program,
including incentives such
as:

-tax concessions,
-developmenE bonus rigtrcs,
-seed money grant.s.

The creacion of in-
centives to promoEe

and maintain pri-
vaEe sector involve-
menË. in aII areas'
of hous ing.

Gu icle I ine s as A Dr)
iL

roved
onby City Counc

December 20, 1978

3. Creation of incen-
Eives for involvement
by the private sector
which is pres ent ly
winding down build ing
acEivity, either by
tax concessions,
development bonus

righcs, or by s eed

money grants for this
irnplemenEation of
innovaEive programs.

I

I



TARGITT ISSUE: HOUSINC QUALI'|Y: ÀF¡'ORDABÌ i,lTY

4. General support of
privaEe non- profit
housing groups
through such means as

long term Ieasing of
surplus city-owned
land at at trac t ive
raLes in order to
assist them in achiev-
ing economic proj ect
renEs.

Proposed
ì{unicipal Prograrn

OR Propos ecl
l'funicipal Ac t ion

A) Land Lease/Land Sale
Program.

B) Technical and Admin-
isEraEive Non- profiu
Support Program.

Propos ed
l4unicipal Policy

To provide general
support and assis t-
ance Eo privaEe non-
profit housing groups

to assisE in the pro-
vision of economic
proj ect renÈs .

Guidelines as
by City Coun
December 20,

Ap
ci

proved
Ion

1978



TARCET ISSLiE: NEIGHBOURHOOD TY: HOUSINC UALITY

Guidelines as Approved
by CiEy Council on
Decc¡nber 20 9 78

Propos ed
Municipal Policy

Propos ed
Ilunicipal Program

Proposed
Municipal Ac t ion

OR

5. Ifaximum utilizac ion
of N. H.A. , Neighbour-
hood ImprovemenE Pro-
gram, R.R.A.P., and

Community Service
GranE monies , r^/i Ehin
the presenË admin-
istraÈive capacicy of
the ciEy, and where
senior governments will
guaranEee their portion
of funding for che

agreed term of che
proj ecc.

To continue the
emphasis on the
neighbourhood as Ehe

basic approach Eo

Inner City redevelop-
E and reviE aliza-

tion.

Continued uEilization
of, and support for,
N.I. P. and R. R.A. P.
programs at Lhe ne igh-
bourhood level, and
the maximum uEiliza-
cion of ConrmuniEy
Services Con cribuc ion
monies to support pro -
gramming aE the neigh-
bourhood level.

I



TAIìGET ISSUE: NEI,GHBOURHOOD QUALITY: HOUSING QUALITY

Piopós ed
Municipal PoIicy

Propos ed
Municipal Program

Propos ed
llunic i- pa I Action

OR
(luidcLines as A

by CiEy Counc
December 20,

pproved
iI on
1978

6. Eliminate the acLiv-
icy of che city's non-
profit Housing Corpora-
tion r.¡hich aE besË

rvould provide only a

very nominal conEribu-
tion Eo the hous ing
stock, and for which
the economics oÊ rheir
involvemenC are ex-
tremely questionable.

A re-examinaEion of
the economics of pro-
ceeding wi th a munic-
ipal non-profi c

housing corpora Eion
in lighc of recen E

amendmenüs Eo Ehe

non-profiE legis la-
cion r.ri chin che

NaEional t{ous ing Acc.



TAIìGET ISSUE: NEICHBOURT{OOD QUALITY t{ousING QUAi,I'IY

Proposed
Municipal Po licy Propos ed

Municipal. Program
OR ['ro po

al
sed

Ac t ionì,lun ic i p

Prepare a series of
r,¡ell researched and
documented reports in
order Eo e ffecc ively
lobby rhe s enior
levels of governmen E .

These reports should
illusEraEe Ehe need,
desirabiliry and

senior IeveI res pons -
ibilicy for:
a) home ovTners on
fixed income,

b) firsE tirne home pur-
chasers,

To lobby. senior leve ls
of governmenË Eo creAte
incenEives and use

cheir resources to ,'
deal with exis ting
and potential problem
areas in the VJinnipeg
Housing Si tuaÈion.

Guilclines as Âpprovcd
by City Council on
December 20, 1978

7. Encourage s enioq
levels of government
to enploy their
legislacive auEhor-
icy Ëo creaEe in-
centives in Uhe

following areas:

a) for home owners on
fixed income to main-
cain cheir pres enE

horne,

b) co assis c firsE
Eime purchasers of
home s ,



TARCET ISSUE

Propos ed
lfuniiipal po licy

Proposed
ì{uni c ipa I program OR Proposcri

Ilunicipal Acr ion

c) amendments Eo ren c

control legislacion,

d) amendments to Incorne
Tax Ac b,

e) expansion of the
R.R.A.P. prograrn,

Cu irlclincs as Âpproved
by Ciry Counci I on
December 20, 197g

c) amend rent control
legislacion to aIlow
pass Ehrough of costs
resulcing from up-
grading orders as renc
inc reas es ,

d) amend Income Tax Acc
co allow capital cos t
allowance Eaken on re-
habilitacion and up-
grading cos Es to be
offser agains t ocher
income,

e) encourage the expan-
sion of the R.R.A.p.
program to more e f fec_
tively deal wi Ch

apartmenE rehabiliCa-
tion,

NEIGr{tsoURHOOD QUALITY TIOUSING QUALITY

I

I



TARCET ISSUE: NErcHuouRHOOD QUALTTY :

Proposed
MunicipàI policy

Guidelines as A
by City Counc
December 20, 197 B

pp rove d
il on

f) amend Landlord and
Tenant Act to ailow for
a 90 day evic tion
notice where buildings
are Eo be closed or
demolished volunEarily,
g) the ciry should
petiCion Ehe province
for enabling legis la-
lion to instiÈuEe an
AnÈi-Demolition Concrol
By- Iaw.

I{OUSING QUAI,ITY

ORPropos ecl
MunicipàI program P ro pos ed

MunicipàI Act ion

f) arnendmenEs to Latìd-
lord and Tenant AcE,

g) s eni.or ciEizen,
single parenE fami Iy
and low incorne
hous ing ,

h) Provincial Home

Repair Program,
i) R. R.A. P. outside
N.I.P.,
j) guideline changes
for R. R.A. p.

I

x
I



TARGE'| ISSUE: IIOUSItlC QUALITY: AFFORDABILITy

Pr opo s ed
Municipal Policy

Propos ed
Municipal Program

Proposed
l{unicipal Ac t ion

OR

llOTE: This guideline
will be covered by ^pro-

posed Municipal
Policy /f 7, i. e. , co

Lobby senior 1eve1s
of governmen.Ë to creaEe
incenEives and use
their resources co

deal wi th existing and
potenEial problem areas
in the llinnipeg Housing
Situation.

Prepararion of r¡ell
researched and docu-
mented reports i I lus-
Erating the nced,
desirabilicy and

senior level re-
sponsibilicy for
housing for senior
cicizens, s ingle
parenE families, .and

I ov¡ income families.
These documents
should be the basis
of accempcs Èo lobby
che senior govern-
menE IeveIs.

Cuidelines as Approved
by Cicy Council on
December 20, 197 B

B. Encourage senior
leve1s of government

to utilize their
greater financial
r:esources in che pro-
vision of housing
for: -

a) senior ciEizens,
b) single parent
fami l ies ,

c) low income
families.

Ix
I



TARGE'I ISSUE: HOUSINC QUALITY: AFFORDABILITY

Guidelines as A
by CiÈy Counc
December 20,

pproved
il on
1978

The incent of this
guideline is covered by
Policy ll2 and its aE-
tendant programs, and
this guideline is
totally suppórtive of
these prograas.

The intent of this
guideline is covered
by Policy /14 and irs
program of Land
Lease/Land Sale.

Proposed
Municipal Program

Proposed
Municipal Ac t ion

ORPropos ed
Muniqipal Poli.cy

9. Adoption of zoning
and land use controLs
designed to al low
flexibility on types,
densiEies and occu-
pancies of housing in
response co specific
reques Es .

10. Sale of city-
owned surplus lots for
infill housing, exper-
imenÈal housing and
social Iy-ass is ted
housing for low income
families.



TARGET ISSUE: NEIGHBOUR}IOOD QUALITY: HOUSING QUALITY

To continue a ne igh-
bourhood approach to
the enforcemenC of
mainEenance and up-
grading by-laws and

to suPPorE a re-
evaluaCion of the
by- Iaw enforcemenÈ
proces s .

Propos ed
Municipal Policy

To continue the exis t-
ing monitoring and

inspeccion programs of
the city under the
mainEenance and up-
grading by- laws . and
to do so in a manner
which is sensitive to
the needs and
potential of rhe
ne ighbourhood s
involved.

Guidelines as Approved
by City Council on
December 20, 1978

1l . Continue Lhe moni-
toring and inspection
programs already im-
plemented by rhe city
under its mainEenance

and up-grading by- laws.

Propos ed
ì{unicipal Program

Pr opo
icipal

OR sed
Ac t ionllun

tx
I


